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摘鑑耀脱鮎の鞘の闘戯
弼胴弼鰭の幕間の鱒鱒鰯幣鰐鮮弼罰幣
Expedition to Antarctica
February l-16, 2OO8
嶋hiti and French Polynesia
Ap「ii 6-14, 2○○8
ItaIy: Sorrento and Orvieto
April 29-May lO, 2O08
V潤ge Life: Holland and BeIgium
May 2-「0, 2○○8
Southern Af「ica
May 5O-June 12, 20O8
France: Normandy and Brittany
June 5O-」uly ll, 2OO8
Great 」ourney through Europe
July 5-13, 2008
Peter the Great: St. Pete「sburg
to Moscow
July 18-3O, 2OO8
Aiumni CoIlege in Chianti
August 24置September l, 2OO8
霊siand Life: Ancient Greece
and hrkey
September 16-24, 2OO8
Mandarin China
September 29○○ctober llタ2OO8
醒鞘の醜鯉結鞄雷の鯖鵜野の酉の壷鵬!
Piease ca= 8oo輸8oo-3466 or e-mail mgoIdber@bu.edu
With inquiries about these itineraries or with suggestions
for future destinations.
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mD看O田O§丁ON
Chris Berdik’s ``Think Radio’’
(Fal1 2007) is we11 written and
presents an open and accurate,
if somewhat limited, OVerView
Of WBUR’s glories and troubles.
I have two quibbles. The
ComteCtZoれ’s “huge national
followmg’’is an overstatement.
That phrase should be reserved
for two programs produced
at WBUR: Car T班k and O7鴫cI
Game, both of which are carried
On hundreds of stations. On
Po庇is not there yet, and Tねe
Connectton never came dose.
(Note: I have served as inter'im
technical director for each of
those programs.)
Regarding former general
manager Jane Christo, theI.e
is no mention of WRNI, a huge
OVerSight. WRNI is the maJOr
COmpOnent Of the station’s debt
to Boston University as well as
the proximate cause of Christo’s
departure.
Thank you for an interesting
article.
鵬たO鵬格B.軸音C鵬
鞘鰯翻繊鵬購醗髄鞘蒋閲謹鵜醗酵
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弼鵡翻粥輔醗蝿態
BostoJl, Mdssach職Setfs
HOVEは音NO mR剛T§
``The Really Long Good-bye’’
(Fal1 2007) was a great article.
I am a president of a midsized
COmPany, and we get “helicopter’’
ParentS Calling our HR depart一
しetter$ may be
edited for clarity
and length. Piea§e
inolude your full
name and add「e§§,
Write to:
β08加ぬ
10しenox $t,
Brook看ine, MA
O2446
た・mai○
○etters to:
的sto蘭ia③めり,e血
O「 submit
On the Web at
WWW.bu,edu/
alumni/bostonia/
1etters
ment, demanding to know
how their child did on inter-
Views or why they didn’t get
hired. One of my VPs recently
told me that the mother of a
newer employee called him.
Her son seemed to be terribly
StreSSed out. Her son just
WaSn’t used to working forty-
hour weeks, and the company
Seemed so terribly demanding
toward excellence. He told
her to have her sontalk to his
SuPerVisor and that she should
``get a life’’and allow her son
to grow up. I received a letter
about a week later from the
mother, COmPlainmg about the
rudeness of my VP.
§州OY 「I丁王鵬輔肌D離醍醐
A【LrOra, Colorado
While co11ege is meant to be a
growth experience as well as
learning experience, aS the
Parent, I am footing the bill. My
Children will have a large say m
their co11ege careers, but not a
COmPlete say.
In 1980 (my sophomore
year), I I.emember confronting
a political science professor
about his abuses in regard to
the books we were required to
PurChase. The maJOrity of the
books were never asslgned for
Class and were purchased for
the bene帥of this professor’s
p ers, Who were their authors.
In my confrontation with the
PrOfessor, I was not taken
Seriously. In my meeting with
the dean, I mentioned respond-
mg reSPOnSibly to me or deal-
ing with my father. The book-
StOre refunded the money paid
for these unnecessary books.
The dean and Iwere on a
丘rst-name basis during my
remaining years at Boston
Un iver s it y.
While I expect my kids to
COrreCtly challenge inade-
quacies they may且nd in their
PrOfessor.s and deans, aSSume
that I will be hovermg SOme-
Where in the background to
be of assistance, if needed. So,
Letters
independent, Smart, grOWn
y ung adults, absolutely - but
know that Papa and Mama
Bear ain’  too far away. And you
really do not want to mess with
th  Bear family.
DAViD $A膿O事理離弼鶏
肋雄ams調Ie, Ne【u I匂rk
Vl§1TIN鵬HOUR§
Thank you for providing an
update on the guest policy
implemented at BU this past
SemeSter (``CommohWealth,’’
Fal1 2007). As a former resident
assistant at Shelton Hall, I can
attest to  restrictions the
PreVious policy placed upon
the students. In particular,
my fe11ow RAs and I would
COnStantly且eld complaints from
residents about the need for a
Chaperone to host a member
Of the opposite sex. I commend
the committee for且nally bring-
mg the policy up-tO-date, and
I’m s re the current RAs are
thrilled not to have to defend an
archaic policy anymore.
」E§SICÅ 3丁と間離輔弼
NeuJ %rk, Ne【t)拘rk
州O丁H聞PROF音LE音N COURAGE?
In ``Home of the Brave’’(Fal1
2007), Bosto7tia lauds the cour-
ag  of several ``seldom remem-
bered’’u.S. pr.esidents. You
Should have included Presi-
dent A drew Johnson. Who
lse could, Or WOuld, have pre-
Vented the radicals of the day
from a permanent division of
the United States?
R州DOしPH PHlしし看P§醒輔弼
P也7tama C壬tg Beach,別ortda
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‖間然O$cI剛併HOしnS the promise
of new insights into di組cult
treatment areas such as addic-
tion and mental illness, making
it one of t,he fastest葛grOWing
且elds in research and academia.
Now BU is poised to expand its
presence in these areas with
the creation of the Center for
Neuroscience, Which will bring
scientists from the Charles
River and Medical Campuses
under one umbrella.
“Neuroscience is an up-and葛
coming frold, in which there are
about to be maJOr advances・’’
says Howard Eichenbaum・ the
center・s director, a College of
Arts and Sciences professor of
psychoIogy・ and a University
Professor. ``There is a push from
the government・ and from the
directions that research has
taken, tO be able to bring to-
gether research in fundamental
neuroscience - how the brain
works - tOgether with transla-
t,ional medicine, Which is to pro-
duce drugs and therapleS and to
address various mental illness-
es. we have a lot of expertise on
both campuses on both sides.’’
Eichenbaum says that while
BU is not intemationally known
as a neuroscience hub, he be-
1ieves the new center Will raise
the University,s pro飢e by high-
1ighting the faculty currently
performing research in the
field. Topics of research mig址
`
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include addiction and anxiety
disorders, ``both of which we
have great strengths in:’he
says. ・・They are maJOr nat,ional
mental health problems and are
rlPe for both fundamental un-
derstanding and translational
advances:’
Wbrking in teams wil1 1ead to
quicker eakthroughs than if
researchers tOil alone in their
lal)S, Eichenbaum says. ``Our
research mission is to foster the
development of working groups
that take on topically related
areas, either in fundamental or
translational areas of the science・
or combinations of the two,’’he
says. ・・Each working group would
be related to one particular hot
area that is ripe for m砧or ad-
vances and would bring together
those investigators.’’
The center will also develop
new graduate and undergradu-
急用euros$ie門ce
竜s a門岬細a門出回
的冊鴫軸直
面Wn己cれ
抽e肥a肥
註め⑮u竜t①
由e鵬到O「
a嶺v翻Ge$,99
- Howard Eichen-
baum, director of
BU’  new Center
for Neuroscience
Nobel Peace P営ize wimer Muhammad Yunus d「ew an over¶ow
c「。Wd 。=,500 when he spoke at Boston Unive「s吋S George
§herman皿on in October" Yunu§ discu§Sed Grameen Bank,
which he founded in BangIadesh to h坤mpoverished
re§idents start sma冊usine§SeS and obtain oollege degrees"
Gl.ameen Bank now has 7"5 m珊on bo「rowe「s" ``They take the
loan and §tart Setf"emp-oyment and improve their economio
豊島瀧盤黒詰鞘鵠競豊
ate education pr'OgramS. The
separate graduate programS
in neuroscience on the Charles
River and Medical Campuses
will come under the umbrella of
a new program led by Shelley
Russek, a School of Medicine
professor of pharmacoIogy・
Faculty from several Arts and
Sciences departments will
contribute, including biology,
psychoIogy・ and mathemat,ics
and statistics, aS Well as faculty
from Sargent College and the
College of Engineering depart-
ment of biomedical engmeering・
A number of departments on
the Medical Campus will also
be involved. The new graduate
program is expected to begin in
two yearS.
An undergraduate neurosCi-
ence maJOr also will be created,
meeting a growing demand・
“with new courseS We’re de-
slgnmg:・ says Eichenbaum・ ``we
will have a unique undergradu-
ate major that brings together
three areas of strength on this
campus: in cell and systems
neuroscience, COgnitive neuro‾
science, and computational
University leaders say that
the Center for Neuroscience
will help foster interdisciplinary
research at BU and continue to
build the University,s reputation
in research.
To kick-St,art the operation
and provide seed money for in-
terdisciplinary team reSearCh
in high-risk, high-PayOff areas・
the University will provide
$600,000 annually during the
center,s宜rst且ve years and
$300,000 annually for the subse-
quent且ve years. The center will
seek outside funding sources aS
well. TAYしOR肌りりし
???????????

BOSTO‖ u軸1V聞S音TY has allocated
$1.8 bi11ion over the next ten
years to increase cross-COllege
OPPOrtunities for undergradu-
ates, uPgrade academic and
residential facilities, and recruit
faculty for the College and
Graduate SchooI of Arts and
Sciences, President Robert A.
Brown announced in October.
Brown’s strategic plan, titled
Choosing to Be Great, SetS
goals for the next decade, With
an initial focus on augmenting
programs now seen as BU’s
Strengths. The Co11ege of Fine
Arts, the SchooI of Law, the
SchooI of Management, and the
SchooI of Medicine, along with
CAS and GRS, are identi丘ed as
key players in the early stages,
With longer-range gOals includ-
ing more r.esearch funding for
Students across the University
and continued renovation of
facilities for students, faculty,
Staff, and alumni.
``The great strengths of
Boston University are the
breadth of excellence stored
in its faculty, COuPled with its
focus on rigorous and well-
delivered education:’Brown
SayS. ``What has emerged is a
Plan that builds on this foun-
dation, Strengthens it, and
leverages it to move toward a
8
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un quely broad, but also co11ab-
Orative university.’’
Brown’s announcement caps
an ei hteen-mOnth plannmg
process that included a faculty-
run task force convened in sum-
mer 2006. The s七rategic plan,
Crea ed with signi且cant input
from students, faculty, Staff,
a d alumni, WaS released on a
Web si e for initial public review
in December 2006. Nearly lOO
members of the BU community
have offered comments and cri-
tiques, Which were reviewed be-
for the proposal was且nalized.
The plan was且rst approved
by the Board of Trustees last
SPring and rea組rmed at its an-
nual me ting this past fa11. The
Plan is online at www.bu.edu/
PreSide t.
The comerstone of the plan,
Which calls for more campus-
Wide collaboration, is a focus
On undergraduate education,
Which begins with encourag-
mg undergraduates to bene帥
f om both liberal arts and pro-
fessional programs by cross-
r gistering in the University’s
SChooIs and colleges. Brown
SayS that he hopes the effort to
“unlock undergraduate educa-
tion’’will give students a more
COmPlete academic and cultural
experience, enabling an asplr-
甲田e副a門
St「ives to“u曲⑬ck u肝
der窒「離山a鳴
e出uca亡i①油99
aI咄give
$tude蘭書s
a mOre
脚m 囲e竜e
ex甲erie門ce。
ng businesS leader at SMG to
Study mass communications at
the College of Communication
Or a Chemistry maJOr With a
PaSSion for the clarinet to learn
fro  a distinguished CFA musi-
Cian. Last fall Brown appointed
Victor Coelho, a PrOfessor of
musicoIogy in CFA and CAS,
as the first associate provost
for undergraduate education.
Coelho will be responsible for
COOrdinating the core under-
g aduate experience, Which
includes designmg interco11ege
academic opportunities and
WOrking with deans to realize
these plans.
Arts and Sciences is set for
expansion as well; the college
and graduate school are slated
to hire lOO new tenure-traCk
faculty members over the next
decade. Dean Virglnia Sapiro
SayS the move wi11 build BU’s
reputation, locally and nation-
ally. ``Our reputation is built
On Our eXCellence,’’she says,
``and the gr6wth will be built
both on advancmg the quality
Of teaching and research and
with our current efforts to in-
CreaSe the strength of our ties
with alumni and the broader
COmmunity.’’
Several of the University’s
P Ofessional schooIs have also
??????????????
been targeted as candidates
for growth. The SchooI of
Management will hire 20 new
faculty. The SchooI of Law is
launching a capital campalgn
for an expanded and fully reno-
Vated facility, With a do11ar-for-
dollar match in funding from
the University. The College
Of Fine Arts, Which has long
CO11aborated with other arts
institutions in greater Boston,
also has plans for facilities
renovation and expansion, With
the same且nancial commitment
from the University. With these
Plans in place, Brown hopes to
draw even more prominent fac-
ulty and make CFA;s resources
more available throughout the
University.
The SchooI of Medicine is
POised to expand its already
highly regarded research ef-
forts. ``The recent completion
Of the Moakley Pavilion and the
curren七recruitment of a new
medical oncoIogy chief should
enhance our competitiveness in
CanCer reSearCh and treatment,’’
SayS Karen Antman, dean of
MED and provost of the Medical
Campus, “and certainly the
National Emergmg Infectious
Diseases Laboratories will
COntribute to recruitments and
researCh initiatives in infectious
diseases, ViroIogy, VeCtOr-borne
diseases, and microbioIogy, aS
Well as public health.’’
Brown also plans to devote
a significant part of the $1.8 bil-
0囲O「t囲童 昌es
f①「 a容umn百
害nc回ude
mentoring
Pr⑬gramS
and a
「evamped
Oa「ee「
coun$e題in望
SyS鴫皿
President Robert A, Brown (seoond from Ieft〉 and his wife,
Beverly Brown, Ohat with (from Ieft) Deepinde「 Bedi 〈G§M’05〉,
Ankit Goe漢(§M帥6), and MrinaI Chand「an (しAW’06) at an
A看umn冊wn Meeting and cockta冊eception in New Delhi,
看ndia,看a§t S印temb糾
lion to drawmg OutStanding stu-
dents and world-Class faculty to
the University. Undergraduate
financial aid aimed at keeping
Boston University accessible
to qualified students, regard-
less of their economic status, is
a maJOr PrlOrity, aS is making
faculty salaries and bene帥s
COmPetitive and strengthening
graduate research programs,
especially in disciplines where
the University has or may gam
national preeminence.
The ongomg COnStruCtion
Of the Student Vi11age 2 resi-
dence hall is part of a long-
r nge emphasis on improving
CamPuS life and community,
in part through renovation of
housing, I.eCreational facilities,
and dining halls. There will
be more opportunities for
alumni, through mentoring
PrOgramS that connect students
to the professional world and
a revamped and broadened
Career COunSeling system for
graduates.
The丘nancial implications of
the plan are significant, Calling
for increased annual expendi-
tures of up to $225 million for
SuPPOrt Of the plan’s eight goals.
More than half of the $1.8 bil-
1ion r‘equired to fund the plan
OVer the next decade will come
from the operating budget. The
University has had an impres-
sive net investment return from
its endowment in recent years
- the 20 percent return for且s-
Cal year 2007 was far above the
average for peer institutions -
but at $1.1 billion, the endow-
ment remains relatively small.
Brown has said that strengthen-
ing the endowment is a crucial
Part Of the University’s growth
and that support from alumni
and friends will be ``critical to
ful飢1ing our goals.’’
`After an intense process
Of discussion, debate, and
hard work by the faculty, the
University leadership, and our
Board of Trustees, We feel we
have a plan that will propel
Boston University forward into
the league of the very best large
urban research universities in
the world,” says Brown. ``This
is ouI. gOal, ndwe owe it to our
S udents, facu ty, and alumni to
SuCCeed.’’J患$$1cA UしL看州
F髄NO軸,軸心$$ COMM
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離熊購緋縦軸軸開聞軸両軸篤嶋舗暁
縄弼臓憩離鵜軸輔弼轟掴噸軸
軸艶醍醐輔輔軸特融繭繭
輔輔弼輔弼翻鵡輔弼掴闘讃脂鮒
鞘廊電輔弼艶繭醐輔弼粥繭鰯臨執
鏑輔弼輔弼弼輔弼輔弼南醒郎醍醐冨瀧
態醗藤糖陶繍離憩離脱軸馳軸彊繚
輔弼醗詳縄輔髄鞘軸講師
揮潤軸鵜簿鵡軸鯛軸離乳題辞髄鵜鵜
馳輔弼欝軸醜聞棚の観醜輔弼轄
縛翻醜聞輔弼繭粥輔離輔雛鵡兢酎割
醜態曜鵡翻輔弼簿鞘難訓弼縮緬軸軸
鵠繭単騎繭輔髄鞘鳩髄鞘鵡脚鍾
醐繭麿輔弼韻掴蒔踊綱酔醜鵬
輔弼軸雛縄雛輔弼輔弼弼欝
舗鵬醜態鴨離籍緋繭融酔南部綿繊維
粥縦軸輔純輔融輔弼輔弼鞘艦諦観剛腕粥醗醐憾輔弼繭鵬晋
醐繭蟻繭醐馳輔弼鮨酷瀧貯鞘悪
制観融弼臨輔弼輔離婚鞘翻醜
繭轟輔弼靴醒鵡揮瀞輔弼輔弼輔
弼輔弼闘瀧輔割勘輔弼輔鴨鍋鶴
間醜捕縄醐輔弼醒醐曜憩憩官
能醐醐繭崖輔弼講輔繭観潮態輔弼欝
聴輔離鰯瀧竃醐鱒鵡脚韻軸純綿緋
鵬縄離籍薫輔弼繭繭轡観賞誠純甜鏑就
醗触繭弼輔繭晦輔弼離艦
軸輔弼購醒弼輔醐勘鎚鰯醜態蹴鞠旺
雛即艶縄輔輔弼紬輔離鯉輯悪
醍醐繭翻鶴弼繭直り
輔鵬笥澗蟹軸輔弼牒醜態醗粥
蛸棚輔鮨粥醗酵肥醒輔弼鞘繭
綱醜鋼醐聴講輔闘細輔弼醜
巴繭鱒浦弼輔髄鞘鞘鵡醒醍
醐醒醜悪繭の縞軸醐館籠噌輔
髄鞘弼醗網棚軸細鵡廟輔緬の
髄鞘軸籍輔弼鯛舗鱒醜竃睦粥髄
鞘鶴晒軸馳鰭髄鞘輔弼醐臨
輔弼臨軸曙醍醐醒師鎮鶴軸轄
軒聴臨時雛糟掴鞘凋弼蠣轄軸暗闘繭
輔醜輔弼緬弼輔弼輔鰐馨照捕縄紺
鵡輔弼醗鞘繭覗講師輔弼輔弼輔弼醐髄鞘輔
弼舗醜態輔醜鵬醍観離紳輔藍繭雑感
髄鞘の緬の繭弼観篤纏睦鴨鵬醗$
網棚軸細麟却鰯輔弼髄鞘乱輔弼
醐輔弼軍鮎弼勝算JU
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0軸心$WE音T間看‖頓afternoon in
March 2001, arChaeoIogist
William Satumo was trekking
through the remote jungle
Of northeast Guatemala,
SearChing for some recently
uncovered ancient Ma,ya Stelae.
Out of water and low on food,
Satumo sent his guides to find
Water, then stumbled alone
upon a narI.OW tunnel dug by
looters in the side of a hill.
Eager to escape the heat, he
CraWled into the cool dark space
and皿ashed his headlamp at the
tunnel wall. The light played
OVer a COIorful ancient Maya
mural depicting且ve deities
Standing beneath the sacred
trees of the ancient May“a
COSmOIogy, bringmg Order to
the world through sacri且ces
Of animals, flowers, and their
OWn blood. The mural, Saturno
WOuld later determine, WaS
2,100 years old, the oldest
known rendering of the Maya
Creation myth.
Satumo, a neW College of
Arts and Sciences assistant
PrOfessor of archaeo工ogy,
recalls his且rst thought: ``I’ve
10
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just made the discovery of a
lifetime.’’His second: ``I’11 never
make it out of here alive.’’
His discovery, nOW Part Of a
maJOr arChaeoIoglCal excavation
known as San BartoIo, also
Shows th  crownlng Of the Maya
COm gOd after his death and
rebir h. A similar scene appears
in a Maya manuscript called
the Dresden Codex, dating
rom the thirteenth century,
and in t  sixteenth-Century
P poI Vuh text. The fact that
the San BartoIo mural predates
these classic works by more
than l,000 years is slgni且cant
for both scholarship and the
modem Maya, Who still hold
SaCred this story of creation.
“It’s like宜nding a Bible
Written during the time of
Christ:’says Saturno. “It’s
that kind of bject in their
WOrldview ’’
In ed, 1ast year a group
Of shamans from a modern
Maya community in the jungle
highlands made the daylong
OVerland journey to San BartoIo
to visit the mural, COnduct
CeremOnies honorlng the
山oh純0看ogi$t
W皿amぬturno i$
rega d8d by mo億e「n
Maya a$ a Oharactor
im the Maya oreation
myth, He i$ th8回oliv-
erer of the州e§t
脚軸ng of the myth,
ancients, and ask
Of questions.
“The idea that a forelgner
宜nds this creation story, Pre-
SerVeS it, and brings it back to
the known world meant that
a lot of their questions had
more to do with me than with
the mural itself,’’says Satumo.
``They told me as they left that
th y would try to tease out what
my role in a11 of this was, but
Clearly I had been chosen to
bring this mural to them.’’
The tunnel where Saturno
???????????????????‥????????????????」????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
found the mural turned out to
be a chamber inthe base of a
Pyramid that was part of an
ancient Maya city. Two of the
Chamber’s four walls were found
intact, but the other two were
destroyed in antiquity, and pieces
Of the mural remain hidden in the
rubble. Satumo is now leading
an ongomg eXCavation to pleCe
together the destroyed portions
Of the wa11 and to put the entire
mural in contex七.
``How did this mural帥
within the San BartoIo site?’’he
asks. ``How did the San Bartolo
Site即within Maya culture in
the且rst centur‘y B.C.?’’
This spr‘mg, a grOuP Of BU
Students will get a chance to help
Satumo answer those questions,
as part of a semester abroad in
the new Guatemala Archaeology
Program. c晴間$慨然DI晴
A figure (to冊hoto〉 im
the §州Bartolo mural
Offer§ a bloo億§acr脆ce
to th州aya oorれgo心,
The §ite i§ in a remote
i皿如of間rthe∂§t
飢atema音種,
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P隅$$lN鵬FOR A O晴AMP看ON$晴漢P
間O棚削9$軸$髄丁B瓜田龍鱒闘$開削醐輔弼醐距醍醐臣鶴間醐
1‖ 2007 the women’s basketball
Terriers were knocked out of
the America East quarter且nals
by Binghamton University. But
that was last March, and the
team isn’t dwelling on the past.
With point guard and tri-
CaPtain Christine Kinneary
(CAS’09) and seven other upper-
Classmen leading the way, the
Terriers are expecting a dif-
ferent outCOme this sprmg.
``Our goal from day one is to
Win the conference and get to
the NCAA toumament,” says
Kinneary. ``But there are no
glmme gameS Or autOmatic
wins. VIfe need to get mentally
PrePared for every game.’’
BU started the season in
November with a palr Of wins,
12
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against Rhode Island and Siena.
After falling to Ohio, the team
ra11i d against Northeastem,
b at ng its crosstown riva1 94-
84. Aly Hinton (CAS’10) hit a
Career-high thirty-且ve points,
and Kinneary tied a single-game
school record for assists, With
f urteen.
Af七er the three home games,
the Terriers took to the road
for a Thanksgiving tournament
at the University of North
C rolina at Greensboro. They
defeated UNC but lost to North
Carolina A&T the following
night. The team faced seven
more nonconference games
in December before taking on
H rtford in the America East
COnference opener in January.
The season only gets tougher.
The Hartford contest begins
a string of sixteen straight
COnference games. “工t’s gomg
to be challengmg, SayS Ke11y
Greenberg, nOW in her fourth
year as coach.
The team will meet the
Challenge with full-COurt PreS-
sure. Greenberg has used the
PreSS Off and on in the past, but
this year it is a key defensive
tactic. ``We’re focusmg On rea11y
bothering the other team in the
full court,” she says. ``We have
nice depth on our bench, SO We
can do it:’
On offense the Terriers
will work the ball around to
a variety of players instead
Of relying on one or two key
scorers. Greenberg says the
Squad is more athletic than
PaSt teamS. ``Our strength is
much better,’’she says. “The
girls are communicating better
with each other, With the
coaches. It’s a really feel-gOOd
environment.’’
Joining Kinneary around the
perimeter are tricaptain Cheri
Raffo (SAR’08) and Amarachi
Umez-Eronini (SAR’09), With
Kristi Dini (CGS’07, SAR’09)
and Corinne Jean (COM’08)
providing depth at the guard
POSition.
In the paint are Hinton
and tricaptain Kasey Devine
(CGS’06, SMG’08), With Jesyka
Burks-Wiley (CAS’09), Maggie
McKemie (SMG’09), and
Kristen Folk (CGS’08, SHA’10)
1ending support. Freshmen
K rry Cashman (CGS’09),
Krystyn McIntyre (CAS’11),
and Kat Briggs (ENG’11)
are playmg SOlidly as well,
Greenberg says.
Raffo, Who started every
game her宜rst three seasons
and hopes to continue her
streak, SayS her team has depth・
``people are really stePPlng
up and everyone is scoring,’’
she says. “工t’s hard to stop且ve
people when all are a threat.’’
Greenberg hopes that holds
t ue into the America East
toumament. “I really hope
that we’re healthy,’’she says.``We are feeling good about
the games we just played, and
we’re improving from game to
game.’’A鵬Y JO間州(COM’08)
園n the巾m山eof帽igh書冊$e冊ho$t$
胴離間聞監制聞く隅9聞臣開脚電肝聞棚田$島肝藍$甲脚聞臣臣
$舶開聞6臣$棚田肥聞耳$田町臣聞耳聞臣閏間龍田$開聞$
HAl州側WU stayed in China, he
WOuld have been assured a
job, a Salary, housing of a sort,
and medical care. But the pro-
tagonist of4FreeL花園1ike the
author of his story, Ha Jin喜
Chooses the United States, and
with it the time constraints
inherent in making a living for
himself and his family.
``I’m much more fortunate,’’
SayS Jin (GRS’94), an Arts
and Sciences professor of
Creative writing. “I didn’t
quit school. I didn’t own and
run a restaurant.’’Rather, he
eamed two degrees in China,
a privilege made rare by the
Cultural Revolution. Rarer
Still, aS a graduate student of
American literature he had
access to books otherwise
unavailable, including novels
by Faulkner and Bellow. (His
OWn books are banned in
.) Jin entered a Brandeis
Ph.D. program in亜nglish on
SCh lar hip in 1985 and丘ve
years later published his first
book, a COllection of poetry
Written in English. He sat in
On且ction writing courses in
BU’s Creative Writing Program
for two semesters to hone
his English skills, and having
COmPleted his doctoral work,
e rolled in the program.
Nan, On the other hand,
manages to buy a restaurant
after years of hard, menial
work and thus must work even
harder. Finally, he sells the
restaurant, takes a job as a
night watchman, With bene且ts
tha  include the all-important
h alth insurance for his family,
and settles down to writing
POetry. That is easier than
Writing且ction just because
PO mS are Shorter, SayS Jin,
Ha Jin, here in
B鵬ton’s Chinatown,
ha§叩鵬heII A h併
I鴫hi$冊§  nOVel
§et in hi§ a心o回ted
OO皿t「y, the united
$tate$ ,
but it almost never provides an
adequate income or recognition.
Nan has accepted failure.
In contrast, Jin has summers
free to write, Publish, and be
recognized. He has published
three volumes of poetry, three
books of short stories, and且ve
novels, garnering an array of
major honors: the 1999 National
Book Award (for the平vel
丁栃緬ng), a PEN/HemmgWay
Award (for the short story col-
lection Ocean of T栃rds), and
two PEN/Faulkner Awards (for
脇it壬Jtg and his 2005 novel,脇r
Tras九). A Free L擢, Published by
Pantheon, is a Ne【D IもrたHmes
2007 notable book.
In many details, Nan’s story
is typical of the stories of other
immlgrantS, Jin’s included.
(Ji  teaches the Literature of
Migrants for undergraduate
and graduate students.) Over
he years, Nan grows away from
the local Chinese community
and from his parents, Who have
Stayed in China. When he丘nally
Visits, almost everything there
is strange and unsatisfying.
Increasingly comfortable in
English, Nan, like Jin and Nabo-
kov and Conrad before him,
Chooses to write in his new
language.
A FreeL脆ends with a group
Of Nan’s poems, SeVeral about
that decision.
Even if you’re lucky and earn a
Seat SOmeday
In the temple housing those
high-nOSed ghosts,
Do you really think they wi11
accept you
Just on the merits of your
POemS?
Be warned - SOme Ofthem, Who
Were OnCe SOBs,
Will call you a clever Chinaman.
Nan has chosen life in ``a
COuntry Without borders,’’with
all its possibilities. A Free L脆
COnCludes ,
You must go there, quietly.
Leave behind what you still
Cherish.
Once you enter that domain,
A path of flowers will open
before your feet.
軸心丁きし1格」lcO寄$0細りcc回心c報患軸
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Classroom
Go臆ng W己th
the Fo「ce
蹴鞘躍踊躍躍醗鰯輔弼鵬摘鰯醗
弼蹴蹄願醍醐鞄醗帯締醗闇醜麗耀蹴
l$ A鵬I!ÅII STU鵬軸T at Columbia
University in the late 1960s,
Charles Lindholm was swept
up m a Student antiwar riot that
WaS StOrmed by armed police.
Back then, SayS Lindholm, ``there
Were a lot of gurus floating
around the place, and friends of
mine - rational people - SOrt
Of disappeared.’’
In both cases, SayS the Co11ege
Of Arts and Sciences professor
Of anthropoIogy and University
Professor〕 PeOPle freel帆even
eagerly, Surrendered their au-
tonomy to a mob or a cult move-
ment. It was the beginnmg Of
Lindholm’s fascination with
Charisma, PaSSion, and similar
irrational motivations, and it
WaSn’t too Iong before he worked
romantic Iove into the mix.``what is romance for in the
first place? What does it do for
you?’’Lindholm quietly asks
the餅teen students taking his
COurSe Lovers and Leaders: The
AnthropoIogy of Romance and
Charisma. Lindholm believes
that what romance does for us
is similar to what charismatic
14
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leaders do for their followers.
Both offer transcendence from
the rationality of an everyday,
ndividual-Centered, humdrum
existence. So tOO do things like
SPOrtS mania, religious obser-
VanCe, and celebrity wor'Ship,
but love, he says, is the ``most
POWerful and most central’’
alternative to the charisma of
mass m v m nts.
``Don’t ignore the desire of peo-
Ple for a co11ective experience and
to imagme themselves as part of
SOmething greater than a bunch
Of rational individuals,’’Lindholm
tells his students, Who study
theor sts of charisma and pas-
Sion, SuCh as Hume, Nietzsche,
and Freud, along with case stud-
ies of such leaders as Hitler and
C arles Manson, and stories of
romantic Iove, 1ike that of Romeo
and Juliet.
And while one might guess
that college students are more
COmfortable talking about ro-
mance than about Nazis, Class
member Wi11iam Lewis (UNI’09)
SayS that’s not the case. ``I’m
not in a cult, but I’m very much
“田$叩SS醐e
七hat what
We t肺nk
昌s tran-
ScenC震en竜
昌$肥a回看y
bio日曜lca因。ワ9
- CAS Professor
Cha「les Lindho!m
involved in our loved-based soci-
ty,’’he says. ``It’s harder to step
back and approach romance
academically, tO O切ectively dis-
cuss it.’’
Lindholm believes that’s part
Of anthropoIogy’s challenge.
``We’re always thinking about
verything that’s normal and
asking, Why is it?’’he says. It’s
apparent in the loosely struc-
tured class discussion that,
at least with love, Lindholm is
OPen tO neW anSWerS.
One student responds to
his question about the roots of
romance by talking about two
Subspecies of prairie voles,
Small rodents that range across
America’s grasslands. A single
genetic switch makes one type
Of vole monogamous, While the
Other type continues to play the
且eld, Or graSSland, aS it were.
“It’s possible,’’Lindholm re-
SPOnds, “that what we think is
transcendent is really bioIogical:’
????????????
?????
????????????????
Sti11, he brings up research
that he and two graduate stu-
dents conducted years ago on
the views of romance in differ-
ent cultures, amOng PeOPle such
as African Bushmen and Paki-
Stani tribes. They found that
the ideal of romantic relation-
Ships was strongest in highly
individualistic and scattered
SOCieties, Which include both
hunter-gatherer communitie s
and, it turns out, Our OWn.
`American society is very
COmplex, but in a lot of ways,
We’re more like hunter-gatherers
than like a traditional tribal cul-
ture,’’he tells the class. ``Ⅵfe’re
all on our own out there, trying
to make our way:’
These cultural distinctions
imply that the ideal of romance
Can Change over time, and
Lindholm asks for his students’
take on the current trends in
romance and marrlage.
One suggests that it was
easier for young people of pre-
Vious generations to commit
to marrlage because people
didn’t live so long.’’A lifelong
COmmitment ``isn’t such a big
deal if you’re gomg tO die when
you’re, like, thirty,’’the student
SayS. Another disagrees with
Lindholm’s contention that
many students in the class
Will eventually slgn PrenuPtial
agreements. ``It just seems like
SuCh a dooming step,’’she says.
And according to Lindholm,
the deep, Charismatic link be-
tween what leads people into
Iove and what draws them to
mass movements means that a
discussion of where romance is
heading lS muCh more than idle
Chitchat. ``If the romantic ideal
has been historically developed,
it could disappear,’’he tells his
Class. `And if you don’t have a
relationship that leads to a feel-
mg Of transcendence, Where are
PeOPle gomg tO丘nd that sense of
COmPleteness tha七they need?’’
For now at least, Lindholm
SayS, he’s not worried: rOmanCe
is very much alive. ``Romance
is still the disease everybody
WantS tO CatCh,’’he says. “I tell
the class that we’re gomg tO
look at it in a de七ached way,
With historical context, but that
doesn’t mean that you’re now
inoculated.’’oH脈l$慨RD1晴寄
隅K案NDL書棚A剛晒しはY
鞘耀醗鶴鯛輔締態噸輔弼輔諦観臨繭覇艶縄軸
醒鱒蹴鵡輔蟻艶離醜轍網繭馳騙輔弼醜軸弼輔鵡
蹴輔弼繊璃購蝿輔弼軸睡醍醐醒輔弼鵡静
間撼輔弼織闘纏鵡醐間輔弼醍醐繊髄鞘離輔縄鵡醜
態廟劉聴態醜鞠乱艶聞醜灘鰯闇輔弼醒輔弼艶欝縄讃
醒欄鵡鞘鍬纏難輔態鵡醍購醐聴覇輔鎧距離醗縦軸雷
鳴網棚暁闇鵬醗輔輸繭馴醜態臨鵡輔蟻勘繭醐
軸麗辞醜態揮軸鰭輔弼繭繭軸臓醍醐轡鵡蝿離
醒輔弼醜漸騰轟醒醒轡輔弼鬱憲輔弼鵡輔弼臨臨
調輔態鰯聴鞘輔醗轡輔醒輔弼溺繰轡距離鰹臓
腑垣縄曜輔講雛壇醒醜態鰯鱈鞘棚鞘離購醍醐繭曜馳籠
睡鄭鸞粥糊縄鵜輔鰭鞘劉聴輔融輔鵡醜醒
鰭晋闘鵡輔弼翻醜醜態鵡輔弼繭糟鴨鍋購繭覿醜態雷
犠騰罰鵜講醗鴨観醜聞輔弼観醍醐野親睦鑑繍醜臨
Fo皿8刷れochey goali州iche日
しaro叩e (鵬9川E丁’99) a=h叩岬
「叫with hi§ Wif即補間Gen心8!
Laro叩8 (脚’鮒〉,叫Pie事「e, an回
T宙ri8r mem’$ hea冊oc脈oy coac=a鳳
Parke「 (8冊68,晴o‖,’97),
Three BU member§ Of the 1脚g州me囲a寡-Wi皿ingり,"lym回io hoo南ey te叫(f「om left〉 Mike E「uzi脚8
(脚’77), Jac脈O’脚ah州〈鵬79), and Ⅱavid軸(脚80,脚’93), §igm autogr叩h$ fo山肌ier fan§ at tho
岬鵜川y.
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丁he Sea「ch fo「
the Misslng lce Age
輔弼掴醒醍頼嗣摘粥鑑蹴醍鵡醍醐醍醐彊
鱒蹴醍醐鰯闇蹴醐帽騨醍醐醗顎端麗踊蹴
肌U帖間然AY軸O puts what looks
like a pinch of sand on a glass
Slide and powers up her micro-
SCOPe. Under magni且cation,
the grains aI.e reVealed to be
fossilized shells of tiny ocean
CreatureS that existed millions
Of years ago. Raymo, a College
Of Arts and Sciences earth sci-
ences research professor, is a
Paleoclimato工ogist, and these
remains are to her what dino-
Saur bones are to paleontolo-
gists: keys to the past.
Raymo studies these shells to
better understand the ice ages
that have waxed and waned
OVer millions of years on our
Planet. At the moment, She’s
SearChing for evidence to sup-
POrt a theory she and several
COlleagues recently proposed
to explain a conundrum that
has puzzled researchers for
years: Why the timing of ice
growth and decay was different
between one mi11ion and three
mi11ion years ago compared to
the pattern observed for the last
million years.
Scientists know that irregu-
larities in the Earth’s orbit,
Which occur every 23,000, 41,000,
and lOO,000 years, affect global
1`
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Climate cycles. Those deviations
Can nudge the northern hemi-
SPhere farther from the sun,
CauSmg lCe tO remain through
the summer and auguring a
new ice age, 1ike the one that
ended lO,000 years ago in North
America. But starting in the
late Pliocene era, SOme three
million years ago, eVidence of
the 23,000-year CyCle of climate
Change disappeared from the
Climate record.
That brings us back to those
tiny ocean dwellers, any Of the
forty speci  of foramin脆ra, Or
forams, Single-Celled organisms
With calcium carbonate shells.
When forams die, their shells
fall o the bottom of the ocean.
Over mi11ions of years, these
deposits have become part of
the ocean floor, and they happen
to be an excellent indicator of
the ocean’s temperature at the
time of their demise.
“Oxygen has two stable iso-
topes, OXygen-16 and oxygen-18,
the ratio of which in the ocean
is contro11ed by the amount of
ice on land,’’Raymo explains.``When ice sheets grow on land,
Water eVaPOrateS Off the ocean,
and the oxygen-16 molecule,
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because it’s lighter, eVaPOrateS
at a greater rate.’’Thus, When
OCean Sediment strata are
heavy with oxygen-18, it’s a slgn
that there is more ice on land.
“Twenty thousand years ago,
the whole ocean was relatively
enriched in the heavy isotope of
OXygen, and we know indepen-
dently from fossil coral reefs
that the sea level was 130 me-
ters Iower:’says Raymo. `A11
that water was in an ice sheet,
and we can see the evidence for
ice on land.’’
To analyze the oxygen con-
tent of ancient ocean water,
SCientists drill cores deep in the
ocean floor at sites around the
globe and take long tubes of the
Sediment臆Which includes the
forams, Whose calcite shells re-
flect the oxygen content - back
to the lab. Fossils extracted
from the cores are dissoIved in
acid and tested.
Based on what she found in
the sedimentary record, Raymo
theorized in a Scienc'e PaPer
last year that from one million
to three million years ago, a
Slg i且cant change in ice volume
WaS taking place in Antarctica,
much more SO than conven-
tional wisdom holds, aS the tilt
nd rotation axis of the Earth
Changed. She proposed that
Antarctic ice sheets were melto
ing while ice was formmg in the
northem hemisphere, CanCel-
mg the effect of the 23,000-year
CyCle in the ocean water record
as the light and heavy isotopes
Of oxygen mixed.
If her hypothesis is true,
the ice sheet covering North
AmeI.ica ``should be waxing
and waning with both 41,000-
and 23,000-year Periodicity,
ot just the 41,000-year Period
i ferred from the oxygen isoto-
PIC reCOrd of seawater,’’Raymo
SayS. To test this idea, She’s
examining samples from cores
drilled more than twenty years
ago just off the mouth of the
MississIPPi River.
Initial results show water
With lighter oxygen isotopes at
the predicted intervals, SayS
Raymo. Her theory, Which she
is writing about in an upcom-
ing lSSue Of N証ure, is garner-
ing interest in the paleoclima-
toIogy community. TÅYし0然り皿1し
??????????????
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晴U$AI‖軸心alI州看reCa11s a NGuJSuJeek cover
from October 2001: a Pakistani child
brandishing a gun and the headline
``Why They Hate Us.’’The photo is em-
blematic of a question that has haunted
Haqqani, director of BU’s Center for
International Relations and a Co11ege
Of Arts and Sciences associate profes-
SOr Of international relations. ``I have
always wondered why the Muslim
WOrld is in the eye of virtually every
StOrm, in my lifetime at least:’he says.
“The Middle East is a cauldron. The
India-Pakistan con且ict has a Muslim
dimension. In Russia, there’s Chechnya,
another Muslim dimension.’’why is the
Muslim world plagued by instability,
undemocratic governments, and sec-
tarian violence?
Haqqani has set out to且nd
answers. He calls his prQject
State of the Muslim World, and
he draws broadly from such
丘elds as an七hropoIogy, SOCiol-
Ogy, history, eCOnOmics, and
demography. He has written a
Series of articles expIoring
SOme Of his questions, and he
Plans to begin writing a book
this year.
Despite the diversity of
the Islam-in皿uenced world,
he says, Muslims everywhere
Share membership in the
びmmah, Or COmmunity of
believers. ``There ar‘e many
differences among Muslims,
but there are also common
Streaks running from Egypt to
Indonesia, and there is a sense
Of belongmg tOgether,’’he says.`And yet, in the last few centu-
ries, it has been a belonglng tO-
gether in decline. The Kuwaitis
may be rich, but they know it is
COming from oil in the ground,
not from something they’ve ac-
COmPlished. There is a lack of
a general sense of accomplish-
ment in modern times.’’
He reels off a succession of
SurPrlSing statistics in support
Of this argument: the GDP of
the world’s甜ty-SeVen Muslim-
maJOrity countries combined
is less than that of France.
Those即ty-SeVen COuntries are
home to about 500 universi-
ties, COmPared to more than
5,000 in the United States and
8,000 in India. Fewer new book
ti七les are published each year
in Arabic, the language of 300
mi11ion people, than in Greek,
SPOken by only 15 million.
More books are translated into
Spanish ch year than have
been translated into Arabic in
the l st century.
Haqqani is getting some help
in pulling togeth r the data.
``On Fridays, I usually have a set
Of my students working with
me on this prQject,” he says.
“How many books are sold in
Bahrain? Compare that with
SOme Other country comparable
in size and resourCeS.’’
Using these facts, Haqqani
argues that a lack of economic,
ntellectual, Cultural, and tech-
noIoglCal productivity in the
Muslim worl has left a vac-
uum that has been飢Ied by
ParanOia and inflammatory
rhetoric, fueling a culture of
POlitical anger, rather than
POlitical solutions:’Angry
rhetoric, he maintains, keeps
Muslims i  a constant state
of fear that Islam and Islamic
Culture are in danger of be-
ng snuffed out, reSulting m a
PerSistent cycle of violence as
Muslims respond to the per-
Ceived threat posed by both ex-
terna  and sectarian enemies.
At the sam  time, this culture
Of ang r prevents Muslims from
examining the internal prob-
lems that plague the Islamic
WOrld, SuCh as repressive gov-
ernments, SeCtarian conflict,
and a lack of democratic I.ePre-
sentation. ``Muslims must rise
and p acefu11y mobilize against
SeCtarianism and the violence
and destruction in, Sa机Iraq,’’
he wrote in the GzJlfTtmes, an
English-language newspaper
POPular in Qatar. ``But before
that can happen, Muslim dis-
course would haⅣe tO Shift
aw y from t e focus on Muslim
Victimhood and toward taking
responsibility, aS a COmmunity,
for our own situation.’’
Haqqani came to the
United States after a career
a a Pakistanl JOumalist and
statesman. He was Pakistan’s
ambassador to Sri Lanka from
1992 to 1993 and was an advi-
SOr tO Pakistanl Prlme minis-
ters B nazir Bhutto, Ghulam
Mustafa Jat i, and Nawaz
Sharif.
H qqani is the author of
」ねktsta7t: BetuJee7t Mbsqzze伽d
M掘taru, Which was a bestse11er
in Sou h Asia. He is also aprac-
ticing Muslim who studied in a
madrassa, Or traditional Islamic
SChool, in Pakistan.
Although he hopes his
m ssage wi11 reach Muslims,
Haqqani believes that his re-
SearCh has something to teach
Western policy makeI.S aS Well.
“Ba ically, I am saymg that
this is an entire section of the
WOrld that is reeling from the
trauma of its decline,’’he says.
``How can the United States
争nd other Western powers
build relationships with the
Muslim world without under-
Standing what happens in the
Muslim mind?’’T剛c音l B脈漢c晴B
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の輔籠班配観轡.簿膏藍鴫野離艦隠鉦壷
醜貌璧馳範葺蝿苗贈且鵡鵬の醜醜配
醜且粥の弼軸甜艶Ⅴ舘親観馳鎚観
艶歌抽辞鞘翻背離醜悪輔弼鵡
露観常のの醐観蝿の鎖のの昭黛
離聴許離籍輔弼臨海軸の睨酔縄翻構
親臨鹿寵議事馳地軸聴講藍嬬野馳鵡烏
壷醜鵬且輔の拙悪舘の論説蝉艶魂の
罷職規範輔忍粥塩鮭艶艦の範の観態の醜悪
軸観珊馨の高畠鵜野の鸞臆軸競艇の輔軸の
且弼輔輪鸞軸艶恐醜貌輔転配観悲観
鮎の覇潤親藩脚韻配糖粥の雷罷軸醜醜態
魂齢の麿軸艶聞輪講鈍重瀧軌甜鸞苗
Ⅴの且鴻郎離籍郵摘醒蝿酷醜態
輪許艶醗粥鮎芭踊艶鶏鵬鸞醐宙蝿耶再思
豊輔弼の髄屯闇の睨軒壷輔聴晦意の硯悪
評脚醗,難聴軸聴抽拙醐髄弼断
駐耀雛罷純音購読館醜割算蟻範態鞘親
臨のⅤ錨の睨観寵鵡醗烏龍軸凋鰹艶
の葺醜貌常温鰐宜蝿苗鵜苫,態翻鳩制騰
薫馳拙睨醜輔黛輔弼鴫宜軸講評鍋菖購
馳鮎悪鞘堂拙輪講醜態軸罷職胴酌
常の罷輝艶鍋島の航豊輔弼弼醜鴫醜聞
醗軸鵡艶の苗罷甜裏鵡覗親潮軸購∵畢塩の
肝癌輔弼鵡y宜蝿籠雛粥戦場酷税諷
鵡運漕華のの鳴観鰯輔醗観の配紬馳糖
弼鵡軸観軸細線離軸軋弼配の鏡野態。
錐粥の間諜態軸の寵蓮の軸弛悪用宜蝿態髄坤
鰐の離籍輔弼艶輔弼の睨能親賦梅塩観鸞
鶏黛常の弧肝癌輔弼鵡野毛親諾輔髄鞘離
島粥の聴輔翫勘の鵬監軸苗騰聴鞘の輔
躍醜悪舘の臣購離籍恥の兜の醜鮎軸灘悪罵
の艶の輔籠配増駒鳴鶏鳴再説珊親の瓶の
鞘の就職灘観親睦の臨講輔範舐軌範の鞘鞘の
亜翫鸞購醐醐簿馳壷電離醗乱離籍論評
粥轟翫離職粥軸観の亜聴軸積蟻且醒鮭
軸のⅤ勧説㊥輯態聴蝿宜の拙悪態弾頭覗辞簿。99
鞘監購鵬鵡窪軸の覗輔酷拙愚鵡態蝿軸
壷醜態甜艦の配鴨鍋鑑識融鍋豊聴
醜粥笠籠騰軸輔葉輔弼も酷党籍鵡輔の
の草間の輔舐甜㊤弼
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粥謹書聾萱畿籠欝態轟罷離欝醸欝
撃欝欝籍畿諜龍籠灘欝離
“It’s there,’’he says. ``It’s not a tidal wave, but it
is a different sensibility.’’
Hill’s observations are similar to those of
Donna Freitas, a College of Arts and Sciences vis-
iting assistant professor of religion, Who recently
SPent five months traveling and talking to stu-
dents on campuses across the country for a book
about the spiritual identities of college students.
By Freitas’s measure, Studen七interest in spiritual-
ity is ``off the charts.’’
“Students Iook at spirituality as a way of devel-
OPmg a r‘elationship with God or with the divine,’’
She says. ``It becomes this place where they can
hang onto some sort of higher meaning in life.’’
Freitas believes that this generation’s interest
in spirituality stems in part from the easy online
availability of information about world religions.
Students understand that it’s OK to expIore reli-
glOnS Other than those practiced by their family
Or tO rekindle family religion that has become
dormant. Her I.eSearCh persuaded her that as
many as 80 percent of college students think of
themselves as spiritual or religious.
``That is an enormous percentage,’’says
Freitas. “They didn’t do surveys like this且fteen
years ago, but I would guess that if they did, they
WOuld not have had a response like this.’’Funded
by a grant from the Louisville Institute, her re-
SearCh is the basis of the book Sex a71d fhe So【Il,
SCheduled to be published in March by Oxford
University Press.
Bosto扇a spoke with students from several cam-
PuS religious groups about their spirituality and
about why they pray.
弼賠臨調離瀧難聴離蹴球鰹粥鰐粥重
工slam is away oflife. I grew up inthe United
States and my parents were very conscious of
raising me with basic Islamic values. Not the ritu-
als, neCeSSarily, but to have good etiquette, tO have
good character.
工t took root later. I was thirteen or fourteen
years old, and it was almost coinciding with my
Older brother’s gomg through a similar phase in
his life, Where he was且nding God and becoming
more of a practicing Muslim. So it was at that
age that I started to question my path. I looked
at myself and said, ``Where am I gomgtO be in
ten years?’’I had to make a decision to change
my path, and that’s when it happened. A Iot of
PeOPle且nd it a young age to make a decision like
that, but it was really important to me at that age.
Ever since then it’s been a very dynamic growth,
a connection with God, understanding who I am,
understanding what it means to be human, under-
Standing what it means to be Muslim.
Faith is what connects me to my creator, SO I
Can’t imagme being independent of that relation-
Ship.
Prayer to me is a time to escape what seems to
be rea此y and to go to what is in fact reality, Which
is connecting with the one who created me. Praymg
且ve times a day may seem to be a burden; Paradoxi-
Ca11y, it’s not. In fact, it’s a moment for you to escape
the actual burdens in your life: the anxiety that you
?「
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have every da拡the schedules that you have to keep,
the relationships you have to mai血ain.
I pray because, number one, I have submitted
to God and his way of Islam, SO it’s mandated
upon me to pray these five daily prayers. Because
I’ve been doing it for so long and it’s gathered so
much layered meaning to me, it’s a getaway from
the anxieties of life. I don’t like to be anxious, but
SOmetimes anxieties are created. It means a con-
nection with my Lord and his words. Some七imes
When you pray, and you listen to the words that
God has said, and you think about how it’s con-
textualized in your life, yOu feel there’s so much
beauty. Beauty on a transcendenta1 1eve=ike that
- yOu Can’t r‘eally put it in words, but it’s probably
One Of the most unparalleled pleasures of life.
揃翻馳至難輔港憩藍絆艶羅寺請雄態豊艶種郵
I grew up m a traditional Conservative home.
My brother and sister and I were brought up with
Judaism being a huge part of our identity, a huge
Part Of who we were. I grew up keeplng kosher, nOt
as strictly as some people do, but we would buy only
things for the home that had hechshers, Which is the
Symbol that says it’s koshen We kept Shabbat in that
We WOuld go to services every Saturday mommg;
We WOuld have Friday night dinner.
I was in private school through the age of
fourteen. I was totally committed to Judaism as
a kid, and I believed everything. And then I had
my rebellious phase. I think that when I got into
Public school and started wan七ing to go to foot-
ball games on Friday nights and to hang out with
my friends on Saturdays, it became a burden to
me. I think a lot of people feel that religion isn’t
COnVenient. And it isn’t convenient. But I guess it
depends on how important it is to you.
I remember the first month I was here, One
Weekend I went away to Rhode Island for a retreat
With the a cappella group at Hillel. Something
Clicked and something changed, and I started
Wanting to be observant again. It was a really, re-
ally sIow process.
Over the past couple of years I have become
even more observant than I was as a kid. I started
gomg tO Chabad last fa11, and that really changed
everything for me. It’s become a huge part of my life.
For twenty-且ve hours, from Friday night at candle-
1ighting, Which is eighteen minutes before the sun
StaI.tS tO Set, until something like an hour after that
the followmg day, Saturday everything shuts down
for me. My phone’s off, my COmPuter’s off, I don’t
do my homework, I’11 read for pleasure but not for
WOrk, I won’t write, I won’t highlight. Shabbos is my
favorite day of the week. It’s a huge part of who I am.
It rea11y affects every facet of my life.
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When I’m overwhelmed or I’m stressed out or
SOmething goes wrong, I且nd myself really looking
forward to Shabbos even more. And it just calms
me. And I think having that connection to God is
SOmething to connect to that’s higher and more im-
portant than me. It takes a lot of pressure off you.
龍紬熊鞠葺胞粗金藍純Å鎧等購う
The basis of my faith, and the Christian faith in
general, is a personal relationship with the Lord,
the creator of the universe. And prayer is convers-
ing with him. It’s so important to have an active
Prayer life, because how could you have a relation-
Ship with someone without ever talking to him
Or her? Just like in our human relationships, the
more you talk to someone or the more you spend
time with them, the deeper your relationship is.
It’s the same on the spiritual level.
I want mylife to be a prayer. I say amommg
Prayer and an evenmg Prayer. I go to mass every
day, and that’s one of my favorite types of prayer.
But I also prayed this mornmg When I was run置
nmg. I pray before I eat.
I’m a ``cradle Catholic.’’I was raised Catholic
and went to Sunday school and was active in my
home parish, but I think my faith really became
personalized and I began to take a lot of owner-
Ship of it when I came to BU and was involved in
the Catholic Center here. One of the biggest parts
that I am taking away from my time at BU is an
active prayer life. But I think even more than that,
On a Very muCh deeper level, it’s my nature臆it’s
human nature - tO Want tO be in a relationship
With God. So that desire for prayer is something
that’s printed on my heart. It’s just a matter of
When and how you become aware of that desire.
Simply put, the most important thing to me
is my faith. I mean, What else can compare to
faith? My family is so important to me; SChool is
important; my future plans are important. But
When you’re talking about having a relationship
With the God of the universe, that kind of makes
everything else pale in comparison. So it’s very
important, and it’s de且nitely one of the areas of
growth that I’ve seen most of all at my time at BU.
I’m a senior, and I wi11 leave here with so many
things that I’ve leamed and ways that I’ve grown.
But hands down, the area that I’ve grown the most
in is spiritually, and the most important thing that
I wi11 take away lS an aCtive prayer life.
態離輔維錦鯉館離髄帝
I grew up m a Hindu family, and my parents took
me to temple and read stories to me and did a11
Of the traditional religious rituals. When you live
With your family, they’re the in租uence for your
religion. Once I came to Boston University, it be-
Came my Choice to continue practicing. I decided
that I wanted to continue this, because faith is
an important part of my life. My fai七h is my back-
bone, and I need it.
I would consider Hinduism not just a religion,
but a philosophy. It’s often described as a way
Of life. And we consider it a way of life because
there are different rituals and traditions each
???????????
PerSOn Or family does for their own spirituality.
Prayer in Hinduism usually takes the form dur-
mg P房a, the ritual where we sing軌qians, Which
are devotional songs, and during that time we try
to mentally connect with God. I pray once a da抄
because it’s my connection to God.
The czart壬is done at the end of the P互ya, Where
you hold a plate, Which is called afhaZf, and there
are lights on that. The light signi且es knowledge
and removal of ignorance. You hold the plate with
the lights, and you do the circular motion in front
Of the deities to invoke that knowledge and purity.
I praybefore I go to sleep. For me, it’s a wayto
just think about the day and clear my mind and
PrePare mySelf for the next day.
Hinduism is unlque amOng religions because
We don’t have a single text that we can go to for
guidance. There are several texts, SuCh as the
Bhagavad Gita and the Vedas. And we don’t have a
Set Of rituals that every Hindu must follow. There
are several different ways of conducting prayer
SerVices. It’s a very personal religion, SPirituality.
In general, I Iook for God’s ways to explain
things that I cannot, and sometimes when situa-
tions are very tough, I have to have faith that it’s
in God’s ways, and God is on our side, and God is
gomg tO take care of us, and we’ve got to struggle
through this tough moment.
鮎軸廟慣翻醍綺認艶渦動
Wicca is a nature-based religion that believes in
the duality of deity, SO We believe in a god and a
goddess. A11 of our holidays revolve around the
agricultural cycle, SO We have holidays for the har-
VeSt, for planting, and that kind of thing. We also
have holidays for the new moon and the full moon.
The agrlCultural holidays deal more with the god
aspect of our religion, and the moon holidays deal
more with the goddess aspect.
It’s a very individual religion. We don’t have
SOmebody who has to speak to deity for us. It’s
important that we do it ourselves, Whether that
involves actual prayer or lighting a candle or leav-
ing an offering on an altar for a speci且c deity.
In our rituals, Which I would say are a type of
group prayer, We a11 get together and stand in a
Circle. Some of them are very ceremonial and they
have a certain format, and some of them are just,
Well, Which deity do we need to ask for help today?
I pray when I want to give thanks, When I’m gomg
through a hard time.
Faith is very lmPOrtant tO me. And the com-
munity that my faith offers is very lmPOrtant,
because we’re like a family, and if I need help or if
I’m gomg through a hard time, I know that I can
rely on my faith and my Wiccan family.
I think that it’s very, Very misconstrued. Ther
are a lot of stereotypes out there about Wiccans,
and I even see it on campus. One of the common
StereOtyPeS is we worship the devil, that kind of
thing, Which is absolu七ely not true. We don’t be-
1ieve in ultimate good or ultimate evil. There’s a
balance in everything. So, there are a lot of ster‘eO-
types about us, and we work really hard to try to
Change them.躍
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側聞醐鵬餓鳩畑鴫scientists at the Space Environment Center in Boulder,
CoIorado, SaW SOmething alarmmg. The consoles in the center’s fore-
CaSt rOOm Were lighting up with data feeds from sate11ites and ground-
based observatories tracking the sun’s x-ray and radio emissions, aS
Well as the solar wind - high-energy PrOtOnS and electrons streaming
toward Earth at mi11ions of miles an hour. With little waming, a maS-
Sive and growmg Cluster of sunspots had appeared on the solar surface.
0ver the next few days, the scientists spotted two more sunspot groups,
One Of them thirteen times the size of Earth. To the forecasters, that
meant one thing: a mOnSter StOrm WaS brewing on the sun.
The center, Since renamed the Space Weather Prediction Center
(SWPC)・ immediately issued warnings of im平nent solar eruptions that
COuld spew high-energy Particles into space, 1rradiating astronauts,
k ocking out sate11ites, and overloading elec-
tric power grids o  Earth. Indeed, before the
StOrmS Subsid d three weeks later, they had
destroyed at least one sate11ite and damaged
Others, trigg r d p wer blackouts, disrupted
airlines, and postponed a lot of business de-
Pendent on global positioning systems (GPS).
The northem lights, COl rful evidence of space
Weather activity, Were SPOtted as far south
as FIorida. In addition, SeVenteen maJOr SOlar
皿ar s, the larges  f which could have exposed
astronauts to the q lValent of lOO instanta-
neous chest X-rayS, eruPted during the storms,
??????????????????????
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1eading NASA to repeatedly direct the Intemational Space Station crew
to hunker down in shielded areas of the spacecraft.
The damage could have been worse if SWPC and NASA had not
Sent mOre than 250 warnings and alerts to astronauts, airlines, electric
COmPanies, and the public. Still, eXPertS Warn that when the next maJOr
SPaCe Weather event blows in from the sun, We may nOt be so lucky.
Currently, the solar storm cycle is in a quiet period, but scientists
know that things will be revving back up in the next且ve to ten years,
just as NASA prepares to send as七ronauts on ex七ended missions tO the
moon and on to Mars and as the world becomes increasingly reliant on
SPaCe-based technoIogleS. The looming problem, aCCOrding to the 2006
federal Report of the Assessment Committee for the National Space
Weather Program, is that the nation’s solar storm forecasting capabili-
ties “lack su組cient reliability’’and ``do not provide usefu=ead time or
information on the magnitude and duration of the event.’’
`All this technoIogy, from GPS to wireless communication, is making
life better, but then you become more dependent on it and potentially
vulnerable to its glitches,’’says Jeffrey Hughes, a College of Arts and
Sciences professor of astronomy.
Hughes works on the sixth floor of CAS, OVerlooking the Charles
River, in an o触ce decorated with antique maps of his native North
Wales and an Inuit bone carving that he acquired while studying the
northern lights in the Canadian Arctic. Around the comer from his
o拍ce, PaSt an Ansel Adams print of the moon rising over Half Dome
in Yosemite, Sits Jack Quinn, a Sharp-featured CoIorado native and a
research professor of astronomy. Together, Hughes and Quinn head
up the multi-institute Center for Integrated Space Weather Modeling
(CISM), Which works on the front lines of a national effort to increase
our preparedness for future solar storms. In addition, SOme紳ty
faculty and graduate students from astronomy and the College of
Engmeering are af飢iated with BU’s Center for Space Physics, and
many of them also focus on space weather, reSearChing the solar
Wind, Planetary atmospheres, and the movement of high-energy Par-
ticles in space. They also lead the development of radiation probes
and electron imagers that future NASA missions will use to study
the Earth’s magnetosphere and the dangers awaiting astronauts
Who might retum to the moon or venture on to Mars.
The National Science Foundation established CISM in 2002 with
$40 million spread over ten years and one goal: tO make solar storms as
Predictable as hurricanes. To do that, SCientists must create a model of
SPaCe Weather covering the more than ninety million miles between the
sun’s surface and the Earth’s atmosphere. With且ve years of funding
remaining, getting the job done will take the cooperation of astrono-
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mers, Physicists, and computational scientists
from BU and across the country. CISM’s chal-
lenge isn’t just to build a m del; it’s to create
SOmething that both faithfully mimics space
weather in the lab and is ffective, fast, and
reliabl when real solar storms threaten.
“Many people have said it wasn’t worth
trying to model the whole sun-tO-EaI.th sys-
tem, that we didn’t unders and it well enough,”
Hughes ays. “We11, this is the experiment. Can
we establish that t is worthwhile, Or are those
PeOPl  right?’’
柵附鳥心事撃F槍OM ABOVど
In Sept mber 1859, telegraph service shorted
Out in the United States and in Europe. NASA
r s archers have since plnned the blame on a
maJOr SOlar storm, the earliest record of space
weather affecting Earth-based communica-
tions. Since the , SOlar storm  have caused in-
Cidents rangmg from radar blackouts in World
War II to a 1958 disruption in ransatlantic
Phone service. NASAs Johnson Space Center
began monitoring space weather in 1962 to
assis  the Apo11o missions, Which would even-
tua11y land men on the moon.
These days, SPaC  is no Ionger the domain
Of just str‘OnOm rS and mission controL “All
SOrtS Of people on the ground now rely on sat-
ellite communications, rangmg from farmers
using GPS to monitor their crops and posi-
tion ir igation a d fertilizer to people moving
big il platforms around the Gulf of Mexico,’’
SayS Qui n.
Consider this: in 2007 alone,且fty years after
Sputnik, about lOO atel址es were launched,
JOlnmg nearly l,000 already orbiting our planet.
Many ar  used for scientif c research or by the
military, but their c mmercial uses are multiply-
mg. About sixteen mi11ion people now subscribe
tO Sa e11ite radio, and ween 2000 and 2005,
annual sal s of GPS more than doubled, tO about
$20 billi n, aCCOrding to industry research.
Wireless communication devices, SuCh as ce11
Phones and the radio-frequency identi宜cation
tags that track products worldwide, are nearly
ubiquitous and are increasmgly networked
via satellite.
All of these communications and media sys-
tems are vulnerable to solar storms, Particu-
larly coronal mass ejections (CMEs), the shock
waves of solar plasma made up of charged
PrOtOnS and electrons. CM亜s can slam into the
Earth’s magnetosphere in less than a day and
CauSe huge geomagnetic disturbances that
can knock out satellites and overload electric
POWer grids.
In 1989, SPaCe Weather caused power
blackouts for millions in Quebec and the
northeastern United States, frying trans-
formers and requiring about $1.2 billion in
repairs and upgrades. Less than a decade
later, a SPaCe Weather event disrupted pager
SerVice tO forty-且ve million Americans,
about 80 percent of all subscribers.
??????????????
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Another space storm danger is solar flares, intense bursts of I.adia-
tion that can reach Earth in minutes, irradiating astronauts and dis-
rupting radio communications, Which increasingly concer‘nS COmmer-
Cial airlines. Since the end of the Cold VAr, airlines have opened new
time- and money-SaVing routes over the North Pole for flights between
North America and Asia・ In 2005, mOre than 3,700 commercial批ghts
used this polar route, ten times the number in 2000. But flying over the
POle also renders pilots reliant on high-frequency radio communica-
tions・ Which are vulnerable to solar storms, and every diverted flight
COStS its airline about $100,000. Likewise, a Sate11ite knocked out by
a solar storm can cost hundreds of mi11ions of dollars to replace; the
Department of Defense spends $500 mi11ion a year mitigating the ef-
fects of space weather・ aCCOrding to 2003 congressional testimony
by a former SWPC director.
“Sate11ites now impact everything from when you use your credit
Card at the gas pump to when you make a call on your cell phone,,, says
Howard Singer (GRS’72), Chief of SWPC’s science and technoIogy infu-
Sion branch・ But this steady move to satellite-dependent living lS On
a co11ision course with an eleven-year SOlar cycle expected to peak in
2011, initiating several years of increased space weather activity. In
fact・ the 2003 storms occurred more than three years cz解r the last high
POint in the solar cycle.
``I think we’re coming into an era where the growth of demand for
Our SerVices is golng tO be really, really big,,, Singer says. If tra組c on
the SWPC Web site is any indication, that demand is already here. In
October 2003, daily hitS tO the site spiked from an average of half a mil-
1ion to nineteen million at the height of the storms.
But when Singer compares SWPC’s for`eCaSting abilities to sister
Organizations such as the National Hurricane Center and the National
Storm Center, he admits that “we’re a little behind.,,
For one thing, COmPared to earthly forecasts, SPaCe Weather pre-
dictions can depend on relatively few observation points for real-
time weather data・ Two agmg Satellites, the Solar and Heliospheric
Observatory (SOHO) and the Advanced Composition ExpIorer (ACE),
are stationed about a million miles upstream of Earth, mOnitoring the
SOlar wind as it nears our m gnetosphere
and providing about an hour’s wammg Of ap-
PrOaChing storms.
“That’s great for determini g what space
Weather c nditions are right now,’’says
Nathan Schwadron, a CAS as ociate profes-
SOr Of astronomy. “It’s terrible for providing
actual wamlng from those predictions.’’
What’s more, SOHO and ACE are vulner-
able to the same high-energy Particles they’re
tasked to observe. S ace weather forecasters
also use several ground-based solar obser-
VatOries, magnetOmeterS, COSmic ray observa-
tories, and radars, mOSt Of which were not
Orlgmally designed for solar forecasting.
``We’ve sort of cobbled together a system
Of space weather observat on from the things
that w ’v  ha  available,’’says Schwadron.
“It’s not ideal.’’
M伽〃勧請〃館朋"棚伽Tu傭E
WarnmgS issued for the 2003 solar storms by
SWPC and the Johnson Space Center were
based largely on emplrical models - PrOb-
abilities of certain outcomes based on obser-
Va七ions of the sun and so ar wind calculated
Wi  da a from historic solar conditions and
the resulting storms.
Su h mplrlCal models are handy, because
their relative simplicity means they can be
run quickly on small comput rs. But they’re
limited too, eXPlains Nicholas Gross (GRS’95),
educati n director of CISM and the Center for
Space Physics, by the sparsity of observation
POints between the sun and the Earth and by
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the r‘elative scarcity of historical data on the rare events that are typi-
Cally the most severe.
``If you run into a situation that you’ve never seen before, Which hap-
pens a lot in space weather, then it,s very di組cult to use emplrical mod-
els to make forecasts,’’Gross says.``We need to understand the complexity of this huge system, With
the sun and the Earth, Plasmas and magnetic且elds, and how it all
interacts,’’says Quinn. ``What are the rules that Mother Nature has
glVen uS?’’
So CISM has been building physics-based models similar to those
developed for terres七rial weather forecasting over the past紳ty years.
Instead of relying on data from past storms, these models create fore-
casts based on applicable laws of physics at work in the sun’s atmo-
sphere, Within the solar wind, and near the Earth・
In their quest to mimic Mother Nature with numbers, CISM re-
searchers didn’t start from scratch. Beginning in the 1980s, SCientists at
several universities and research labs (many now CISM partner institu-
tions) were developing models that focused on four different portions
of the sun-tO-Earth system鵜the sun,s ou七er atmosphere, Or COrOna, the
solar wind, the Earth’s protective magnetosphere, and the ionosphere
in our upper atmosphere.
`At the core of each of these models is a grid,’’explains Quinn. That
is, the reglOn Of space or atmosphere being modeled is pIotted by a
three-dimensional series of points. Computers use variables, SuCh as
pressure and temperature, at eaCh point to solve equations that I.ePre-
sent the operative laws of physics. Change the density of these points,
says Hughes, and you vary the resolution of the model.``where conditions are relatively uniform, yOu Can have these points
far apart:, he says. ``Where things change rapidly, yOu need a lot of them
to describe the change.’’
The grids for the CISM models often contain more than a m皿on
points, neCeSSitating a degree of number crunching that Hughes says
can lead to “computational complications:’For example, a magnetO-
spher  model adopted by CISM was developed
On a grid that moved in a uniform direction
dictated by the flow of the solar wind. Mean-
while, the grid of an independently developed
ionosphere model rotates with the Earth・
``Each model developer d d the sensible
thing for his own purposes,’’says Hughes. “But
now you’ve go七a rotating grid sitting mSide a
且Ⅹed grid, and they need to talk to each other・’’
While six BU faculty memb rs work in
some capacity with CISM, muCh of the work
of joining the models, known as coupling, is
done by graduat tudents and postdoctoral
res archers, amOng them Viacheslav ``Slava’’
Merkin, a Senior research associate in the
BU astronomy department. Merkin has been
worki g for more than three years to join the
magnetosphere model with the ionosphere
mod l. One of his tasks is wr拒ng code that can,
as he says, “do a11 th dirty work of coupling,’’
such as interpolating data from one grid to
another and converting units used to mea-
sure variables that can ch nge from model
to model.
Another senior research associate in as-
tronomy, Mathew Owen , is testing a model
of the sun’s corona coupled with a model of
the solar wind. Owens and his team validate
th forecasting capabilities of this combined
model by measurmg Predictions it makes
agai st actual sol r observations and the re-
sultant solar wind reading  at SOHO.
Despite all the number crunching, Owens
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SayS’Observational work usmg SOHO keeps him focused on the big
Picture of what he,s modeling・ “工t goes back to being a kid,” he says. “I
realized that being unfit and having bad eyesight meant I couldn・t be an
astronaut, and so this was the next best thing.,,
雷棚脚の離虞剥認容
In January 2004・ President George W Bush announced a new agenda
for NASA: the agency would pursue ``new JOumeyS tO WOrlds beyond our
OWn・’’Bush proposed that humans retum to the lunar surface as early
as 2015, Create a Permanent OutPOSt there for research and mineral ex-
PIoration, and plan for a manned mission to Mars.
To accomplish this without putting astronauts at serious risk, NASA
must predict solar stoms days in advance・ That,s particularly impor-
tant for a Mars mission・ during which astronauts would spend a lot of
time beyond the protection of the Earth,s magnetosphere.
According to Schwadron, the astronauts of the Apo11o missions in
the late 1960s and early 1970s were lucky to have escaped serious叩ury
fI.Om SPaCe StOmS・ “If we had had more missions, eVentually there
WOuld have been a且are or some very large radiation event from the sun
that would have wreaked havoc’,, he says. ``The goal is to be able to glVe
days and days of wammg・ SO aStrOnautS Wi11 be able to expIore those
envirOnmentS.’’
CISM’s work is not the only BU-1ed effort to help achieve that goal.
Schwadron・ for instance, is partnering with radiation bioIogists on a
PrQject known as the Earth-Moon-Mars Radiation Exposure Module
(EMMREM), a three-year NASA-funded initiative that began in 2006.
``W七have a couple of different models that we,re putting togetheI.,,・ he
SayS. “One is a model of how charged particles are generated and move
through space・ The other is a model that predicts how that radiation
Wi1ユinteract with atmospheres, With shielding on spacecraft, and with
human tissue.’’
Schwadron’s team will use data generated by CISM’s solar wind
models. They wi11 also re且ne their own model with measurements
from a probe designed by Harlan Spence (CAS,83), a CAS profes-
SOr Of astronomy・ and scheduled for launch later this year on board
NASA’s Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter. The instrument, the Cosmic
Ray Telescope for the Effects of Radiation, Or CRaTER, is made of
tissue-equivalent plastic and wi11 measure the effects of cosmic ray
radiation on the human body, Which could include radiation sickness
and cancer.
Of course, the true test for both EMMR丑M and the CISM models
is their usefulness in I.eal-time forecasting at places such as the John-
SOn Space Center・ Where members of the Space Radiation Analysis
Group wear pagers that alert them to maJOr Changes in the twenty-
four-hour data feed from solar observatories
and satellites.
``If the pager messages te11 us we,ve gone
above certain thresholds, then we come in and
Stay arOund the dock until things have calmed
back down,’’explains Steven Johnson, a Se-
nior member of the Space Radiation Analysis
Group.
``Ybu start to work with these guys, and
immediately you realize what they,re fac-
1ng・’’Schwadron says. “When we give them a
Very SOPhisticated model that has beautiful
Pictures of coronal mass Qjections and can
i11ustrate solar shock waves in 3-D, they,re not
terribly impressed if it doesn,t give them any
extra warning capability”
Consequently, CISM I.eCently turned over
two coupled models to SWPC for testing and
re且nemen七(essentially, both halves of the sun-
to-Earth model CISM plans to produce).
“Making a model operational is a huge chal-
lenge,’’says cISM’s Hughes. “It can,t crash. It,s
got to work under a whole I.ange Of inputs. Ybu
Can’t tune it after the fact to make yesterday
WOrk better.’’
Hughes points out that while researchers
in lab conditions can clean up the data used
in their models, OPerational models need to
assimilate live feeds from observatories and
Satellites・ “and that data has glitches and gaps
that the model has to deal with on the fly and
n a reasonable time.,,
After each round of validating by CISM
researchers and further testing by forecast-
ers, the model’s physics and the code are
tweaked・ The goal is to show that physics-
based models are superior to the simpler
emplrlCal models, SayS Hughes, nOt Only for
understanding the science of space weather,
but for the forecasters safeguarding the
WOrld’s communications, infrastructure,
and astronauts. It,s not about achieving a
PeI.fect model, he adds∴`We,re not gomg tO
get there in our lifetime,,, he says, “Or in our
graduate students’lifetimes.,, But even an
imperfect model c uld save billions of dol-
l rs in avoided space weather disruption of
COmmunications satellites, POWer grids, and
airlines・ aCCOrding to the 2006 federal report
On SPaCe Weather preparedness. The BU
researchers hope to have a model that will
allow at least three days of waming by 2012,
just about the time the sun will be entering
its next peak of storming.
For now, the race is on.な
・ ebextr‘
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A redhead speeds by on a motorcycle, her.38 caliber pistol blaz-
1ng, her square」aWed partner tumbled into the bike’s sidecar,
Clutching wads of cash, gun at the ready A珊m noir scene, if
ever there was one, but hardly in shades of gray; bright reds and
yellows scream for attention. It’s the cover of Prわate Detec房L)e
from January 1945, One Of hundreds of pulp且ction magazines
that crowded newsstands and provided cheap thrills to mi11ions
Of readers in the 1930s apd 1940s. se Pulp art is easy to spot: the
Steely-eyed men, many m Wide-brimmed hats, the voluptuous
WOmen in tight dresses, the implied violence, all in vivid, almost
garish coIors・ In the pulps’heyday many of the artists were
embarrassed by their work, refuslng eVen tO Slgn their art, and
Publishers trashed most of the paintings. After Wbrld War II, the
POPularity of pulp島ction臆Cheap magazines with breathless ad-
Venture StOries set in the inner city; the wild West, Or the highly
fictionalized futurf - declined・ But the cover art is e叩Oylng a
resurgence, Showmg uP m muSeum eXhibitions, art galleries, and
now a documentary緩The award-Winnlng 2007創m PLZわFtctton
Art: Cheap耽r拙s伽d Jわれted蛸ghtmares took Jamie McDonald
across the couhtry m SearCh of painters, dealers, and collectors
and their stories about the art and artists and the genre’s his-
tory ``工knew pulp art when I started making the documentary,’’
SayS McDonald (COM’92), ``but I didn’t really know what a pulp
且ction magazine was. Most people my age don’t. Then I started
to dig into this, and I began to see it all over the place. Pulp art
influenced so much of pop culture, and we don’t even realize it.’’
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McDonald points to the in-yOur-face, Shock一Value, instant-meSSage
quality of today’s movie posters and other advertising, Whose roots are
m Pulp art. ``You see it in so many things now,’’he says. ``It’s almost like
We’ve got pulp丘ction eyes:’
As a producer for Fox News, McDonald乱med a three-minute human
interest segment on Robert Lesser, PrObably the foremost co11ector of
Pulp art・ But he knew there was a greater story to be told about the
genre・ Starting with Lesser, Who happened to live in his Manhattan
neighborhood, McDonald built a network of sources to interview all
OVer the country. First, though, he needed to learn more.
The pulps - named after the cheap paper they wer‘e Printed on -
Were且rst published in the early 1880s and peaked in popularity in the
1930s・ aS the Depression ravaged America. “Ybu have to put yourself
in that era,’’McDonald says. “We tend to forget how dreary people,s
lives were・ The worst thing about poverty is not going without. It’s the
boredom, the monotone・ Reading these pulps was the only adventure
they had.’’
That’s when the covers臆the only parts of the magazines that
Weren’t printed in black-and-White on cheap paper臆became bold
and audacious, Shouting out their lurid tales to make quick sales. ``The
PurPOSe Of pulp art was to sell a magazine, tO CaPture yOur eye,,, says
3叫
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Lesser∴`Ybu look at the picture on the cover
Of a pulp magazine on the newsstand and you
think, I have to buy that and且nd out what the
heck is gomg On there.’’
Westem pulps might feature two cowboys
duking it out over a helpless blonde in a torn
dress. Character pulps, 1ike The Shado【。 Or
Doc SaL)age, featured heroes且ghting crime
in the streets as danger lurked just around
the corner - and on the cover.田very type of
adventure was for sale: Crime, SCience fiction,
War, aViation, and then the more far-Out Cat-
egories, like the “shudder’’and “spicy’’pulps
With their rlSqu6 covers - ``as far as you could
go with sex in the 1930s,’’McDonald says.``This is a time when you either played cards
With the family at the kitchen table after din-
ner or you listened to the radio or you read a
Pulp magazine,’’Lesser says. ``when my father
WOuld get 4rgosg magazine [one of the pulp
adventure pioneers], my Sister and I knew to
leave the old man alone. He hadjust joined the
French Forelgn Legion.’’
The stories were done on the quick and on
the cheap; Writers were paid a quarter of a
Cent a WOrd. ``Ydu could tell when the writer
Went tO lunch,’’Lesser says. “The story changes,
and he never had time to go back and revise.’’
If you read them, adds McDonald, ``you’1l no-
tice some are about third-grade level. I joke
around with Bob that I’ve never been able to
read a complete pulp story. Often they’re just
wful.’’w Ryerson Johnson, a Pulp writer who
Went On tO W ite scores of paperback novels
through the 1960s, Summed it up in the title of
his memoir: Freelance OdひsseぴT材e Doれ’t W匂Jlt
丑G od,丁梅丁施所見調停dnesdau.
Alth ugh the authors of the pulp stories
may have b en mo e ypists than writers,
s Truman Capote famously had it, the
PeOPle who painted the covers often had
real art training and were glad of the $50
paycheck for a且nished piece. But that didn’t
mean they were proud of their work. In
McDonald’s且1m, One Of the best and most
PrOli且c pulp painters, Rafael DeSoto, talks
about how h  refused t  sign most of his
paintings. He wanted to be a且ne artist, and
丘  artists didn’t paint pulp covers.
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Lesser tells of visiting a pulp ar'tist in the 1970s whose work he
Wanted to get signed・ The artist refused・ ``He said, ・I・11 explain it to you
OnCe, and only once・ If a pretty girl comes up to you and says, Robert, I
Want tO gO tO bed with you because =ike you, that,s且ne art. If a pretty
girl comes up to you and says・ I want to go to bed withyou, but it will
COSt $100・ that’s commercial art. Only whores paint for money,,・・ Lesser
reca11s. ``That was the cultural pr皐iudice in their minds:,
That’s one reason that of the 50,000 or so paintings made for the
Pulps・ Only about 900 remain・ by Lesser,s count. He says that when in
1961 Cond6 Nast bought Street & Smith, an Old pulp publisher, it inher-
ited hundreds of the paintings・ “They had an auction and nobody came,・・
he says. “They went to their empIoyees and said, ・why don,t you take a
Painting home?, The workers said・ `Oh my God, I can・t hang one of these
at home; my mOther would ki11 me・, So they took hundreds of paintings,
SOme by N. C. Wyeth・ Who also worked as a pulp artist, and put them out
On the sidewalk with the trash. It was a cultural hoIocaust:・
At least one artist is proud of his work・ In the糾m, the well-reSPeCted
POrtI.ai七painter Everett Raymond Kinstler tells how at a gallery open-
mg in New York around 1960 he insisted that his early work for the
Pulps be listed in his biography. The gallery director told him, ・・we can・t
have that - that,s merely commercial art,・・ reports Kinstler, Whose
PaPerS are CO11ected at BU’s Howard Gotlieb Archival Research Cen-
ter・ ``But I must have had some ba11s, because I said, ・That’s where I
COme from.’”
``You staI.t tO realize that i11ustration is true art,,, McDonald says. ・・It・s
the composition・ They I.eally knew how to make the compositions work.
Go to the Metropolitan Museum of Art and look at the religious paint-
mgS - it’s pulp且ction art; it,s the same stuff:, The two art forms have
Similar motives・ he explains∴`They are trying to get you to buy into a
feeling by tuggmg at yOur emOtions. And they both also have strong
POints of good and bad・ With most of the time good wimlng and sin los-
1ng Out. Church and pulp art and their stories glⅤe COmfort that there is
Order in the world and in the end, gOOdness prevails.・・
The pulps began a precipitous decline in the aftermath of World
Ⅵr II. ``It was a smarter United States,,, says McDonald, ・・and we had
television and cheap papeI.back novels. Society got more sophisticated.・・
By the early珊ies・ the pulps, home to budding artists and authors like
Raymond Chandler・ Isaac Asimov (HoN.,80), and Ray Bradbury, had all
but disappeared.
But pulp fiction art, dead some餅ty years, is enJOylng a rebirth.
Lesser, Who started collecting in the early 1970s, When orlgmals ・・could
be had for a song・,, almost single-handedly brought the art back to pub-
1ic consciousness・ The Brooklyn Museum of Art exhibited his collection
in 2003, earnmg a I.aVe reView from the Nelt)拘rk Times. Sm訪ねso扇an
magazine did a cover story on Lesser,s collection of pulp art, and
Connecticut,s New Britain Museum of American Art mounted a full-
SCale exhibition this past fall. Not to mention Pulp蹄ction 4rt, Which
McDonald宜nanced, PrOduced, dir‘eCted, WrOte, and narrated. The
飢m, Which won best documentary at the Dragon・Con Film Fes七ival
and best documentary at the Intemational
Sci-Fi Horror Film Festival, is available in the
Guggenheim Museum gift shop - a reCent
exhibition there featured an artist inspired by
none th r than pulp art.
Those pulp artists would likely have been
Surprised to see their work displayed in且ne
art museums. Not Lesser: ``I think it’s one of
the gI.eat unknown American art forms.,,撥
岬yp巾We軸e o匝t of $0m an億鵬TO亜y oost a叩a巾飢
冊me「山S OOst On看y a dime,
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Most corporate se血or vice presidents don’t roll into
the o臆ce about lO a.m. - but then, mOSt Se血or vice
PreSidents aren’t hanglng Out in rock clubs m仙all
hours of the血ght, 1istenmg to the latest bands. Amy
Doyle is, and she’s accustomed to the eye-rOlls she
gets when she talks al)Out her work with her New
York pals, Who often arrive at the o臆ce before 8.
Nice work if you can get it, they think, and she agrees.
闇Doyle (COM’92) heads MTV’s music and tale血
group, W血ch means it’s herjob to put the M in MTV:
且nd new talent, get it on one of fo冊television chan-
nels, PuSh it electro血cally through the Web and
Wireless, Showcase bands at MTV events, and do
everyth血g else possible to keep the music and pro-
grammmg fresh for her target audience, those eas叫y
j aded twelve-tO-tWenty-fo皿-yeaI.-Olds.醒MTV has
COme a long way from its early days of the mid-1980s,
When it played music videos nonstop and even the
Cheesiest New Wave band videos seemed so cool.
3`
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``The way the audience experi-
ences music has changed, and so
We’ve evolved according to how
they are consummg and experienc-
mg muSic,’’says Doyle. ``videos
are sti11 a part of that, but it isn’t
all of it. The audience now has
this insatial)le desire for all things
music. Not only do they want to
See the video, they want to see an
inte view with their favor.ite artist,
view a live performance, and be
able to rate, rank, and comment on
just about everything.’’
These days, MTV is better known
for reality shows like柵  H那s than
it is for music, but the beat is st皿
the heart and soul of the charmel.
Watch T吼eH鵜, for血stance, and
you’ll hear songs strategically
Placed at血gh-prO皿e moments,
with a soundtrack list at the end
Sending you to mtv.com to hear
more. It’s a11 part of the strategy
to keep one step ahead of the com-
Petition, SOmething that is not
easily done in an age when any
餌th-grader can watch a music
video on YbuTube or MySpace.
工n fact, in addition to those late-
血g匝concerts,且guring out how to
Stay ahead of the competition keeps
Doyle awake at night. She may be
you皿g, She may love the rock scene,
but she’  v ry ounce the execu-
????、?
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tive - MTV is, after all, a Subsidiary
Of media conglomerate Vhacom. She
talks about ``brand image’’and ``stra-
tegic music placement,’’and she has
SOme t址rty people reporting to her at
her glass-wh11ed of且ce in the middle
Of Times Square.
Exposure on MTV - Or the lack
Of it - Can Still make or break a
group, and Doyle knows it. She can
Play m皿Sical Svenga止, and does,
for artists she thinks deserve the
attention.剛Out Bo坊for one, WaS
Slgned to a small indie label when
Doyle ran across them. She and her
CreW nOticed the band had a growmg
O血ine follow工ng and went to see a
Show ``V¥fe fell in love with them,’’she
SayS. ``血that moment, We decided
this was a band we were golng tO do
everything we co山d fo己’
They added the band’s video
to mtvU - the company s college
Channel - and then started book-
mg them on mtvU shows. As the
group grew in popularity, they were
bumped to MTV2, the next level
up the MTV food chain. ``what-
ever MTV2 opportunities existed,
Performmg live or hosting the rock
Show we帥them in,’’she says.
When Fall Out Boy made it to MTV
itself, ``it busted wide open.’’
Doyle’s work these days, eSPe-
Cially pushing the digital enter-
tainment side of things - making
Videos available on cell phones,
for example, and creating virtual
WOrlds where fa,nS Can mmgle with
their favorite rock stars - is a long
Way from her origins in the busi-
ness. Her宜rst gig was an intem-
Ship at a Boston radio station that
had just flipped its format to rock
and whose manager let her jump
into di餓∋r'ent Sides of the business,
from sales to programming. Out of
COllege, She landed a full-time job at
the station and soon moved south to
launch a start-uP altemative radio
Station in Vfest Palm Beach, FIorida.
After stints in Dallas and Detroit,
She got a call from an old contact,
Tom Calderon at MTV who o批∋red
her a job in the music and talent
department in New York.
The joy of her job, She says, ``is
that literally since the day I walked
in, it has continued to evoIve, With
new challenges and new platforms
- it’s not the same job every smgle
day. As Iong as it continues to be
unpredictable, and the role evoIves,
and it feels different on a regular
basis, I’11 be pretty satis且ed.’’B
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聞棚田ll聞話TZL職,$ FOOT$T即$ echo through the spacious corridors of
the Russe11 Senate O組ce Building as she dodges aides and press
SeCretaries scurrying over the polished marble且oors. It’s a typical
September moming on CapitoI Hi11, and Metzler (COM’08), a third-
SemeSter graduate student in the Boston University Washington,
D.C., Joumalism Program, is right on time for a Senate Committee
On Small Business and Entrepreneurship hearing.
Joining other journalists and television news crews, She takes a
moment to review the press packet. She’s familiar with the issue -
improving Intemet access for small businesses competing m a global
economy鵜1argely because it affects many businesses in her home
State Of Maine. In fact, after the hearing, Metzler has a private inter-
View with the ranking committee member, Senator Olympia Snowe,
a Maine Republican.
``It’s pretty exciting,’’Metzler says∴`工nterviewing senators is not
SOmething that journalism students typically get to do.’’
There are several things that are not typical about the activities
Of students in the semester-long program: Students carry the same
Credentials as reporters from the NGuJ 】匂rk Tfmes or ABC News; they
COVer the news of virtually all govemment branches and agencies, from
Congressional hearmgS tO PreSS COnferences, aS Well as political cam-
PalgnS. They learn to juggle stories, meet tight deadlines, and at a time
When JOurnalists are under宜re for being biased or losing their skepti-
Cism, BU students are taught to ask the tough questions.
Founded in 2000 by Linda Killian (CAS’80, COM’80), a former edi-
tor at National Public Radio’s All T柾JlgS Co7tSZdered, the Washington,
D.C., Journalism Program arranges for graduate and undergradu-
ate students to work in the Washington bureaus of national news
Organizations, SuCh as ABC, NBC, National Public Radio, the Bostoれ
Globe, and USA Tbdau. In addition to working in those internships,
Students take a political reporting class and serve as Washington
COrreSPOndents for New England news outlets, amOng them the
Ⅵ旬rcesfer T切egram 。Jld Gazetfe and the Cape Cod Tゴmes, the latter
as part of the Boston University Washington News Service, the pro-
gram’s intermediaI.y With private news organizations.
“The program de宜nitely glⅤeS Students a leg up in the industry,’’
SayS Killian, nOW the program director. ``They don’t have to start out
at weeklies, because by the time they graduate, they’11 have spent an
entire semester covermg Congress and Washington politics for news-
PaPerS, radio, and television.’’Consequently, She says, alumni land
COVeted jobs at news organizations throughout the country, mCluding
the WaZ′ Street JbLZmaZ, the ChristtaJt ScZeJtCe Mb7titor, and CNN.
漢百聞豊野朋聞
As the Washington correspondent for the Ba7tgOr Da勘Nez?, Maine’s
SeCOnd-1argest newspaper, Metzler spends most mornmgS Chasing
down sources on CapitoI Hill. She typically writes one story a day,
but on this day she’s writing two: One On the hearing and one on the
mathematics and reading assessment test scor‘eS Of Maine’s fourth-
and eighth-grade students. ``It’s gomg tO be pretty crazy,’’she says,
rushing to catch the Metro after her interview with Snowe. ``I have
four hours to飢e about thirty inches of copy.’’
By the time Metzler reaches the BU Washington Journalism
Center newsroom on Connecticut Avenue, it’s past noon. She takes
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a seat amid the blaring television sets and
Jangling telephones in a space shared by all
of the students: fourteen from the College of
Communication’s graduate journalism pro-
gram and two undergraduate exchange stu-
dents. ・・It’s actually great practice for working
in a real newsroom:’Metzler says.
Managed by Mason McAllister・ a former
editor at the "句s航ngfo加わst, the BU news-
room is the hub of the Washington program・
Students have their own desks, COmputerS, and
telephones, and且ve full- and part-time editors
answer questions and provide assistance・
・・Every story that’s written in the BU news一
誌諾鵠韮謹諾諾s ,・・
McAllister explains. ``If it’s a television or ra-
dio story, the script is edited before it’s put on
tape or aired・ It’s important that our editors
work closely with the students so they can
ask questions about any changes we make・’’
The stories generated by the program typi-
cally get good play; many run On the front
page of the local news sections・ and some
appear on A-1.
Michael Dowd, managing editor of the
Ba7tgOr Da吻NeuJS, SayS Wire services like AP
do a且ne job providing the paper with copy
from the nation,s capital・ ``But they don’t tie
Maine angles into the stories・,’he says. ``Our
BU correspondents report how these stories
affect our local readers:’
Getting those stories may mean coming
face-tO-face with political power brokers・ an
experience that many students・ aS Well as
some professional reporters・ Can且nd intimi-
dating・ And when that happens・ the students
do what they have to do. ``The most valuable
thing I’ve taken from the program is the abil-
ity to handle myself in front of people who are
generally considered to be very powerful・’’
says phil Mattingly (COM’08), a COrreSPOndent
for the Cape Cod nmes, Who has interviewed
both Massachusetts senators, Democrats
Edward M. Kennedy and John Kerry∴`I was
pretty nervous the first time I spoke to my sen-
ators, and I had to keep reminding myself that
they need me as much as I need them・’’
AIso daunting, if less unnerving, is the
amount of work the program requlreS. ``Es-
sentially, they’re working full-time jobs,’’
McAllister says of his students∴`Their days
begin early and end late, and deadlines are a
Way Of life.’’
No one understands this better than Jordy
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髄§丁ASSIGNM間鴨=Ⅲ肥A
醐掘削鵬斬油珊購醗間蹴師寄腕輪削し日脚丁珊細醐踊脚駄
脚Sp救貼N晒す勘織駈師珊醐輔醐輔弼S胱N丁阻弧N別脚朝
潮瀧田丁醍醐酬珊$舗腫晒しⅣ丁闘丁W削丁鵬, A紬削り軸脚潮田
MY醍$TWO轍胱丁髄§醐総丁開口Ⅲl§蹴§ T惟CL剛湘醐間TO親⊥
MY F醒鵬§ A胸囲脚順鞘醐咽たY轍馳駆W日飾りB駐胴O胴囲
蹴鮒闘技丁的Åしし§醐黙す輔。
棚醗蹴鞠醍醐難訓繊酬胴嗣輔鰯態W脚醗陣帥鍋醍勘BY醍贈開
聞巨S肥醐丁N朋鵬§A醐王冊醍醐開館し巨S洲榔脱咽N班M醐-
ハB輔OFT躍P削鵬SOOT T削隣,蹴S A鵬NG §駆OTH開眼VE’惟轍NS
醒電照技棚狸賦軍鵬的N丁開削丁畑鵬
N口丁H車種
丁O丁鵬鵬蛾酬ON餅輔酬既
郎貼附‖間口§賦KOZY姐
?』‖?っ
Yager (COM’08). Every Monday; Thursday, and
Friday Yager pounds out copy for the Los
AJlgeles TZmes, and on Tuesdays and Wednes-
days he writes stories for the Manchester,
New Hampshire, U諦oJt Leader. ``Working for
two papers can be rea11y stressful,’’he says・
``Really stressful.’’
Although they work at one of the laI.geSt
newspapers in the country, intems for the Los
AれgeZes Tfmes typically come away with at least
ten bylines during their time with the program・
``They are the equivalent of staff reporters, and
七hey’re judged by the same standards,’’says
Leslie Hoffecker, night news editor of the Los
Angeわs耽mes. “This is no fetch-COffee-for-the-
COlumnists intemship by any means.’’
工n fact, by his second week of work, Yager
WaS COVering stories on CapitoI Hill. One of
his most di組cult鵜and most rewarding -
asslgnmentS WaS a StOry about an agreement
by Chiquita Brands Intemational to pay a
$25 million且ne for allegedly making protec-
tion payments to a CoIombian paramilitary
group designated a terrorist organization by
the U.S. goveI.nment. ``It was a hard story
to write simply because there was so much
background information that I had to leam,’’
Yager says.
There are other frustrations. Dan Ankeles
(COM’08), a rePOrter for Cape and Islands
Public Radio, reCalls one particularly bad
day. ``My source皿aked out on me,’’he says,
``and suddenly I didn’t have a story anymore. I
leamed a valuable lesson, though: always have
three or four stories in the pIPeline, in case one
falls through.’’The good news, SayS Ankeles,
is that his source did respond the next da坊
and his story aired on the station at 7 a.m. and
noon the day after that.
`’This program is the reason I chose BU’s
JOurnalism schooI over Columbia’s,’’says
Ankeles, Who also intemed at the public radio
business progr.am Mrketplace. ’`Between my
intemship and my newsroom asslgnment, I’m
呂記聞曲調制帽簿$研削開聞$
O晴間聾$剛聞聞耳$聞耳董$瓜
酬鴨$即し間頓P馴聞耳馳駆丁聞臣
血$聞鵬丁O聞P離O即甑聞。
臆し!軸面心強1しし1きり
covering things that most professional journalists have to wait for
years to c ver・’’
Lou Ureneck, Chair of COM’s department of journalism, Which
along with BU,s Division of Intemational Programs oversees the
program, agreeS With Ankeles’s assessment. “Covermg Washington
for a reglOnal newspaper or television station is excellent prepara-
tion for a career inJOumalism,’’he says.
園丁服飾書鵬
Currently, mOre than twenty program alums work at news outlets
n the capital, including the C九ro扇cle ofH子gher朋zzcat王o71, the旗?deral
Tim s, and the Wbshington bureau of the Associated Press; they and
many others retum to the Washington, D.C., Journalism Program
as guest speakers and mentors.
“The program gave me the opportunity to have a home base in
this city:’says Nitya Venkataraman (COM’05), a digital news pro-
ducer at the ABC News Washington bureau. “Paying it forward is
very lmPOrtant tO me, and I’m happy to help other joumalism stu-
dents且nd work.’’
In fact, Venkataraman was instrumental in NVgh±l諒e’s decision
to hire Eric Johnson (COM’07) as a production coordinator. ``I met
Nitya during a luncheon at the VAshington program,” says Johnson・
``I always joke that she sensed my desperation for a job, SO She rec-
ommended me to the folks at胴ght碗e.’’
The willingness of alums to help students is ano七her big se11ing
point for the Wbshington program, Killian says∴`Reporting from
CapitoI Hill i , Of course, a WOnderful opportunity that not many
students get to have,” she says. ``But even so, SOmetimes且nding ajob
after graduation can be di組cult, and an extensive alumni network
fur her increases our students’opportunities.’’
Of course, nOWadays being a JOumalist is a bit more complicated
than it used to be. Newspaper circulation and television news view-
ership are declining・ The media are getting their share of bad press
because of a perceived preference for puff over substance and for their
eagem ss to jump on the bandwagon that led to the war in Iraq・
The proper role of the press, aCCOrding to Killian, is the big lesson
at the hear  of the Washington, D.C., Joumalism Program・ “These
days,,, she says, “the media tend to favor Britney Spears’s underwear
and Paris Hilton’s drunk drivmg reCOrd over serious stories. Here at
BU, We teaCh our students to develop an appetite and an appreciation of
real news:’
Real news, She says, doesn’t necessarily mean pol誼cal news, but it
does mean critical news, and it means pushing the reporting process
beyond the statements issued by press secretaries. ``Good reporters
are skeptical,,, Killian says. ``W七work very hard to teach our students
to challenge their sources, be that source a city councilor or the presi-
dent of the United States. Luckily, Students are at an age where ques-
tionmg authority comes pretty naturally:’B
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Ybu7漢音Eve「 D0
醜聞踊艶聞蹴鞠醗醍醐鞘醒輔弼醜鵬鰻輔弼蹴粥
醗躍彊躍鰯醗醗BY NATAL音容JACOB§ON Mc部AC晴間
nl州鵬丁帖P聞On of apar七heid in
South Africa, Eugene de Kock,
the head of a notorious death
Squad, eamed the nickname
``Prime Evil:’But de Kock, nOW
SerVing a life sentence, decided
to tell the truth about the atroci-
ties he had committed and to
ask for forglVeneSS from women
he had widowed.
Incredibly, the women chose
to forglVe him.
Using examples from de
Kock to Achi11es, Charles
Griswold, the outgoing chair-
man of the College and Gradu-
ate Schoo工of Arts and Sciences
Philosophy department, eXam-
ines the often inexplicable pro-
CeSS Of forglVing in his book
FbrgzL’eJleSS: 4 P航tosophZcaZ
ExplorattoJt (Cambridge Uni-
VerSity Press).
鞘軸Y間剛丁囲聡的靴聡的甘
言拙技田町剛王$$?
In addition to the very large
number of people who are ac-
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tively working on forglVeneSS
and recon iliation, forglVe-
ness is of interest to ordinary
PeOPle. It comes up at home, in
the workplace. How should I
respon  to wrongdoing, mClud-
ing when I am the wrongdoer?
These are human issues of the
greatest i portance.
聡醍醐鵬脚舶“肥隠す服舶親
閲珊i$削脚師珊醜さ鞘胱$$?
Yes, at least in the minimal
SenSe Of cessation of hostility,
the forswearing of revenge.
$0古拙脚棚田$鵡胱鬼脚間隙輔
開肥田脚脚間制T$脚$聞縦一朗蹴貼
附鵬髄軸珊瑚脚欄干$間鮒脚V
了調電離Y調練拙た醐醐了$朋朋丁鵬百聞
醐」即し網田拙肝龍一洲脚獲り$聞置
的輔醐電欄間?洲脚脚$押印た$甘陣営
醐棚§B聞姐韓
It’s very lmPOrtant tO keep IS-
SueS Of forglⅤeneSS and justice
distinct. You may both forglVe
th  wrongdoer and believe he
Should be judicially punished・
Judicial punishment is not re-
Venge, Or it shouldn’t be.
鞘晴間書面膿$ 『O鵬IV剛要$§膿郎冒鵬
In the model case of forglⅤeneSS,
the offender goes to the victim
and apoIoglZeS SPeCifica11y,
Stating not just that there was
a wrong done somewhere, but
SOmething more like, ``I did the
fo11owing to you, and I shouldn’t
have done that, and I take I.e葛
SPOnSibility. I’m not excusmg
myself; rm nOt aSking you to
COndone it; I don’t want you to
forget it; I haven’t forgotten it; I
take responsibility.’’That’s work-
mg tOWard real forglⅤeneSS.
脚聞肝心B脚丁髄p納れ丁iO鵬?鴨州
丁髄Y HELPT聞WRO‖飾n P職$州
丁O書O随看甘書?
You might take an example from
the political sphere, that of the
women who were abused sexu-
ally by the Japanese military
and wanted reparations. In all
SuCh cases, reParations should
be kept separate from forgive-
ness except when reparations
Can function symbolically as
PrOOf that the wrongdoer is
Changmg his or her ways.
附軸鮒看F AししT醐§とl間肌廿間H附重
朗馳回心州蛾看8州$し榔話$州面$し間置
醐鵬時事O即鵬丁州嫌?
The di拍cult question of forglVe-
ness of andbythe dead, Or Of
the unrepentant, fa11s under the
CategOry Of ``imperfect forglVe-
ness.’’In the case of forglVing
the dead, What’s required is
SOme eVidence that the dead
PerSOn WOuld have acknowl-
edged responsibility had he
been able to, Or taken other
important steps. The evidence
might take the form of a death-
bed confession, Or SOme Other
indication.
鮒間門軸鮒蘭書湘’丁重X書§印$営丁
闘$馳駆$丁O帥勘的鎚雄的然Y脚R
酬能$丁OR$?
That’s ``third-Party forglVeneSS,’’
and it’s tricky. It’s not as though
just anybody could stand up and
Say, “I hereby forglⅤe the Nazis
on behalf of the Jews.’’
帽調脚皿胱$鮒書ほ開田†間各部丁!脚
革I丁漢‖?
I don’t see that af且rmative ac-
tion has anything to do with
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forglⅤeneSS. It’s a social rem-
edy, trying to right wrongs as
a matter of either justice or of
SOCial utility, Or both. In the
case of collectivities, SuCh as
a govemment, What we should
rea11y be talking about且rst
and foremost is apoIogy by a
SpOkesperson with standing,
SuCh as the president. And the
criteria are lower for the suc-
CeSSful giving and receiving
Of an apoIogy in the political
realm. For example, the vic-
tims have to put aside the tak-
ing of revenge, but they do not
have to put aside resentment・
So when the oil company that
POlluted the water apoIoglZeS,
you can accept it and still say,
``I’m angry as hell about it, but
I do accept it.’’It’s interesting,
isn’t it, that people place a lot
Of store on apoIogy in the po-
1itical context.
1剛聞要孤$軍師胴剛朋脚肌配し肝董醐輝
§Ⅲ甲$岬冊丁$脚臣醍醐距脚肌調田
朗拙馳珊たY開脚能丁脚潮間曲勝
I think forglVeneSS is a human-
1y bene丘cial process when it
meets the criteria that make it
ethically praiseworthy. When
it doesn’t meet those criteria,
I’m not sure it’s a good thing;
you could put your anger at
someone aside as a result of
therapy, Or‘ fear, Or SymPathy,
but that may just help to con-
done continued wrongdoing.
Think of it as an abused wife
Syndrome.
丁聞格l朋離間脚的輔gV隙間離間$"
B鮒匝散開丁間E髄駐日鮒$髄麟,
I would argue that isn’t forglVe-
ness. It’s put七ing up with it,
removing anger enough to con-
tinue to function in the context.
W嶋肝鞘8肌田開脚巨肝的朋震駈軸臣$$?
The victim has to put aside re-
Venge,且rst of all, and also put
aside anger (or at least start to
Put it aside) and stop thinking
Of the wrongdoer just as the
WrOngdoer, but because the per-
SOn is changmg, aCCePt that the
WrOngdoer is becoming some-
body else.
さ$附す珊鮒的鞘Y脚能丁開脚脚
舶州聞肥X丁§肌蹴田鮒間隙聞丁?
Not if the offender is taking
StePS tO Change. And the i即ured
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Party also has to reframe his
or her view of self - and this
is very lmPOrtant - because
as the inJured party, eSPeCially
where the i刊uries are really
great, yOu Can COme tO identify
yourself as The Injured Party.
It’s true that to move beyond, tO
forglⅤe, is to no Ionger see your-
S lf in the same way.
駒晒臣脚醐聴聞草晒即醒胱$$馳酷
鮒拙書的的。
Exactly. It does seem to do good・
I think it has to do with rec-
Ogni七ion of neself as a moral
equal who should not have been
harmed and may not be harmed
that way. It speaks a truth and
bespeaks  commitment to the
view that we’re better off living
by th  truth. I suspect there’s a
view th t when people apoIoglZe
fully, the likelihood of repeating
the i刊ury is lessened. This is in
Part because it’s all on the pub-
1ic record.
I developed the argument
by re且ecting on the Vie七nam
Veter ns Memorial in VAsh-
ing七on, Which I think is the only
federal statement, SO tO SPeak,
about that war.
冊$駈離間間隙艶聞鵬,器T剛胆開脚
珊即“聞置醐聴聞畦棚$丁$。
Isn’t i ? Everybody agrees that
the war was calamitous. It
was a defeat, for openers, and
that’s a historical fact. Here’s a
CaSe Where an apology has not
been made: it’s sidestepped,
evaded. There’s a lot of thera-
Peutic reconciliation at that
memorial. It’s famous for it.
But it’s brittle, because it’s not
an apoIogy and the truth has
not been confronted.
間髄鞘醐臣$醍醐踊$醐聞耳甘酢聴
聞劇門閥旧聞田?聞置棚$耳開脚鵬肝甘
卵晒押した潮間$脚甲脚龍田聞鮒
馳駆剛醐’丁的聞蹴鞠臣湘紺甘
$肝舵的胴丁肥菓阻醐鵬脚8聞$
$脚鵬事当町開門輔寒脚苫馳舵臣
剛酎随$珊鵬肥髄帥8棚田軸鮒臣
$①開聞開脚丁唖脚的別姓晒酷
Yes, I think actually there’s
a lot of responsibility to go
around here.
岳$軍O鵬冒駈醒$$脚醐紺胸骨醍醐鵬整
容耳9$丁髄珊P臣軍門圏艶
Here’s where I part ways with
a great deal of the popular lit-
肥$珊⑮竜盆$
冊的軸j聞$亀
甜yb①嶺y
$閲日額$ta門出
岬a舶$盆yヮ
唖e肥勘
f①喝鵬軸e
軸観芝冨$ ⑱開
陳聴聞盆肝⑬音曲鴫
出㊧W$。999
- Charles Oriswold
erature on the su助ect: I think
七here are conditions that must
be met if forglⅤeneSS, in the true
sense of the term, is to come off.
Simply putting aside your anger,
Or gOmg through therapy and
Putting it aside, Or taking a pill
and movmg On is not forglVeneSS.
舗輯晒す9$髄鞘臣捕開聞肝舶紺間隙。
Let’s have a drink, kiss, and
make up. That’s therapy; that’s
a kind of reconciliation for the
m ment. It might be good -
I’m not against it - but it’s not
forglVene S S.
脚E $8朋臣棚田鵬$脚的輔日脚Bした?
帥欄間臣的朋き駈聞丁し輔?
Those are two separate ques-
t ons. I argue against the idea
th t anybody is in prmCiple
and forever, nO matter What,
unforgivable. However, I do
think that in some cases, at
a glVen time, it is humanly
impossible to forglⅤe because
of the extreme of wrong that
was done.
But it is the case that people
Who’ve done terrible things
have eventually been forglⅤen
by their victims. Furthermore,
in the political sphere, PeOPle
who’ve done horrendous things
have offered real apoIogleS,
and those apologleS have been
accepted.
W嶋田肝甲的脚葛肥丁間肝丁雌甲職長
$脚朋易し馳朋髄帥‖鵬駈脚飢鵬
肝紳輔,醐聞格門服Y聞話脚音丁鮒
間臣聞調開聞干: “1間的眺州晴間晴間
案聞耳Y叫州旧しし肥り聞丁鮒曇劇な
開聞醒開聞は雪
That’s a very good question. I
think my theory commits me
to saymg that in such a case,
forglⅤeneSS has not come off,
because like the alcoholic, yOu
SOrt Of know that the person is
not gomg tO Change, eVen if he
really means to. They’re com-
Pelled to do it agam・
聞O鞘舵的丁棚田且輔醐脚的附鵬
軸顕$間丁調軸肝要細$蛸聞補間醐
隙間棚田間脚聞鮒勝間聞開削聞釧開
聞W船舶7丁軸開脚丁8?
This issue of where responsi-
bility is or is not may be the
most di拍cult issue in philos-
OPhy. It is, aS We Philosophers
like to say, the subject of an-
o her book.
?????」???????????
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Do看ng the Math
A N冒W BOOほCOUN丁$ 0鵬P舵丁$能E鵬9
軸§鯛NA丁因ON W園丁聞
John Veneziano and Michael
Ferraro met at BU in 1987 and
became fast friends. Ferraro
(COM’90) was a sports re-
POrter at the Da坤y Free Press;
Veneziano (COM’86), a reCent
graduate and self-described
``statistics geek,’’was BU’s assis-
tant sports information direc-
tor. The two Philadelphia na-
tives foI.med an instant kinship,
Veneziano recalls, for many
reasons: a love of the Phillies,
a professional interest in BU
SPOrtS, and a shared hatred of
the Boston Celtics. But as with
all good sports fans, the conver-
Sation always went back to one
thing: numbers.
Twenty years later, Ferraro
and Veneziano have turned
the hobby that cemented their
friendship into an entertain-
ing collection of the successes,
failures, and outright anoma-
1ies behind oft-quOted sports
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脚 B冒R$
stat stics. NzJmbelieua捌e! The
Dramatic Stortes BehZnd f九e n魚st
Mt?mOrable N五mbers iれSports
H toru (Triumph Books, 2007)
Chronicles both we11-known
achievements, like Wilt Cham-
berlain’s lOO-POint basketba11
game in 1962, and more obscure
feats, SuCh as the 408 victories
that Grambling State football
co ch Eddie Robinson racked
up in甜ty-SeVen yearS aS COaCh.
There are infamous num-
bers, tOO. For every Lance
Armstrong (the winner of seven
Tours de France) or Roger
Bannister (the且rst runner to
bre k the 4-minute mile, at
3:59.4), there’s a Rosie Ruiz or a
Chicago White Sox; her faked
Bosto  Marathon number (W50)
and the t am’s shameful year
Of gambling (1919) are instantly
r cognizable to fans who follow
SPOrtS SC ndals.
Then there are numbers that
in the minds of many sports
fanatics haven’t earned a place
in stats history at all. Not every
fan, Ferr ro points out, Will且nd
it meaningful that NBA All-Star
Charles Barkley stood six feet,
four and three quarter inches.
While Barkley’s height may be
better suited to bar trivia than
to serious sports history, he ar-
gues, the number represents a
great story.``He listed himself as six feet,
Six inches, because that’s what
Shorter players have to do in
the game,’’Ferraro says. “But he
Went On tO be a great I.ebounder
and have a huge impact on the
national sports scene.’’
?????????????????????
Similarly, Veneziano defends
the inclusion of the Wrigley
Field location - Row 8, Aisle 4,
Seat l13 - Ofthe Chicago Cubs
fan who grabbed an easy ou七
from the stands in 2003, turn置
ing the Cubs’shot at the World
Series into a crushing defeat.
“Not everyone knew where
he sat, but everyone knew the
StOry,,, Veneziano says. ``By put-
ting that seat number in the
book, Cubs fans who happen to
go may seek out that location.’’
The authors say they aren’t
afraid of sparking debate; in fact,
NhmbeZteL,able is a by-PrOduct of
their own passionate, and enJOy-
able, argumentS about numbers.
Collaborating mostly through
Phone and e-mail鵜Vcheziano,
an NFL publications editor, lives
in I.ynn, Massachusetts, While
Ferraro, a SPOrtS COlumnist and
television writer and producer,
lives in Los Angeles - the two
hadto cull a list ofmore than 200
classic statistics.``We each defended certain
numbers, but if the other guy
COuld punch holes in the argu-
ment, We Cut it,’’Ferraro says.
Veneziano, the more numbers-
Obsessed of the two, fought hard
to include such things as the
1980 U.S. Olympic hockey team’s
Victory over the Russians and
basketba11 player Bob Lanier’s
Shoe size (a whopping 22). For-
tunately, their bicoastal bicker葛
ing produced a highly readable
book. ESPN commentator Dick
Vitale liked it well enough to
agree to write the introduc-
tion to each chapter.
Both Ferraro and Veneziano
are looking forward to debating
new numbers for years to come.
Will college foo七ball history re-
member Veneziano’s recent fa-
VOrite, tiny Appalachian State’s
34-32 upset over Michigan, a
Division I powerhouse? Or will
it favor Ferraro’s pick, Trinity
College’s 2007甜teen-1ateral
``miracle play,’’which has al-
ready been viewed more than
one mi11ion times on YbuTube?
Only time wi11 tell, they say.
“Great numbers come up ev-
ery da[げVeneziano says. “Part
Of the beauty of sports is that
every time you watch a game,
you just don’t know what’s go-
ing to unfold.’’H州格調CH
醍耀鞘蹴蹴闘醜聞闇弼
BしA蹴BOX
間1N B帥たり(鵬は§’95)
COPPER CANYON P髄§§
The poet begins by looking back
Sixteen years, tO days of youth-
ful optimism, When ’`…Coke
wasn’t addictive yet, COndoms
PreVented herpes〃and men
Were Only a form of practice
for the Russian novel/we fool-
ishly hoped our lives would
become...’’The foreshadowmg lS
general: Pleasure begets pam・
The pam in the poems tha七fol-
low is particular: the fury of a
WOman betrayed.
I am undead and sulfurous. I
stink like a tornado.
I lift my scarlet tail above your
graVe
and let the idiot villagers take me
in torchlight
One by one by one
Flashes of humor in this we11-
PaCed collection provide tra-
ditional comic relief, break-
mg缶om the topic and the
Often-erOtic anger while
increasmg tenSion with its
OWn energy・
I’m watching footba11, Which is
odd as
I hate football
in a hyperbolic and clinically
revealing way,
but I hate Bi11 Parcells more...
Gleeful in her for-OnCe-imper-
SOnal rage, Belieu looks to
justice through reincama-
tion, and
…Bill Parcells trapped in the
body of a teacup poodle,
as any despised thing,
forced to yap away his next life
staked to
a cIothesline pole or doing hard
time on a rich old matron’s lap,
dyed lilac to match her outfit.
So, eVen the dead are not for-
glⅤen. Tension builds through
the collection to a ten-POem Set,
``In the Red Dress I W七ar to Your
Funeral,’’fo11owed by the且nal
POem, `At Last,’’which quietly
accepts life’s irony.
In the end, What you loved moves
to Brooklyn. That’s a11,
軸心mしl格JÅcO田$0晴間c8脈舶晴間
音的F8龍AP剛間口
RICHARD MARINICK (M肝92:95〉
JU汀tN, CH捕獲と§ & CO,
Marinick has been a laborer on
the Big Dig, a nightclub bouncer,
a MassachusettS State trOOPer,
Part Of bank and armored car
robbery gangs, and an inmate
in Massachusetts Correctional
Institution-Norfolk, Where he
earned two degrees in BU’s
PrlSOn PrOgram and became a
writer.田xcept that he is inno-
c nt f the crime that sent him
to jail, Delray McCauley, hero of
Marinick’s second novel (after
Bogos, Justin, Charles & Co.),
has had a similar career, Suit-
mg him well to take on a mys-
ter‘y Set On the tough streets of
Bost n’s Southie. ‖JM
JA鵬的U鎚BO肝油看開脚飾
Å脚Y鵬的W$脚IN OOCUPl帥確OししAND
§州DはÅ D間馴(CÅ$’87)
PUBLl§HAM職ICA
Preparing to write this young
adult novel about occupied
Holland during World War Iエ,
Deden talked to older relatives
and learned that there are as
many con批cting truths about
h story as there are people who
lived it. This blended children’s-
eye view is moving, amuSing,
and informative about their
times and how children view
their circumstances. ‖J軸
し鵬† N一問丁帥T門EしOB§丁隙
§丁各WA照丁O’N州(剛甘83)
VIKiNG
“Wi11 =ike it as much as A
PraE/er for軌e Dgtれg?’’I ask
Stewart O’Nan in requesting a
review copy of his latest novel. ``I
guarantee you won’t,’’he e-mails
back, “but it has its own quiet
charm.’’Indeed it does, Which
may well make it the favorite of
those who don’t share my enthu-
siasm for his well-honed horror.
O’Nan’s self-aSSigned beat is
the working class: individuals
Shaped by their upbringmgS,
but not victimized - they have
Choices and make them. Manny
De Leon has chosen to make
his且nal day of work at the Red
Lobster as much as possible like
the others, although it is being
dosed for no clear reason and
he is being demoted to assistant
manager of an Olive Garden・
It is hardly as if work were his
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entire world; he has a complex
personal life to manage as
We11. And so while pondering
that and the irony of his unre-
quited devotion to the Lobster,
he deals with outside obstacles
(Christmas week, a SnOWStOrm),
the spirits of his staff (all but
four of them about to be unem-
ployed), the customers (his high
SChooI coach, retired and lonely;
an obstreperous toddler and
his mother, first indulgent and
then inexplicably furious with
the staff), While simultaneously
making executive decisions and
doing menial tasks as needed
(busing tables, SWeePing the
SnOW aWay). As ever, O’Nan has
done his homework with care
and compassion: the minutiae of
running a restauran七are utterly
COnVinclng, from early mornmg
until he locks up, COnSiders a
late-night snack at Wendy’s, and
goes home instead, PreParmg
for a鼠nal few hours tomorrow
handing out makeup coupons to
CuStOmerS Who won’t much care.
(SれOuJ Angels, a乱m directed
by David Gordon Green based
On O’Nan’s且rst novel, is playmg
the festival circuit and will soon
be in theaters.) ‖JM
MA鵬朋O’$軸聡丁聞Y帥紀聞的し
p仙剛C獲AしAKI‖ (D鵬各’63タ§田65〉
州D囲IAN 「しOCÅ
肌AD馴N/SiMON & §CHU§T職
工n this new series of early read-
ers for four- tO Six-year-01ds,
golden hamsters Max and Mo
become classroom pets and use
their wits to communicate with
the ``big ones’’at school. Other
books in the series take the crit-
ters apple picking and snow-
man building, the simple - but
not simplistic - teXt COmPle-
mented by Brian Floca’s cheery
illustrations. T州しOR M関田
Å朋的ほJuM門田OV輔AW皿し
JAY NU§§BAUM (し州’85)
TOBY P髄SS
J. J. Spencer is morally i11-Suited
to be an associate in a white-Shoe
Manhattan-based law且rm: he
has too much conscience. His
bosses realize this before he does,
1eading to his unemployment
early in this good-humored and
timely novel of discovery per-
SOnal as well as legal, Centered on
mortgages and forecIosures. ‖州
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珊EMU間EROF朋舗V隣AN
欄間汀髄鞘$丁偶削臣$
帥孤田町H A, D各WOし旺(G聯’96)
KEN丁§丁ATE UNIV靴SI丁Y P髄§S
Industrialization and empIoy-
ment in the mills of Sacco,
Mai e, in the mid-1800s offered
unsophisticated young women
the delights and dangers of an
income and a relatively unsu-
PerVised life. Investigations
fo11owing the discovery of an
unidenti宜ed body in 1850 re-
Vealed the not-uneXamPled fate
Of one such woman, Victim not
SO muCh of  illegal abortion as
of the doctor’s efforts to cover
up the resulting infection. AIong
With the mid-nineteenth-Century
Maine context of the victim’s
life and death, the investigation,
and the ria  that followed, his-
torian De Vfolfe includes some
temPOr ry i11ustrations and
two且ctionalized accounts, Sen-
Sational, Sentimental, and very
Victorian. ‖JM
醒W $開脚丁聞8刊0鞘的開脚醐
JAc億U亡し1Nたし0$§ (CÅ§’93〉
AN0 E§TH聞WHITFIEしDタED§,.
NORTHWE§T靴N UN漢VER§1TY PRE§§
The introduction points out
that readers are, by de且nition,
VOyeurS, and thus we partici-
Pate in the watching and being
WatChed, Which are central to
many stories and often played
Out in unconsummated, SOme-
times joint sexual fantasies.
Th r.e is the struggle for indi-
Viduality by, Variously, name-
1ess charact rs and characters
uch concerned with names,
their own and others’. There is
isola ion: a yOung man makes
Iove to a younger girl by caress-
ing her image in a mirror, tO
their utual satisfaction; tWO
Old friends meet unexpect-
edly and宜nd they are forever
SeParated by their differing life
Choices; a Writer is obsessed
wi七h the works of an artist of
Whom he knows nothing beyond
a mention by a woman he has
magined based on her slgna-
ture and her underlined pas-
SageS in a used book. And there
is pervading fear.
The Internet, limited tour-
ism, and publications like this
are now showing us Cuban life.
Although only a few of these
d zen hort stories by as many
authors are explicitly about the
impact of life in contemporary
Cuba on the individual psyche,
they all reflect it, elusively and
hauntingly. ‖州
$鮒曲
JACK 「心音しA (COM’67,’90)
$丁MAR丁IN’§ p髄§§
This且rst novel by Fa11a, a
SPOrtSWriter and a College of
Communication lecturer in
JOurnalism, is full of details
about the lives of professional
h ckey players on and off the
ice. The book will be satisfyingly
familiar to players and fans and
informative to the rest of us. (Do
SOme Players rea11y throw up
before every game?)軸州
輔弼購鞘弼
丁晴E BしACKAND W晴I丁E OFAM職IC州
pOP田AR MUSIC職OM $LAVERY TO
WORしD W舵格容
V軸心し駈(0聡’62)
§C軸馴嶋州側田OOK§
White performers as recent as
EIvis Presley may be reviled for
musical thievery but Lee’s survey
documents mutual in凪uences and
exchange over four centuries in
which black music and white mu-
S c were to a large if diminishing
extent separate entities.
Early slave music retained
SOme African rhythms and the
Clappmg, dancmg, and overlap-
Pmg Call-and-reSpOnSe Smg-
mg that blurred separation
Of performers and audiences,
While Christianity, enforced
Or embraced, added the strong
influence of hymns. Meanwhile,
influence was also flowmg the
ther way; aS Slave owners over-
heard music their slaves made
in the fields and at night and
brought them into their homes
to play for dances.
In the nineteenth century,
White perfor‘merS blacked up
for minstrel shows, and black
Performers followed suit, COm-
Plete wi七h burnt cork. Minstrel
Shows gave way to vaudevi11e,
then musical comedy and other
SPeCies of stage show, but AI
JoIson and others, White and
black, Still based their acts
(and often their makeup) on
black stereo七ypes. (Self-Satire
w s fashionable entertain-
ment among other minorities
as well: bythe 1870s, the team
Harrlgan and Hart were tell-
ing both black and Irish jokes;
in the 1920s, Jewish comedi-
enne Fanny Brice cultivated
her Yiddish accent.)
Lee traces the roots of
JaZZ tO New Orleans and de-
tails the evolution of r‘agtime,
Dixieland, SWing, the big
bands, and bop. She describes
the work of twentieth-Century
lyricists as being often appro-
priate for either race. Even the
blues, She says, Were about
loneliness, POVerty, and other
SOrrOWS, but seldom explicitly
about racism; in ``Poor Man’s
Blues,’’Bessie Smith pleaded
for the sympathy of ``mister
rich man,’’not mister white
man. But lyrlCS Were also writ-
ten for segregated audiences.
While white male vocalists of
the teens and roaring twen-
ties were praising theiI. Petite
girls primly, Or anyWay COyly,
(``could she love, COuld she woo,
could she could she could she
COO’’), the ample Ma Rainey
WaS Singmg Wittily explicit
“Copulating Blues.”
There’s much social history
h re in the account,S Of Prohi-
bition, the Depression, War, and
P aCe, Of recordings and radio,
and particularly of segrega-
tion. Our popular music, nOW
gray, is the result of continued
and varied interchange, Lee
COnCludes, but jazz, the music
most distinctly American, is at
its soul black.晴州
口E舶剛剛丁冒ししN叶hLE$:丁髄し漢VES胴囲
し職制B§ O門H即日R肌E CHÅ榊E§鯛BB§
JO§即確部B§ (COM’87,部§’90, U冊94)
州1V靴§1TY OF SOUTH CAROし1‖Å P髄§§
Charles Gibbs, n6e James
Jeffers - and no relation to the
author - WaS nO Captain Jack
Sparrow Joseph Gibbs te11s
us. One of the last true pirates
to prowl nineteenth-Century
seas, his murderous and crimi-
nal feats would make Disney
fans b山sh. Likewise, Gibbs’s
account isn’t exactly family fare,
bu  rather a scholarly work of
maritime history.
B th seaworthy swashbuckler
enthusiasts and pirate-Curious
landlubbers alike can appreci-
ate Gibbs’s accessible portrait
Of the mysterious Jeffers, Which
debunks the myths in the pirate’s
own confessions. m
丁HE REAしLY H舵D PROBしEM:
ME州1NG IN A MATE闇ÅしWO軋鵬
OW剛「し州A帥‖ (部§’72:78)
MI丁pはと$§
Flanagan earned both a mas-
ter’s in chemistry and a doctor-
ate i  philosophy at BU, SO it’s
Only帥ting that his latest book
tackle the relevance of philoso-
Phy in today’s science-based
academic culture. The “really
hard problem’’facing scientists
and philosophers, he argues,
is not explaining how human
consciousn ss works, but un-
derstanding why we humans
asslgn SuCh signi且cance to our
b i f materia1 1ives. Flanagan,
a professor of philosophy at
Duke University, attaCks the
PrOblem of meaning - Our in-
nate but subjective desire to
Seek happmeSS and ful糾Iment
- from a multidisciplinary an-
gle. His research into religion,
PSyC oIogy, and evolutionary
bioIogy, amOng Other且elds,
Paints an optimistic and hu-
manistic portrait of the quest
for a meaningfu=ife. KH
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髄鞘轡輔髄鞘弼籍擬態
語輔轟態籠難蝿轡韓睦醍
醐許轄粥瞳弼輔弼観
輔弼艶纏蓮躍輔舐
鵜醗曜顎耀醜態鵜蝿轡醗蕾
The C看afiin Society
Established in 1985, the Cia佃n Society
at Boston University pays tribute to
alumni and friends who have provided
forthe University in their estate pians or
Who have estabiished life income gifts at
the University,
Society members are invited to speciai
University events throughout the year.
丁heir support provides cruciai funding
that benefits BU students, facuity′
research, and programs,
輔馨醍醐霧輔弼睡鬱灘鱒騨繚連縄謹軸薙纏親
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``I didn’t really want to dwell on it or think about it too much, but this is where I wanted to be・’’
cHRIS DRURY (CAS,98), WHO SIGN田D WITH冒H国N国W YORK RANG田RS IN JUI。Y.
丁帽漢$35 M看L」漢州M州
躍醒闘醒蹴醍醐轡醍醐開聞籍肥醗酵鱗盟弼鞘
躍踊聞躍鞘糟鰯摘醍醐醒闘踊醒醜聞鰭醒態
丁晴隅田Ⅳ$帳書O髄醍醐購紺離掴雛踊鵡醜聞髄鞘臨醜聞
軸晒舗輔観閲態穎綱舗鵬の弼鵡輔鵬灘鵡弼庫醜闇澗醜摘購曜
醜態嫡輔簿睡酷蹴講縄輔輔弼純軸疇鴨宮鰯寛静観輔弼蹴語間軒
雛馳醜:晒黛輔弼哨輔弼醗嘲軸抽態鵬的輔弼蹴鞠弼鵡
輔弼瑚調蒔輔弼鞘蹴避閲帽軸睦睡醗舗馨鞘棚軸鵡難聴暗
闇融醜睡輔弼鵠輔弼輔弼輔弼鱈嘩鵡醜噂弼輔弼
睡醒曜鯛輔弼醐鵡酷輔弼電脂繍醗釦の鞄鵡弼乱闘態
噂腕艶聞弼艶軸輔弼艶聞鵡睡輌曜醜態輔弼の輔弼駒鳴
醍醐㊧醜軸輔弼翫輔弼曜購暁闇鵡睡輔輔弼離㊥鵡輔繭軸闇舗
鏑弼踊舗輔弼輔睡憧粥鵜艶翻離醜聞輔弼軸輔弼輔韻
輔弼醒軸旧制醜聞鵬霊廟蹴輔頚輔弼醐融蹴嫡輔鵡観鳴
翫輔弼糊弱電弼醜髄鞘繭鵡馨蟻趣弼軸甜肥紬離繭聴舗観
醒髄鞘輔弼軸鉦軸輔軸惑溺酔態瞳観輔鵡蝿酷
顕輔弼輔弼蘭醜聞軸鵬馴鶴臨戦廟輔弼晒鵡臨艶麗
鰯軸艶醜態弼醍醐鵡輔弼軸鵡嫡訓臨鵬開脚舗翻起
軸醐緋曙離艦甜撼鞄蝿掴醜態輔鵜鵜醐態節線躍鵬軸鶴
間繭掴闇鵡澗廟繭踊髄醐醐圃醜聞馳捕鯨
醐賦曲別輔弼蹴醜輔弼輔悼鞘購鰯掲載朝粥鍋銅鵡
輔弼鵡舗踊繭の捕縄嫡鋪輔軸軸輔弼醍輔弼鯨翻勘踊醜態
闘軸欄間軸軸繭離陸舶醒軸繰輔軸睦醐掴繭廟醐曜踊輔弼両軸粥の輔馳輝統
轄蹴暁醍醐叩縛鵡縄軸輔弼輔弼観蝿醗輔弼観官離艦馳鵡距離師曜髄鞘熊購弼輔聴講弼胴醜態距離
軸輔弼離髄鞘輔醜睡蹴舗輔轄雛鴨場粥輔弼縄疇嘩鞘廟鵬醜睡醍醐稽鵡鱗耀軸艶耀舗輔舗賦輔
弼輔弼醜能捕縄憩軸乳輔弼醐釦輔緋醐鏑醗聾距離馬賊弼睡鵜輔弼輔鵬臨輔弼覿掛軸掴弼誹醗
輔弼弼晒勘弼摘鵡輔弼曜軸醐輔睡輔弼輔弼離農
輔髄鞘酷瞥軸軸睡摘輔弼鱈離踊摘配輔弼軸態粥輔弼弼輔弼噂鵡簡閲輔弼醍醐鞘鵡師
範銅酷弼蜜脂輔弼軸粥翻醒画噛軸臨電弼醗縛醗難関臨舗髄鞘勘醒澗糊贈軸睡睡醍醐鰯緋輔醐臆掴謹
醒鴫購朝粥庸轍鮒翻粕紳輔態醐軸鵬鰯輔弼醗輔弼重患鮎酢蛸師部縛輔弼軸醜臨
醍醐悪蝿電離曜軸鵡鞘踊鞘酷蘭艦の醍締盟鮮輔弼醐開削醜聞酵輔顛弼艶聞鱈軸粥醐捕縄醐
鮎輔蹴薦鯛醗鵡繭凱
臨時鵡繭醐鵡轟紳輔輔弼鞘輔鵠醍醐繭輔弼避簡閲睡輔舗艶鞘醐鵡韮鵡醍
醐軸騨粥醐前職隊輔韓胞醒髄鞘馳臨瞞輔弼醇弼鵡鵡輔誌髄鞘輔弼帽輔弼酢細腕輔弼軸揮醍醐醗紳輔時報紳輔麒縄邑醗輔輔離
籍輔憧輔輔弼醜臨醍醐輔弼舗輔弼抽鱒舗踊暁謝離鱈艶聞膳輔弼顕摘輔輔弼胡竃蜘輔弼観鵠忠
鋼醍醐醗憩う槽鞘輔弼彊贈鵡電癖鎚鋪輔弼醜聞輔弼晋誌醜聞縛鯛鰭鵠軸親臨態鰭臨鵡酷醍醐鵬澗輔
醗醐軸紬軸醗軸蝿輔弼鞠醍麓輔弼粥輔弼鱈種弼
鞘澗暁鱈醜悪艶鵜軸輔弼鞘醍醐艶縄態醜態澗繭鰯憧態醗縄醐醗輔弼軸輔弼輔弼醒弾輔弼蹴
軸軍陣弼輔弼鞘醐国醍醐輔弼軸鵬縄弼鴨鍋醐蹴熊繭鵡軸輔弼冨輔弼鵡縄軸観輔弼馴塘
蹴鞠醜鵡輔弼憧繭晦臨調輯贈副睦即輔軸輔触澗臨席輔弼臆睦灘輔観弼輔弼
配輔面帥輔弼繭醐軸瞳麟醐醍醐輔廟輔弼髄鞘鵡掴螺鰭輔弼臨鰯鵡輔弼覿
能観賦蜘輔弼輔弼輔範輔弼鱈輔弼醗臨軸馳態髄鞘縄輔鵡墨縄鞘$調節満鵬の輔離軸鵡鵜睡弼縦軸髄
鞘翻弼鵡肥寵緋軸蟹鍋輔弼輔弼軸臨弼鰯時鵡醒離輔鵡睡醜醜醒縄輔弼弼臨竃彊晴醜態軸忠
勝軸輔篭閲醍醐鰯軸醐軸配的
醜聞触館粥廟震軸戦塵醍醐暗闇輔弼睡鰯捕縄鴫轄粥臨疇輔繭醍醐軸蛸鵡軸繭軸舗繭抽醗
輔弼熊輔潤別間削輔弼醜輔弼翻醜聞愉躍醜聞睡酷醗輔臨鵡鵜の能動眠艶聞騰郡踊捕縄輯熊脚韻措弼鱗的
繭剛開軸聴翫醜聞醜醍醐軸闇醍醐輔髄鞘輔弼鋭蹴織舗蝿軸輔繭繭鵡弼鵬粥輔弼鰭輔弼
髄竃鵬輔鵡鴫鞘輔弼麗軸睡弼繭轍臨粥輔弼鵜弼蹴醗睦維軸醐軸輔弼輔態竃踊臨輔弼難聴の輔弼醒講鋭捕縄駒粥詳醗輔弼揮輔弼糟麗輔弼睦輔弼晒醐晒
飽鞘軸欄闇鵬閲謙願貯JO洲TⅢ‖$州〈cOM’02)
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Our §Pace is limited, SO Olass note§
a「e edited to include as manyas
POSSible, Notes should be sent to:
CIass Notes
Bos加ゐ
10しenox §t,
Brookline, MÅ 02446,
Or submit on the Web at
www.bu.edu佃umni/classnotes,
We can a漢so forward lette「s;
Send them, along with identifying
info「mation on the alum, tO
Alumni Record§, Boston University
One She「bom §t.ず§eventh軸00「
田oston, MA O2215.
書留偉才
Ha「old Segal (SMG’47) of
Framingham, Mass., WaS in-
ducted into the Massachusetts
Broadcasters Hall of Fbme last
May. Harold started and man-
aged a number of radio stations
throughout New England in
the 195Os. Fbr three years, he
taught a broadcasting course at
BU’s College of Communication.
“When I graduated BU in 1947,
I decided accounting wasnt for
me; tOO SIow and dull,’’he writes.
``I went into the broadcasting
industry. How exciting to be
informed of that honor at 89.’’
電9苗電
Gregory H, Adamian (LAW’51,
HoN.’91) of Medford, Mass.,
Chancellor and president emeri-
tus of Bentley College, WaS
awarded the Ellis Island Medal
of Honor for his commitment to
improvmg血s community and
the world. He also was a profes-
SOr Of law at Bentley, Where an
academic building and an en-
dowed professorship in law are
named in his honor.
195置
John H, Stel!a (SED’55) of
Ipswich, Mass., Writes that he
???????????
is enJOymg retirement with his
Wife, Anne, Six grandchildren,
and且ve great-grandchildren
after retiring as Ipswich super葛
intendent of schooIs.
1956
Ma「ian Ch「isty (COM’56) of
Belmont, Mass., Published
Discわsures: TされFhmous n侮れ
ReL)ealed (New River Press,
2OO7), an inside look at lO men
Who have made a slgni且cant
mark on our world. Insights
include Truman Capote’s
thoughts on lonel血ess and Ralph
Laurens advice on dressing for
POWe種Fbr more information visit
柵lOfamousmen.com.
竃957
Sydna Altschule「 By「ne (CAS’57,
COM’64) of Poughkeepsie, NY,
won an honorable mention in
Finishing Line Press’s New
Women’s Voices poetry com-
Petition. As a result, Fi血shing
Line published her chapbook of
poems, W葡gs柵aC W癌t, this
PaSt year‘.
1959
Robe「t F,しucas (LAW’59) of
Melrose, Mass., is vice presi-
dent of the Massachusetts Bar
Association for the 2007-08 year.
Robert practices general law in
Wbkefield, Where he is a senior
Partner With Nigro, Pettepit, and
Lu as.
19語①
Mark J, Levine (CEA:60) of
Shanghai, China, reCently pub-
1ished his third book of jazz pla-
no instruction, The Drop 2 Book
(Sher Music, 2007). In addition,
JZzzz門mes magazine named
Mark’ 柵e Jdzz 7teorg Book
(Sher Music, 1995) as first choice
in ts recommended basic JaZZ
library. An artist-in葛reSidence at
the Shanghai Conservatory of
Mu ic, Mark can be reached at
zmr8 8 @a LCOm.
丁om O’ComelI (SED’60, GRS’61)
Of Dennisport, Mass. , Published
a second book,駁Jgging Oz,直An
Armg M6mo王r ( 1954) (Ⅹlibris,
2007). The memoir' Picks up
where his且rst, T71e O’Cb棚1調
Bogr放弛cat諦g祝e T杓IfC枕Hd, An
塙s九・Amertcan Mとmo壬r (」932-
」95O) (Ⅹ1ibris, 2005), left off. Tom
teaches writing at Cape Cod
Community College. VAsit址s
Web site at ww耽sanctuary777
.COm.
196電
John Fawcett (CFÅ61) and
Jacqu l雪ne (Stubenv○○書)
Fawcett (SON’64) of Wbldo-
boro, Maine, run球a,WCett’s
Ma ne Ant que Toy and Art
Herbe「t曲ramson (SM鵬’49) (seoond from right) l-eceive$柵きe ma望aZine’s
Lifetime Achievement Award fo「 his fo「ty years of outstanding oommunity,
civic, an巾hilanth「opio service, Ab「amson, reti「e巾「esident of Silverしake
Dodge in Massachusetts, is the only Bay §tate auto dealer to have won the
award置With him a「e his wife, Joyce Abramson士dwa「州cCar「ick (fa「 right),
PreSident and wor看dwide刑場pub漢isher, and Joham Finkelmeie即o「th
Ame「ioan vice president of Ooodyear Tire and Ru肌e「 Company. Abramson,
an active alumnus and recipieれt Of an al漢-University Alumni Åwa「d, is a
fo「mer trustee of the Universjty and of Boston Medicai Cente「,
Museum in WなIdoboro. The
museum was recently selected
as an “Editor’s Choice’’in a
2007 travel issue of Iなれkee
magazine. For more informa葛
tion, Visit http://home.gwi
.net/-fawcetoy. Jacqueline is
a p fessor of nurslng at the
University of Massachusetts,
Boston, and John is an artist
and f rmer professor of art at
the University of Connecticut,
1962
F「ank J, Mo「locl( (CAS’62,
LAW’65) of VAshington, D.C.,
Published his translation of
Ferdinand Dugue’s 1857 play
丁胸Itam Shakespeare (Borgo
Press, 2007)∴`Dugue portrays
Shakespear‘e aS a k血d of
Byronic action hero, an embit-
tered romantic poet experienc-
mg the pam Of divorce and be-
trayal by his cIosest friends but
CaPable of heroically trying to
PrO eCt them from personal and
POlitical enemies,’’writes Frank,
Who has published other trans-
1ations as we11 as ongmal works.
“It’s a good little play and I’m
Very Satis宜ed with my trans-
1ation. Soon to follow w址I be
my translation of deVigny’s
ShgZock.’’In 2006, the North
American Jules Veme Society
awarded him the Distinguished
Service Award for his Verne
translations.
範㊨㊧4
B, Amore (CAS’64) of Benson,
Vt., Curated the exhibit OrtgZJIS,
featuring orlgmal sculptures
from the Carung Studio, at
the Gallery at 259 Marble
Street in VIfest Rutland, Vt., 1ast
September. She founded the
Carving Studio 20 years ago.
AIso that month, the National
Archives sponsored a reception,
Slide presen七ation, and book
Slgmng for B., Whose recent
book is Aれ丑aZtaれ4merfcaれ
Odgsseg.
噂憩㊨罵
Jane (C「and看emire) Christo
(CAS’65) of Br‘OOkline, Mass.,
for‘mer gen ral manager at
WBUR, re eived Alban a’s
Medal of Gratitude from
Albanian President lfred
Moisiu last July for her “pro-
fessional assis ance in organiz一
ing the free press of Albania.
She was also named 20O7’s
Wbman of the Year by the
Albanian-American profe s sional
WOmen’s orga血zation Motrat
Qiriazi.
Joseph盲ne Plovnick Sa寒loway
(CAS’65, SED’66) of Braintree,
Mass., WaS named an Unsung
He oine of 2007 by the Massa-
chus t s Commission on the
Status of uねmen ft)r her volun-
teer work as president of the
Community Friends for Human
Ser‘vices, Inc. Jo is an adjunct
instructor in psychoIogy at
馳晴脚」州Ⅱ CO臆し書簡
瓜田蘭書V漢州側$
肌着co!lege§/ a冊甲meS in回entcd
軌的e回寄oIleg8$ $hown i調離瞥
CA§ CoIl呼ofArt§an心鵬nce$
飢A tt;olle邸ofし軸a冊$)
皿　的‖呼0fFineA「t§
肌(8chool for th8 A「t$)
肌A 〈軸00I o=ine an叫回暮ied A「t§)
鵬Coll呼o唖neral $tudie$
部紳輔ge of Ba§ic 8tudies〉
脚M Co‖ege of Comm皿ication
§P唖届00l of pりbIio Comm皿ioation〉
8間伽hool o( pu胴鵬elation$
an捕omm州ications)
鰯藍　蹴鞠輔弼弼蹴鞠欄醐鰯鵬艶
鵬(剛呼0f帆雨間り6ati州)
朋(鵬8れera看80tl呼〉
醐Col獲ege of [ngineerlng
tlT (CoItege o置ln心り§triaI Te寄hnology)
帥$　draduate純hoo! ofArt§and §cience§
G§‖ f高山ate馳hoo看of M州agement
し州「帥h o看ofしaw
欄間§ohoo看of鵬dicine
附Metro叩tan CoIIege
醐‖醐鵡鱗綱灘繭輔醜鎌軸鵡鵬
8州$a「ge調t 60看lege o川e州a軸心
恥habilitation §cience§
帥M (州dman §choo看of D8ntai肌鵬ine
脚(§choo看of航山ate Ⅱenti§t書y)
$帥　$8hooIo書軸ucation
8HA鉛hooI of Ho§pitality州mini$tration
洲帖8choo看of Ma問geme調t
部埴oll囲of帆sin勝s
州ministration)
諒鰯　競繭蹴糟宙繭謙鑑
8PH Sohooi of Pubtic lIeaith
欝鰯　韻鮨鰯繭琵醐輔融諒蹴醜醍
§§W　§ohooI of$00ia冊or脈
§TH sthooI ofTheolo宮y
州　Uni鵬rsity Profe$SOr§ Program
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Curry College and at Massasoit
Commu血ty College. E-mail her
at jsalloway@aol.com.
1966
Raymond George, S「, (SDM’66)
Of Lincoln, R.I., is president-elect
of the American Association of
Orthodontists, the oldest and
largest dental specialty organi-
Zation in the wo血d. Raymond
has an orthodontics practice
in East Providence, R.I., and in
South Attleboro, Mass.
1967
Ca「en (Da!1ett) C「oss (CFA67) of
San Miguel de Allende, Mexico,
Writes that her documentary
Lost aれd Fbzよれd fn胸co is mak-
mg the rounds of皿m festivals.
``While many Mexicans are leav-
mg fam皿es behind and risking
their lives to cross the Mexico-
uS. border to a better‘ life, this
film focuses on the Americans
who have decided to cross the
border in the other direction -
54
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for a simpler life;’Caren writes.
E-mail her at carencross@hot
mail.c om.
1968
Dorothy 0rago (CAS’68) of
Wak 宜eld, Mass., eXPanded her
PrOduc  safety consulting busi-
ness, Which she established in
1987, into Drago Expert Services.
Check out her Vねb site at w_
.DragoExp rtServices.com or
e-mail dotty@ dr‘agOeXPertS er
Brendan T. Kirby (CAS’68) of
Revere, Mass., COmPleted the
Stratford Career Institute’s
Criminal justice program with
the血ghest honors.
Michael Ko「be「 (SMG68) of
Barrington, R.I., is a brokerage
director for Legacy Financial
Group, a Providence-based
PrOVider of且nancial products
and services, Previously, he was
an ndependent consultant and
inv stment advisor representa-
tive and business development
C OnSultant.
1 970
§uzame Challinor (CAS’70) of
New Canaan, Corn, Will have her
Paintings featured in an exhibi-
ion耽bruary 9 through March
9 at th  Southern Vermont Arts
Center’s Yester House Gallery m
Manchester; Vt.
Wayne J, Positan (CAS’70) of
Essex Fもlls, N.J., WaS reappOint-
ed a tr‘uStee Of the New Jersey
State Bar Fbunda航on, Which
PrOmOteS law-related education
and a basic understanding of
the legal system for New Jersey
Citizens. Wayne is managing di-
rector of the firm Lum, Drasco,
& Positan.
AIan L Reische (LAW’70) of
Manchester, N.H., WaS named
best corpor te and commercial
lawyer in New Hampshire by the
Organization Chambers USA.
Alan is an attomey at Sheehan
Phi皿ey Bass and Green, Where
he focuses on transactional
business matters.
1971
Bi!1 Harris (COM’71) of Grand
Blanc, Mic ., reCeived two Emmy
Awards f om the Michigan
Chapter of the National Acad-
emy of Television Arts and Sci-
ences, including one for best
news anchor. Bill celebrates his
30th armiversary this year as an
anchor at WJRT-TV the ABC
af宜1iate in Flint.
Mark Ha「vey (STH’71, GRS’83)
of Boston, Mass., Celebrates
his 35th anniversary as the
founder and music director of
the Aardvark Jazz Orchestra,
a Boston-based group that in-
fuses JaZZ into religious music
and church hymns. Mark is
also a composer and a lecturer
in music at the Massachusetts
Institute of TもchnoIogy. VIsit his
Web site at wwwmarkharvey
muSIC.COm.
1972
Mary Sue Donohue (CAS’72) of
Deerfield Beach, Fla., a Share-
holder at the Boca Raton law
且rm Buckingham, Doo鵬tle &
Burroughs, WaS named a 2007
FIorida Super Lawyer by the
Organization Law and Po址ics,
Susan Gassett (MET’72) of
Boston, Mass,, is the founder
and artistic director of City
Stage Co., a Participatory
theater education company at
the Boston Center for the Arts,
She retired last August after
33 years of providing opportu-
nities for urban children and
families to participate in the
Performmg artS. Susan received
StageSource’s 2OO6 Theatre
Hero award. E-mail her at
S_gaS S ett@hotmail.c om.
「973
Mary S, Child「ess (CFA73) of
Harwich, Mass., is in her' ninth
year as prmCIPal of Harwich
Middle SchooI on Cape Cod.
She is also the chair-elect of the
New England League of Middle
SchooIs board of directors.
Cla「k W, Fu「iow (CAS’73) of St.
Petersburg, Fla., is associate
dean of the Tampa Law Center
at Stetson University College of
Law in Tampa. Clak, an eXpert
in corporate govemance and
business ethics, is an associate
Pr‘Ofessor of law at Stetson.
John ai○○espie (MED’73) of
Bu批alo, NY, is the chief medical
O雛cer for Independent Health,
a health insurance company
in western New York. John is
a board-Certified cardioIogist
and an assistant professor of
family medicine at the SUNY
Bu能Llo SchooI of Medicine and
Biomedical Sciences.
Robe「tし, Ho獲loway, J「, (LAW’73)
Of Topsfield, Mass., WaS elected
SeCretary Of the Massachusetts
Bar Association for the 2007-08
year. He is a shareholder and
PreSident of MacLean Holloway
Doherty Ardi∬ and Morse in
Peabody.
Peri Schwa「tz (CFA73) of New
Roche11e, NY , eXhibited her
Studio paintings, drawlngS, and
Prints at the Page Bond Gallery
in Richmond, Va., last October.
Per’i’s work is represented in the
collections of several museuns
and libraries, including the
Bri ish Museum, the Museum
Of the City of New York, the
Co coran Gallery of Art, the
Fbgg Art Museun, the Boston
Museum, the Bib止otheque na-
tionale de France, and the New
York Public Library
「 97柵
Nathan Bi「nbaum (SDM’74) of
VAban, Mas ., is chairman of
the Health Professions Tbam at
C ombined Jewish PhilanthropleS
of G at,er Boston. Nathan is an
assoc ate clinical pr‘Ofessor of
PrOSthodontics and operative
dentis y at the Tufts University
School of Dental Medicine. He
and址s wife, Robin Bi「nbaum
(SON’76), have a da田ghter, Heidi,
a senior dental student at Tufts,
Who is Iooking forward to jommg
her father in his Wellesley prac-
tice in June.
Mark Gottsegen (CHA:74) of
C止max, N.C., W皿reslgn from
tea 址ng at the U血versity of
North Carolina at Greensboro
in January 2008 to woIk full-
time as the materials research
dinector for the Intermuseum
Conservation Association. Mar'k,
who is also co-director of the
Art Materials Information and
Education Netwok, W皿con-
tinue to paint, eXhibit, and teach
in his free time. E-mail him at
mdg ttsegen@ eart皿nk.net.
Doma Rossetti-Bailey (CFA74)
of Marshfield, Mass., WOn Best
Of Show at the Duxbury Art
Associat on’s 90th Annual Mid-
Su血 r Art Show for her soft
PaStel W群わt?rook Rez応砧ed.
Donna t aches classes in soft
PaStel at the South Shore Art
Center and the North River Arts
Society. She also runs work-
Shops for achers and other
artists. E-mail her at dlrb@
COmCaSt.net.
竃97呂
1s「ael Goldowitz (CAS’75) of
Washington, D.C., is c址ef
counsel of the Pension Bene且t
Guaranty Corporation, the fed-
eral agency that insures private-
SeCtOr PenSions. The o触ce
h  celebrated several recent
victories, including a unanimous
Supreme Court decision that
re forc d the core values of the
EmpIoyee Retirement Income
Security Act.
Rob rt J, McDonough (LAV’75)
Of Lexington, Mass., WaS elected
PreSident of Tax Executives
Institute, an aSSOCiation of tax
PrOfessionals. Robert is senior'
vice pr'eSident of corporate
tax and treasurer of Polaroid
Corpor 七ion in VAltham.
Michael O’Donovan (SED’75) of
Baghdad, Iraq, lS a COntraCtOr
With the uS. State Department,
WOrking as an operations man-
ager and a deputy project man-
ager. Michael eamed an Ed,M. in
COu Seling and human services
from Bu
Robe「t M, Ze-azo (MED’75) of
Saint Albans, Vt., Published
血s first novel, TZme of Tナial
(RoseDog Books, 2007), a tale
Of medical malpractice, nurSmg
home care, and legal shenani-
gans. Find out more at www
.timeoftrial.com.
易97$
Susan a, An e「son (LAW’76)
Of Wellesley, Mass., is cochair
of the Massachusetts Bar As-
sociation’s health law section.
Susan is gener‘al counsel for the
Massachusetts Executive Office
of Elder A能Lirs and a senior
fellow at Harvard University’s
Kennedy SchooI of Govemment.
Cia「e (Manion) Dunsfo「d
(GRS’76,’85) of Wellesley, Mass.,
Publish d a memoir about
having a son with Fragile X
Syndrome, 5pe脇g LozJe I。勧
an XA胸と九 7今a Sonタand the
Geれe T7tatBtnds 771em (Beacon
Press, 2007). Clare eamed
a Ph.D. in Eng止sh from BU,
taught at Harvard and Boston
College, and is an associate
dean t Bos on College. See the
book’s Web site at www:SPell
mglovewithanx.com, Or e-mail
dunsfor @b c.e du.
Arthur Ga「rone (C甲A76) of
Methuen, Mass., had a soIo exhi-
bition, Grea細r Fbrces… nOt gef
exp癌ned, at the McQuade Lib-
rary Art Gallery at Merrimack
College in 2OO6.
Mike Hobson (CAS’76) of Wayne,
Pa., reCently published a song-
book,柵e 4重加btog調phu of掘ck
しegendary chef Jacques P印in, With Nancyしivingston (COM’69), WaS the star
Of an alumni event in San Francisco la§t Octobe格More than §ixty people oame
to the local pubIic televi§ion §tation to take a to叩Watch a taping of P色pin’s
Show屠sf何odl砂肋and afterwards ask叩estions, Pさpin has had a long
association with BU, He was in§trumental, along with the Iate Julia OhiId
(軸o‖,’76), in founding the Cuiina「y Arts Ce「舶cate Program and the Master of
Libe「al Arts in Oastronomy at BU’s Met「opolitan Co11ege and has frequently
taught in MET’s oulinary prog「ams, In 2005 he reoeive州ET’s Roge「 Deveau
MemoriaI Outstanding Part丁ime Faculty Award,
与与
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隣国開田鞘開聞肝呂醐
醒弼鰯醍醐麗醒醍醐鞄醍醐躍醍醐醗酵
醍醐蹴鰯鰭鰯醒蹴
Im看V音軸個丁晴各軸軸SL看膿胸醜態
鵡蹴輔弼鞄髄鞘鏑曜蹴鰯瀞
鵡脚鵡弼醐摘駒弼勘弼戯舗醜態
臨鵡離贈軸竃軸蝿醜酷薄潤態雛
縄誹閲親臨電潤輔弼臨艶暗闘睡醜
態醒舗軸醗醍醐舗艶暁闘軸鑑
開国鵡軸醜聞軸粥醜鵡醗醗
鵡醜態艶聞観鵡軸舗鮒鎚輔醜
鰯鵠親臨闘繭繭輔弼
韓輔弼鵬醍醐舗輔弼
輔弼鰯髄鞘鴨騰師輔弼鵡
艶鰯購賦醐鸞縛蹴鞠
睡駐艶弼記輔弼疇軸鰯
唱纏能購師範輔曜惑溺輔盛掴醐酪
舗鏑鞠兢輔弼蹴鍾国軸鰯輔弼雷縄睡韓
罷睡軸軸翻酷睡醐鱒弼罷能醐髄鞘
輔轡醜聞輔鎌弼輔弼醜態
鰯軸鵡鰭輔弼紳輔醗晦酔醗
輔閲臨写野鶴蟻鍾範睡晒醜蹴輔鵡国輔弼
5`
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語醗醜聞輔弼轡晦甜鵡鮭鰭簡態
軸野馳鰯蜘鵡繭臨艶静間蟻鰭
翻耀鰯鵡鞘醜態酷鵡醜瀞輔弼鵡
鵡覇醗繭醜鰯暗闇繭醗髄縄
購鵬甜輔弼繭輔弼臨調開聞騰
軸赫醗鵡軸翻馴醗鵡贈鵡醐鏑韓
醜鵡観弼輔離髄鞘醗直観睡鰯髄
嵩弼崩輔態鰯軸電醐厳酷紗
鞄酷評蹴弼鞘揃輔轄
赫輔弼醗鴇欄赫軸蹴韻南酵
醜聞醜態酷鵡醜悪縄醜聞弼鏑の
輔弼醍臨輔弼鏑髄鞘蹴鵡
醍醐繭弼鰯睡鑓曜輔親臨醍醐
鵡睡臓の酎輔弼観艶睡蓮時鞘艶聞態艶鵡
醜醜態篭鰯轡輔弼輔軸輔弼輔醗鵡
鍼説酷蕉髄鶴亀鵡蟻暁鰯罷麗甜
睦鏑弼鯛軸鰯醐醐輔離職酷曙
髄鞘緬輔弼。龍翫繭輔舗臨暗
睡輔弼鵡鞠醍醐顎醒燭軸鱒画商輔醒弼
糊繭醜態撼捕縄艶購鞘醗鯛の艶欝輔弼
艶魁噌鵡醜醜態輔嫡輔鶴軸醜
態糟轡醜鰯輔弼観醍醐購醜贈輔臓醜聞
肺腑輔弼舗踊醜態輔弼翁鵬鵡醜
態鵬睡醜聞覿轄師赫軸蘭鴫野
鮨輔睡睡鵡胴の鞘軸観
臨軸艶弼輔舗講師輔弼離鯛鴇
酷醜艶の晒輔弼輔弼輔弼臨調
観輔弼輔弼醐醐鴨舗醜閲軸鵡艶
舗軸鞘耀輔弼軸軸醒鵡飽輔㊥晴
閲輔軸篭鰭間島踊醜睡静蹴鵡輔弼配
輔輔弼の鞘の。綿醜輔鵡輔
弼弼蹴鴨鍋睡鰯題辞髄質輔態昔輔
弼軸馴輔弼閲彊芭軸醜醜鞘
の鏑粥謹耀輔軸軸轄輔弼輔弼鋼
鵡鮮臨弗
醐電漕鵡臨観購麟艶麗軸弼貯
鵡粥臨醜蹴購醐鱒輔醜聞鰹鏑離曜
観軸廟哨輔軸醗蹴醜聞繭醗
雛璃醜撼態輔弼醒曜臨時蹴惑
溺睡輔醍醐鰭鵡弼馳鵡鞘軸輔弼
軸暁闇踊軸軸軸鵡軸輔弼購な
簡鞘劉鱈鞘醜購醜聞鰯電醍醐輔韓国
醍醐髄鞘離醜態,朝粥醍輔弼舗
蹄醗軸輔弼醍醐醍醐繭配闇の
鞘描軸輔弼舗醍醐輔目
睡輔弼轍鮒鵡鵡軸睡馳醜態
酷鯨鵡軸醍離粥糊基軸輔軸輔弼
鵡輔弼暁翫赫醜嶋醍醐韓舗韻
醜耀輔弼鵡蝿鵡駒鳴睦翫賦馴観閲購
軸晒蘭酷醒醍醐鑑輔副輔舗
醐輔鏑輔弼醍醐嘲鑑網棚鰐時離婚
轍蹴欄醍醐睡輔弼贈軸曜輔
弼配賦舗輔弼輔曜親臨醐輔弼
臨軸馳鱗軸輔弼弼醗酵掴鵡郵貯
抽軸鰯醍醐輔鵬舗醗軸の酷の態鰯蹴
Her subject is the road - and the feeling§ She has about the places §he
SeeS - but Hannah Col叩aints in this studio in §ome「vi!音e, Massachus珊S,
?????????????????
上施用血med toル仰al (肋e伽hr
脇付掲伽的哩)タ2006, Oii on oanvas,
37りx 44’-
醜睡輔弼醜瀞離間蝿輔弼
輔弼粥醐離籍嫡鵡醜醍酷軸顎
蹴臨睡輔弼輔弼観鱈の時醸筋
闘魂輔鑑軸艶聞輔醗錐鏑態耀悪
態醗謳醜惑溺輔鰭輔弼睦醐購朔離弼簿
嘲鱗艶鰯錐舗輔弼鱈軸弼輔弼
艶鵡轡説明
鞘弼蹴鞠胴晒賦曜睡輔弼闇師範
篭掴軸由軸醜輔弼憧軸の輔輔曜韻
醐曜舗纂噌舗繭鰯脚鵡艶聞耀駒津醗
輔弼醍醐醍醐軸製鋼の輔弼軸続開
伽ser肋an棚卸Am8∂嶋2005,
Oil on oanvas, 37“一x 42’一
能蹴粥醍醐舗贈蟻面輔縄腕骨
鏑鋼的醒臆面鵡醒弼曜鞄輔弼
輔弼舗蝿艶聞劉野鶴購胴靴顛
鞄鵡軸副鰯醜醍醐曜繭醜
聞態軸鞄翁軸鏑輔弼曙醍醐醜観
嘗縄醜態鱒配
輔弼鵡菖簡鏑輔弼薄鵡
睡輔暗闘熊賠弼蝿醍醐輔。珊鞘
劉穏輔弼鱗醍朝潮醍醐糟輔弼嫡醍
醐輯舗醜臨鵡縛藁軸輔弼鞘
輔観梅嶋鵬蔚鱒弼躍醜紳輔酢の
魁醒鵜の醗醜鵜輔弼鱒浦鋪鰭朝粥離
籍輔弼醗鵡疇離艶聞軸珊鵡繭
鵡鰯弼鵡篭鵜統醜醜睡鴨鍋鏑
の醜聾聴鶴間配輔弼鵡輔弼距睡瀞睡甜
附しOR州側即し
SCar, at WWWmickeystar
.com. “Of particular inter'eSt tO
Boston University students and
alum血is Chapter 2, `The Boston
University Years,’’’Mike writes.
Contact him at mikehobson@
COmCaSt. net.
David ltkoff (CAS’76) of New-
toun, Pa., Was named a Perm-
Sylva血a Super Lavyer in the per-
SOnal injury plaint紺category dy“
the or替a血zation Law and Po聯cs.
Mary E, Kema「d (MET’76,
CGS’74) of Bethesda, Md., is
One Of the T砲s崩れgton BI工SiJleSS
J宛maZ’s new ``Top VAshington
Lawyers:’Mary lS vice president
and general counsel at American
University, aS Well as chief legal
COunSel and secretary of the
university’s board of trustees.
Mary (AIpe「) McManus (COM’76)
Qf Chestnut Hill, Mass., Created
New World Greeting Cards,
CuStOmized poetry for all oc-
casions. She is also a mem-
ber of Business Netwo血ulg
工nternational’s Boston Platinum
Chapter, Check out her Web site
at www newworldgre etings.com ,
Or e-mail mary@newwo血dgreet
mgS.COm・
Ann No「thrup (C甲A76) of
Philadelphia, Pa., led a discus-
sion on her most recent exhibi-
tion, L伽dscapes o7訪he Edge
Of t九e助c折c: RediscotJer肌g a
α班めr扇a Hesf, at Cerulean Arts
in Philadelp址a. Ann is an artist
and designer with the city’s
Mural Arts Program.
1導了了
Gary Fo「d (LAW’77) of Bethesda,
Md., is the general counsel
for MicroCredit Enterpr宣SeS,
a nonpro宜t orga血zation that
grants smal1 1oans to women in
the developmg WOrld to combat
poverty and hunger, He is also
a partner at the Groom Law
Group, Wher'e he serves on the
firm’s executive committee.
Meg B「own Payson (C甲A:77)
Of Freeport, Maine, SPent
three months at the Anderson
Ranch Art Center in CoIorado.
Monoprints of her work there
Were On display last fa皿at the
Portland Museum of Art and
the June Fitzpatrick Gallery m
Portland, Maine. Learn more at
megbrownp yson ,COm.
1 97露
Betsey Dexte「 Dyer (GRS’78,’84)
Of VAIpole, Mass., COauthored
上セ刑もr勘所Orれg DⅣ4 (0Ⅹめrd
University Press, 2007), a Simpli〇
五ed handbook guide to using
Perl programmmg language to
Perform bioIoglCal sequence
an lysis.
Steve Silverman (COM’78) of
Grayslake, Ill. , a freelance writer
and broadcaster for outlets
suc  as MSNBC.com and NFL
.com, ju t且nished writing his
且rst two books: T7te Good the
B d cmd祝e U如びHeart」も肋dtng,
切zJJDropp工ng,伽d Gztt-肪e7tC砧ng
Mome庇  fn M轟朋sota T/沈ings
Historu (Triumph Books, 2007)
and a similar volume on the
Philadelphia Eagles, Which wi11
be published in 20O8. Contact
Steve at ssilver lO5@aol.com.
話979
Sheiia Cur「an Berna「d (COM’79)
Of Hyattsville, Md., Published a
SeCOnd edition of Do側menfarg
Sとorgte脚ng: M妬tg Stro7tger伽d
胸re Dmmatic Nbn-邦Ction邦Zms
(Fbcal Press, 2007).
James Masterman (LAW’79) of
Ne dham, Mass., is a sharehold-
er in the Boston o組ce of the law
且 m Greenberg Traurig. James
is  trial attomey known for血s
expertise in eminent domain law
Paul Schulenburg (CFA79) of
Eastham, Mass., WI‘ites that
his painting Fisherma別所祝Jce
Shoひ l was chosen for the cover
Of the July issue of AmerZcaれ4rC
Cb雄ctor magazine, Paul lives
and works on Cape Cod and
frequently shows at the Addison
Art Gallery in Orleans, Mass.
1980
Richa「d Fontaine (MET’80) of
Plympton, Mass., is vice presi-
dent for tec血IOIogy and chief in-
formation o組cer at Vねntworth
Institute of TechnoIogy.
Susan Manchester (LAW’80) of
Amhers , N.H., WaS reCOgnized
as bes attomey m in real estate
law in New Hampshire by the
Organization Chambers USA.
Susan has a commercial real
estate and lending practice
at Sheehan Phirmey Bass and
Green in Manchester, N.H.
John McKeman (GRS’80) of
Barboursville, _. , Pub止shed
a volu皿e of poetry Resur舵ction
oft九e DLISt (Backwaters Press,
2007). H  also edits the poetry
magazine 4BZ. E-mail John at
mckernan@marsha11.edu or visit
WWWabzpress.com.
Julia §h p看ey (CFA80) of
Br ok止ne, Mass,, Showed her
SCulpture in the solo exhibi-
tion用轟d States last fall at the
Boston Sc山ptors Gallery. J山ia’s
SCulpture, drawmgS, and prints
hav  bee  exhibited in shows
in Mas achusetts, New York,
Maine and Johannesburg, South
Africa. She works out of her
tudio in Brickbottom Artist
Studi s in Somerville.
電場$1
Richa「d J. AIbano (CAS’81) of
Medway, Mass., WaS PrOmOted
to sen or scientist at Daylor
Consulting Group, Inc., a Boston-
a ea ngmeermg and plarmmg
且rm. Richard is a wetland scien-
tist and ecoIogist with more than
20 years of experience in assess-
mg and monitor血g wetland reg-
山atory strategies, Plant and ani-
mal communi七ies, rare and en-
dangered species, and wildlife
habitats.
Richard Belin (LAW’81) and
Bill Parker (SED’93), both of
Cambridge, Mass. , Created
Hindsight Media, a Private珊m
COmPany that produces bio-
grap血cal documentaries for
f milies, individuals, and orga血-
Zati ns. Bill is prmcIPal and pro-
ducer an  Dick is biographer
and family historian. Ibr more
information, visit www.血nd
Sightmedia.net or e-mail info@
hindsightmedia. net.
Lee Ga「t nbe「g (LAW’81) of
Framingham, Mass., is chair of
the Massachusetts Bar Asso-
Ciation’s criminal justice section.
He has been the director of in-
mate le al services for the
Middlesex County Sher韓’s
Office sinc  1982.
与7
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A看an RusseI〃 (SED’81) of Barr‘e,
Mass., retired aft,er 25 years of
teaching at Mount Whchusett
C ommunity Co11ege.
§tephanie Bemett Vogt (GRS’81)
Of Concor‘d, Mass. , Published
めりr Spacious Se搾αear王そ耽r
α庇ter and DiscoL)er Tmo I匂u
Are (iUniverse, 2007). Stephanie
is the founder of SpaceClear, a
Private consulting and teaching
practice in Boston that helps
PeOPle bring their homes back
intO balance. Visit her Vfeb site
at www:SPaCeClea意com.
1982
Christophe「 Ca○○ahan (COM’82)
Of Scottsdale, Ariz., is the found-
ing dean of the Wな1ter‘ Cronkite
SchooI of Journalism at Arizona
State University.
Linda (Corwin) Palmer (LAW’82)
Of Milton, Mass., is director of
COrPOrate COmPliance at Net-
WOrk Health, a COmPrehensive
health plan servmg low- and
moderate-income residents of
Massachusetts. Linda will over-
See Network Health’s compli-
ance with federal and state laws
and contract requlrementS.
Richard W, Rodge「s (SED’82)
Of Saint Pa,ul, Mirm., reCeived
two distinctions in his field:
he was named a dipIomate
in clinical psychoIogy by the
American Board of Professional
Psychology and a fellow of the
Amer'ican Academy of Clinical
PsychoIogy. Richard r‘eCently
Star‘ted a full-time private pr‘aC-
tice in Saint Paul following his
retirement from HealthPartners,
Inc. E-mail him at rodger‘Srm@
C OmCaSt. net.
Michelle Tortolani (ENG’82,’89)
Of Alexandria, Va., WaS installed
as the 45th president of the Soci-
ety of Women Engineers at a
CeremOny in Bethesda, Md., last
AuE叩St. Michelle is the senior
director of repeater eng皿eermg
and oper'ations at XM Satellite
Radio in VAshington, D.C.
1983
Mary E, Mitchell (SED’83) of
West Newhon, Mass. , Published
her debut novel, Sfar勧g Ozzt
SfdeL。aUS (St. MartinるPress,
58
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20O7). She credits the late BU
Creative writing professor and
nove止st George V Higgins with
ncouraging her to pursue her
goal and writes, ``Boston Univer-
Sity is inextricably tied up m
the story of my bumpy r'Oad to
SuCCeSS - Culminat血g m a
two-book contract with Thomas
Dunne Books at St. Martin’s
Press - S a Published novelist:’
Mary Donovan Moeiie「 (STH’83)
Of Dun table, Mass. , Published
GeJlerαtion DaれCeS: A αzregzL,er喜
Jbzzrneg (PublishAmerica, 2006),
Which tells the story of how
She and her husband cared
for宜ve dying family elders in
their ome. E mail her at mary
mo eller@ charter.net ,
Alan Rutkin (LAW’83) of Great
Neck, NY., Writes the Insurance
Coverage Lawyer BIog, W址ch
was selected for the LexisNexis
``Top BIogs’’section of the data-
base’s Insurance Law Center,
Catch up with Alan, a Partner
at the law丘rm Rivkin Radler, at
WWW: nsurancecoveragelawyer
blog.c om.
Peter Swartz (LAW’83) of
Skaneateles, NY., reCently
became a partner at Nixon
Peabody’s national energy pr‘aC-
t ce n its Rochester O拍ce.
1984
David J, B okbinde「 (GRS’84) of
Beverly, Mass., WOn a Massa-
Chusetts Cu tural Council grant
in photography for‘ 2007. David,
who has a master’s in creative
Writing, lS a PSyChotherapist.
Contact血m at transforming@
Verizon. net.
David M, Fitzgera音d (MET’84)
Of Harr‘isburg, Pa., reCeived
his third Navy Legion of Merit
award last June for leadership
and ervice in Singapore after
the 2004 t unami, At the award
CeremOny, Navy Rear Admiral
Alan Thompson said, “Captain
Fitzgerald did a remarkable
job in ensurlng the delivery of
food, Water, COmfort items, and
medical supplies to tsunami
victims in the aftermath of the
2004 disaster.’’David is the
deputy commander of Navy
Fbmily Support.
Col!ege of Fine Årts school of theatre a賀um§ met inしos Ange!es at the
closing night reception of the Acto「§’Oang叩duction of棚剛hmen of
ふook掘応: (from left) company membe「 Robert Sham回ain (C田80), aS§is"
tant director of BU’sし,掴ntemship progl.am, actreSS AIfre Wooda獲d (C間74,
HoNJO4), and Åctors’Gang development direoto「 Joel Kimmel (CF朋7),
Lynn M, Grieseme「 (CAS’84) of
F去irfax, Va., released her first
motivational CD, I宅地r Bodg,
めzJr劇r亡h: Secretsめr cz SaCお勧ng
7td Success徹劇r亡h (Terra Pub-
止shing, 2007). Find out more
about Lynn’s books on childbirth
at wwwunas siste dhomebirth
AIIeg「  Tb「toIano Havens
(CFÅ84) of Virginia Beach, Va.,
tours the United States and
Canada w th the rock show 77te
MzISZc ofLed Z印peltれ, a rOCk/
orchestral collaboration. She
Plays a blue electric Viper violin.
Check out her tour schedule at
WWWthemusico組edzepp elin
E「ic He「nandez (ENG’84) of
Topeka, Kans., Writes that
after working for GeneI`al
Motor‘S and Innovia Films, he
has settled down with a job at
Goodye r, Where he is respon-
sible fo  the maintenance of
about 40 percent of the plant.
“I can now say that I am truly
happy to be back in the auto-
motive business,’’he writes,
`AIcira and the boys have set-
tled well into their routines:’
Jeff「ey Katz (CAS’84) of Fairfax,
Vな, is the voll_lhteer liaison for‘
the Fb,irfax County FiI‘e and
Rescue Department. Previously,
he was deputy dir‘eCtOr Of the
New Y k City Department
Of Design and Construction.
After 22 years of performmg
envirormental and geotechnical
Services for New York City, it is
time for a change,’’he writes.
Stuart Me-tzer (CAS’84) of Long
Beach, NY, ran a hard“fought but
山timately unsuccessful cam-
p ign for fan血y court judge in
Nassau County in Novemberb
election. He campalgned as an
indep ndent. He writes, ``Re-
gards to a11 of my fe1low alum血
from Park Drive and Buswell
Street, 1983-1984: Patti, Mark,
Ron, Bambi, Steve, and a皿’’
nem s Springhetti (MET’84) of
Bag d d, Ir q, lS in his second
year as a fac址ty manager for
the uS. State Department. He
earn d a Master of Science in
Business Administration at Bu
1985
Juan Diaz Coiocho (ENG’85) of
San Salvador, EI SalvadoI`, WaS
?????????????????
recently elected to the boar'd
of the American Chamber
Of Commerce of EI Salvador,
where he is chairman of the
trade and investment commit-
tee. ``I have recently traveled
throughout Japan, C址na, Hong
Kong, Los Angeles, and Da11as,
where I have met with lots of BU
alumni:’he writes. ``I would love
to hear from all former class-
mates as well as from friends of
the intemational community.’’
E-mail him at juandiaz@alum
.bu.edu.
Janetしord (GSM’85) of
Newbury-POrt, Mass., is the
New England reglOnal market-
1ng manager for‘ GEI Consul-
tants, Inc., a Boston-based geo-
technical, enVironmental, and
Water reSOurCeS engmeering
且rm. Janet previously operated
her own business as a market-
mg COnSultant.
Randy Sue (Komfeld) Marber
(LAW’85) of Jericho, NY., Was
elected a Supreme Court justice
for the lOth Judicial District in
New York on November 7, 2006.
She assumed o組ce in January
2007. Randy Sue was a district
COurt judge in Nassa田County
from 2002七〇 2006.
Gregg Thal菓e「 (CFA85) of
McPherson, Kans., is director
Of bands and an associate pro-
fessor of music at McPherson
College.
1986
David Bogen (GRS’86,’91) of
South Dartmouth, Mass., WaS
appo血ted associate provost for
academic alfairs at Rhode Island
SchooI of Design. Previously, he
WaS an aSSistant professor of
SOCioIogy at Emerson Co11ege.
丁ar「a Lyons (CFÅ86) of Oak-
land, Ca]田., and David Miles are
PrOud to armounce the bir`th of
twins, Pearson Quirm Miles and
Fiona Maxine Miles, On January
12, 2007, in San Francisco.
Ana C, Ortiz-Montijo (GRS’86,’88)
Of Boston, Mass., WaS hon-
ored for her commitment and
dedication to the community
at the International Wbmen’s
Day Celebration last March
a  Boston City Ha11. Ana is the
PrOgram director for the Home
for Little Wbnderers’Child and
冊mily Counseling Center in
Roslindale, Mass,
Sonia (BeaIs) Schoming
(COM’86) of Windermere, Fla.,
s vice president of child devel-
OPment for the Central FIorida
YMCA. Sonia oversees fam-
ily centers f r children of cast
embers at the Walt Disney
VVorld Resort. She would love to
hear from classmates at soni2@
charter. net.
「987
しi看-ia  Ma「tinez Bustos
(COM’87) of Miami, Fla., is an
associate pr fessor of j oumal-
ism and broadcasting at FIo-
rida Intemational University’s
Scho I of Journalism and Mass
C ommunication. Previously,
She was a producer for NBC
Telemundo’s Whs址ngton bu-
reau nd a senior producer for
CBS TeleNoticias.
Edwa「d Cook (ENG’87) of
Baghdad, Iraq, WOrks in the
Health Attache Office of
the American Embassy m
Baghdad. ``My focus is building
the capacity of the ministry
Of health’s ability to deliver
SerVices to Iraq,’’he writes.
He focuses on getting Iraql
d tors to return to work at
Clinics and hospitals, building
the emergency medical sys-
tems, and helping Iraq develop
a comprehensive health-Care
Strat egy.
Jeanette看ves E「ickson (SON’87)
Of Charle town, Mass., WaS
inducted into the American
Academy o  Nursmg m a Cer-
emony in Washington, D.○○, last
Novembe強Jeanette is senior
vice president for patient care
SerVices t Massachusetts
General Hospital.
Gani Mane11i (CAS’87) of VAter-
bury, Conn., teaChes history
and social studies at Masuk
High School in Monroe, Corm.
He is also a strength and con-
d iomng coach at Chase Col-
1egiate School in Waterbury and
n adju ct history professor at
bo h Sa red Heart University
皿門間聞帥し間口血は
Wl‖丁間2008
Boston, Massachusetts (1/25)輔弼醜絶粥醒騨態晦蜘弼輔韓馳輔
繊購削弼鰯醜態輔弼補職踊舶鰭鵡南態輔麗陸轡摘醍睦謹聴鰯崩
鯛醐晒軸駅前髄鞘閥縄轍鮒輔摘醐輔弼粥弼弛蹴鞠㊨昌艶鵡鵬幽
艶乱闘篭鵬鵡織
Bos同n川assachusetts ( 1/25- 1/27)
髄鞘鵜鰭軸芭周醜鍔捕篤鶴間醍醜艶子輔弼輔弼輔弼闇哨醜聞葺
観劇鵡耀輔弼.聞繭醗離脱輔弼繭酷繭軸髄覿
軸醍醐㊥畳甑縄輔弼粥嘲竃輔鱗敵
同的調, ‖糊c血se能く2川軸配粥鞘鰯端
麗鰯態鱒蹴鞠肥満輔弼輔弼弼凱諸掛踊、
離軸艶弼輔弼晶腕潤闇軸醜輔弼醍
醐軸専制鵡髄鞘粥鱒離弼賠醐醐専㊨藍粗鵡乱闘
朝粥艶満願弧
血脚統帥部u調印(帥〉
Boston University vs, Bo§tOn Coliege Beanpot灘醍醐軸輔噌弼聴蹴
雛醗蝿軸軸醜晦輔弼糎観醐軸:醜聞澗醒繭醗離
基軸醍醐⑩触鵡輔弼鰯唱駒鳴鵠乱
聞iami, F音o「i心a (2/19)
輔弼艶鮨轡醜態軸輔弼繭軸嫡軸蝉服蹴鵬掴輔醐簿醜貌鯛籠臨観
臨調輔輔弼赫竃鯛縦軸鞘艶締鰯醐醐満繊輔弼粥脱軸輔軸轍鵡鵬軸醗
弼乱闘酎馳粥。
$an Juan, puertO Rico (2/21)
Tbwn鵬eting and Dime「 with BU P「esident
Robert Brown鎚輔電脂魁醜純芭鯛艶輔輔弼
軸轍凋陶翻鵬鎌繭訓輔弼輔弼繍親
閲職制輔欄講閻輔駕輔弼摘軸鞘繭睦㊨観憾軸
鱒鵡蹴鞠粥輔乱
Bo$tOn, Mas$achu$etts (3/20)
醜聞鵠陸離輔弼鵬軸離雛触感鮨輔弼輔弼鞘
轟暁醒粥の蹴鞠髄鞘翻帽繭輔登臨粥配
輔弼蘭融贈副職曙醒軸輔弼画巌弼離
醐融誰軸圃鶉髄鞘朝粥嘗観閲繊
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and Housatonic Commu血ty
College.
Dave Zeltse「man (MET’87) of
Needham, Mass., Published
the Boston-based thriller Bad
77totJg庇s (Five Star, 2007). He
also recently sold three crime
novels to the uK. publisher
Serpent’s Tail. The first, Small
Crtmes, Will be published in
March 2008. E-mail him at Dave
. Zelts erman@gmail.com.
1988
RonaId P. CoIbe「t (SED’88) of
Fitchburg, Mass., WaS elected
to the executive board of the
Association for Childhood
Education International, a
PrOfessional organization that
PrOmOteS the rights, educa-
tion, and we11-being of children.
Ronald, a PrOfessor of education
at Fitchburg State College, Will
SerVe a three-year term aS vice
PreSident, rePreSenting interme-
diate and middle childhood.
Louis B, Goldman (SMG’88) of
Newton Center, Mass., WaS
named to the corporate divi-
Sions group at the newly formed
harret e division of the Pitman
Company in Wbbum. Louis was
also elected to a three-year term
On the board of trustees, aS Well
as a on -year term aS SeCretary
Of e ctronic media, at Temple
Ohabei Shalom in Brookline.
Contact him at lgoldman@char
rette.c om.
Janしho「mer (CFA88,’90) of
Falmouth, M ss., is an oil painter
whose work can be seen on the
Web at www:jlmfacom or at
Lyman-Eyer Gallery in Prov-
incetown, Mass. She lives with
her husban , John Moore, and
their lO-y ar-01d son, Arlin
Moore. Jan would love to hear
from old friends at jlhormer@
COmCaSt.net.
0avid Steinbe「g (COM’88) of
Oakland, Calif., WaS reelected
to a two-year term aS treaSurer‘
Of the National Lesbian & Gay
Journalists Association at the
group s annual convention in San
Diego last August. David is the
news copy desk chief and style-
book editor at the San用ⅥnCisco
C仇rontc'le, Where he has worked
Since November 1996.
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しissy Friedm n (CAS’89) of
Boston, Mass., is a senior s七a鮮
a tomey at the Tobacco ControI
Resource Center (TCRC), a
division of the Public Health
Adv cacy Institute in Boston.
TCRC’s mission is to study and
encour‘age antitobacco litiga-
tion and regulation. Lissy has
SPOken at conferences and on
N ti nal Public Radio and has
Published several scholarly arti-
Cles, One Of which was recently
cited in an amicus brief to the
uS. Supreme Court. Contact
Lissy at lissyfriedman@phaion
line.org.
Ma「k J hnson (GRS’89,’95) of
Del Mar‘, Ca聯., Shot all of the
Studio and live performance
Photographs for classical guitar-
ist C ino Romero’s new book,
柵e A t ofSpa庇sh G【亮tar (Amsco
Pu lications, 2007). Mark has
been a freelance writer and pho-
tographer since the late 1980s.
He l ves with his wife, Melinda
(SAR91), and their two boys.
Ⅵew his w rk at wwwiron
String.c m, Or e-mail him at
markj ohnson@ alum.bu.edu.
D坤h8ne Whittaker (CA§’10〉
醜聞間
髄旧聞馳蓋珊瑚珊鮒輔(CA§’10), an intemationa! re看ations and
Phi80SOPhy major, has been a TeIefund oa=er since §eptember
Of her f「eshman year, §he finds it fa§Oinating to lea「n how
BU alumni use their underg「aduate degrees, “Speaking with
these individuaIs offers a great dea看of eれ00u「agement and
inspi「ation about what oan be done in the futu「e,’9 §he §ay§,
丁he TeIefun巾「og「am comects students like DeIphene
With alumni th「ough the calls that the student employees
make on behalf of the Amual Fund, Which help§ §uPPO「t
upg「aded oomputer and other equiPment, Student life
PrOgramS, SOho看arships, and other University need§,
Delphene espeoia看iy en」Oyed oa!!ing the families of friend§
and Wa「ren Towe「s ¶00r-mate§ last yea「, “lt made the entire
experience more rea営isticう” she says. “看had an idea of who
WaS On the othe「 end of the phone and thei叩ersonai investment in the Unjve「sityう§ development,’’
Afte「 graduation, Delphene plans to attend law schoo看and pur§ue a Oa「eer in dip!omaoy, Her
job at Te!efund has h叫ed he「 develop a ¶exib看e out!00k on the future, Afte「 hearing the stories
Of many alum§ With jobs un「elated to thei「 unde「g「aduate studies, She says, ’`Iife could take me
anywhere, and l’m pr印a「ed fo「 that。’’
伽eok out o勅er f酬血nd o∂侮櫛at W肌bu,ed埴e佃血nd
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Jamie Selko (GRS’89) of Eugene,
Oreg., Published Mtnor LeagI月e
A肌S亡ar T古amS, J922-」962; RosfeγS,
S亡 tお虎cs, aれd αmmentarひ
McFbrland, 2OO7).
Cather盲ne (Vadney) Sheridan
(CFA89) of Greenwich, NY., an
engmeer for the New tbrk State
Canal Corporation, eamed
a ma ter’s i  civil engmeer-
mg and applied science from
Columbia University last May.
She plays lead trumpet for C-R
P oduc ions at Cohoes Music
Hall in upstate New York and
is assist nt prmCIPal trumpet
for the Glens Fa11s Symphony
Orchestr‘a. Cathy would like
to hear from ft)rmer CFA and
Army ROTC classmates at
Sherid  @hughes. net.
Rebecca Rosenberger Smo書en
(CAS’89, CGS’87) of Bala
Cynvyd, P ., WaS a Panelist
at the Professional Wbmen’s
Roundtable monthly networking
reception in Philadelphia in July.
Rebecca, a Partner in the private
Client services practice at Wolf,
BIock, Schorr, and Solis-Cohen,
SPOke on investing and estate
plannmg.
冒990
Ca事o看Walker Aten (GRS’90) of
Exeter, N.H., dropped o鱒her
daughter, Kelsey (CAS’11), for
her freshman year at BU last
September. CaroI writes that
She reca11s且nishing her master’s
thesis in art址story at BU ``with
a newborn in tow not even con-
Sidering we廿both be back walk-
mg the same ha11w ys tOgether
17 years later.’’
Martin B「unswick (MET’90)
Of Boston, Mass., is director
Of information technoIogy at
Network Health, a health plan
SerVmg mOr  than 125,000 mem-
bers. He oversees analytics, data
Warehouse management, and
e-business.
Ji○○ian Kogan (COM’90, CGS’88)
Of Los Angeles, Calif., makes art
Out Of the California state flag
and sells it globally. ``Inspired
by Peter Black and Jasper
Johns, I set out to demystify t,he
iconography of the Califomia
Bear且ag,’’she writes. Her
WOrk is on display at the Pac姐c
Design Center, in the conference
room at MTV and in the Save
the C皿dren headquarters in
Westport, Conn. Check it out at
WWWj皿ankogan.com.
Co「bin Kohn (SMG’90) of
Sherborn, Mass., and Jamie
Kohn announce the birth of their
daughter, Este11e Perkins, On
August 23, 2007. She weighed 7
POunds, 7 ounces.
Amyしyford (GRS’90) of Alta-
dena, Calif., Published机rrea胎t
脇sczL祝砲es: Gender 4 nXietZes
and Che Aes硯etjcs of重ねst-W匂rld
切なr JBeconSCr耽CttOw高t FTaれCe
(University of Califomia Press,
2007). Amy is an associate
PrOfessor of art history at
Occidental College.
Catherine Ma「tines Mortensen
(CAS’9O, COM’90) of Canon
City, CoIo., is enrolled in the
midcareer master’s program
at Harvard University’s John F.
Kermedy SchooI of Goverrment.
Catherine has served as a local
elected o触cial; PreViously she
WaS a television news r‘ePOrter
and anchor in New Mexico. She
and her husband, Greg, have
two children, Emily, nine, and
Jack, four. “I’11 be in Cambridge
With my family for one year and
WOuld love to reconnect with
any BU friends in the area,’’
Catherine writes. E-mail her at
JL2885@netzero.net.
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Ch「is宣ophe「 Car「ington (CAS’91)
Of Du血am, N.C., and Caroline
Carrington announce the bir‘th
Of their daughter, Cami11a Kemp,
On September 4, 2007. She
Weighed 5 pounds, 12 ounces.
Heather (Mam) Everett (CAS’91,
SED’92) of Orchard Park, NY.,
Will move to the PhilippmeS for
two years with her husband and
SOn in January 2OO8. Hea七her
Writes that she misses her
friends at BU and welcomes
COrreSPOndence at hermiethe
WOI.m@gmail.com.
Thomas Fue「st (SMG’91) of
Solingen, Germany, and his
Wife, Tanja, Celebrated the
birth of their third daughter,
丁OP OF丁帖POP$
醒鼎弼弼醒踊躍醍
醒彊醒醒醒鏑鰭醒
摘響踊醍醐鱒聞
き幡W Y書棚$帥c晴,酔醒鞘購師醗縄離脱廟繭
艶聞醍醐輔酷輔弼輔胎憩粥醐軸醗軸晒
態輔輔弼開高鞘醜胴輔鎌舗輔弼醜聞軸醜態
臨調瑞贈鯖轡銅醐醜鵡鰯鴫舗醜聞難聴
離婚輔劉聴醐躍胴蓮掴態輔酢の輔鞘輔輔態燕鞘
醜聞醜銅節鵡乱闘潤鴫鶴艶細腕掴賭賦措岬睡鵡
頴嶋輔弼朝粥醗繭輔弼鞘範軸即離籍や脚線
馳輔蛸離睡輔弼の醜態輔朝暗闘蹴難聴繭鴇観閲鰹醜態
弼鴨舗鵡嵩輔弼鵡暁輔弼弼粥軸髄鞘雛鰯
軸轄棚軸軸艶輔弼鵜闇鞄睡蝿醐露弼
蹴憩鱈艶馳弼鰭饉醍醐鵬軸輔舗醗酵輔弼轡
醜聞蹴鞠鵡翫弼軸輔弼弼鵡賦繭軸軸
醗酵膳粥輔軸輔軸輔臨弼繭輔弼輔弼晒醐耀謹
輔弼輔弼繭蹴軸繭離間師庫摘醍
醐蝿輔弼輔弼輔弼鵡離勘醍醐鱈鎚粥臨織
部掴潮細腕輔舗醜醜聞闘酷軸轡輔弼輔弼艶聞離睡
駈鱗晦醍醐舗蝿繊聴溺弼醜掴醜態輔弼劉鱒胎
離輔弼鵡醗麗弼軸劇場弼醜聞離艦縄弼醒軸鵬瀞
’`peopie sometimes recog皿e me On the street nowr says
F「eez印op vocalist Jussi Oamache, “lt’s kind of orazy”
輔弼鞘鵡晒輔暁闇廟醜醜態馳雷鳴醍醐醍醐
輔弼輔弼輔弼軸軸軸艶醒配鰯離輔弼輔弼軸軸購輔臨調鵜の妃醐鎌鞘憩鞘弼輔弼醍醐臨
躍醜観髄鞘鞘珊鞘翻掴緬鵡鞄繊細鱒臓弛糟鵜醜耀緒鶴彊醜腫軸軸脂醇㊥嘩醜軸鵡雛掴
輔軸馨醜聞堀端髄鞘嫡頴薦酬鱈弼曙凱
鮨輔弼蹴糊腱脂翻購輔弼鎚軸臨艶購輔弼舗酷輔輔弼醒醍醐臨調範縄輔弼観購酷廟鑑鞄輔
弼艶聴聞軸醗摘粥蝿蹴醗刊鰭謝弼輔艶帽師醜輔弼副醍醐睦繭晦粥割耀鏑観撼輔弼繭輔弼輔
弼酷輔弼輔弼臨赫轡馳輔弼緋の繰籠摘鱒潮時趣輔弼軸鞘醗購臓即軸繭輔弼睡輔醐輔弼弼醐純輔
輔弼醐離矯輔弼鵡醒鵡嘲鵡轡購輔軸軸繭軸鵡輔弼捕縄輔鱒輔弼縄蹴醍醐鵡銑鋼
酷輔闘魂輔弼輔弼開思慮醗翻軸輔弼髄醍醐鶴軸郎縄軸観閲輔弼醐輔弼輔弼的
艶聞薦曲鵡鞘醜聞鱈睡駕酔輔弼髄睡鵡臨
鞘暫博識弼輔弼輔弼粥輔弼態醜粥観肥輔睡醗闘醜弼輔弼酷醍醐艶馳雛踊鵡醜鯨棚輔掴
輔弼靭醸甜輔弼輔馳醜輔晦閲鵡態輔弼軸臨醍醐輔弼軸蝿粥謙鵡晒紳輔醒賭軸鑑
離艦翻賠馴酷観贈輔弼晒瑚輔弼旺鏑輔弼弼鞘輔弼鮨蝿軸糟弼鞘帽賦蹴睦庸髄鞘輔弼臨
駒鳴軸弼糊酷醜輔臨時軸輔弼鋭闘輔醍
醐鎚軸雛踊弼輔弼粥軸潤鰯艶輔弼蝿輔弼聴即臨朝粥塞刺繍掴輔弼艶聞馴醒澗鞘輔鵡告鞘醜聞離
職鵜訓輔弼暁輔弼謹輔弼綱繊維蹴輔弼鵡醐闘申開醒離離鯛鵡醜態;醜態弼軸的鞘帽輔酷醗輔弼曜鮪鵡輔編軸郎縄酷漸騰翫醜醐鵡艶聞輔弼鱈睦耐㍉軸鴨艶蝿態紳輔鵡軸晒舗鵬引締輔弼蹴
醸軸蝿軸臨臨鱒補輔弼鞘醗轄鵠料髄鞘弼醍醐馴軸開聞繭
臨軸晦馳醐勘鵠鵡晒鵡睦繭軸講髄鞘軸鵡輔弼輔弼鵡紬画廊庫鰯馳軸聴鰯
輔鞘聴軸鴇の晒弼旺朝粥潤観憧鵡髄鞘馳輔弼縦軸軸的弼態輔弼馳輔弼韻軸輔弼籍輔鵬酷離籍酢
臨醍醐鞘輔醐繭髄鞘鵡睨醒醍醐輔弼輔弼酷乱輔弼職粥轟
軸輔の鴫畳鰯晒摘離職輔弼蹴倒噌臓曜層雛糟輔弼輔弼離艦軸鞘鵡舗鵬弼醜聞廟圃輔輔弼
鞘蹴鞠醜摘軸酷騨輔弼配輔弼醒踊晒醜態輔弼摘鰭罷醜輔弼鵡描馴耀轟楠の輔弼輔輔弼蝿
醜態憾醗澗鵡輔理経輔弼鵡縛輔弼観鵡壷時繭輔弼紺醜聞輔弼輔軸軸闇鴫膚鰯彊蟻醒繍
醍醐輔篤副輔態弼鵡背馳鰯購脱脂輔弼髄醜頻
臨醐耀開削調軸輔弼醗紬醜雛髄鞘荊蓮講鞘離制帽弼輔弼踊醐醗講耀鞘贈輔弼醒舗輔弼酔
弼購醜輯矧輔鯛紬離蝉繭馨醜聞鵡態賠軸階酷醜聞欄間鎖晒軸鵡網棚輔弼郵軸醗観梅
鵡輔弼嘩醐購軌範醒圃繭間繊軸圃繭繭臓廟糊輔弼輪湖軸醐輔馴掴醒醐輔
弼菅井鏑態醜鱗罰蝿繭鴫臨鵡蹴鞠鞘口附しOR ‖棚看し
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Feline, On November 27, 2006.
``She’s keepmg uS busy and
making the experience of mov-
mg house this summer quite
a bit more hectic,’’he wrote in
July. E-mail Thomas at thomas
.fuerst@franZ-fuerst.de.
Sy!via Medina K!ein (CAS’91,
CGS’90) of Miami, Fla., PreSent-
ed The Use of an ElectrOnic
Portfolio to Assess the Mastery
of the FIorida Educators: Ac-
COmPlished Practices for‘ Pre-
Service Teachers in a teacher
education program at the Inter-
national Confdrence on Special
Education in Hong Kong in June
2006. She has since been pro-
moted to associate professor
with tenure at the Miami Dade
College SchooI of Education.
Kurt Ma「isa (MET’91) of
Alexandria, Va. , reCeived the
award of Third Degree Knight
Commander of the Darmebrog
(Danish Flag) from the Danish
Ministry of Defense at the
end of his three-year t,Our aS
U.S. Air Attache to Denmark.
Upon his retum, he was pro-
moted to full colonel in the uS.
Air Fbrce and r‘eaSSlgned to
the Headquarters Air Fbrce
Intelligence, Surveillance, and
Reconnai sance Directorate.
E-mail Kurt at kmsLmarisa@
hotmail.com.
S even Minton (CAS’91) of
Tucson, Ar z., WOrks in the com-
mercial debt collections indus-
tr‘y for Coface North Amer'ica.
He also w ks on several print
and Intemet publis血ng prqjects,
including T. S. Minton BIogs at
tsmintonblog.blogspot.com. He
Writes, “My daughter is now 13
and activ  in the Tucson Junior
Builder Steven Gulick (関§’84, CA§’86), Principat and cofounder of Gulick
Associates, Picture回here with his wife, Mar帥OVeI-SaW the oonstruction of
a hou§e for an October印isode of the television §how原的me肋keo能r
伽me鮒的n, Steven’s team, along with hund「eds of voluntee「s and
SPOnSOr§, built a home in seven days fo「 a B「idg印ort, ComecticutタfamiIy
whose house had been destroyed by fire,剛d B「adiey (CG帥7 COM’09) was
a voluntee叩ublici§t and public relations intem for the project,
`ま
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Sympho y Orchestra and horse-
back riding.
Krista Sheets (SMG91) of
Atlanta, Ga. , Published KnouJ
SerL)tCe: CbnrleCt ZD詑九αtentS.
S九ape Iそ朋r鳳餌肥D碓re融ate
Y弛! (Boundless Publishing,
2007), a how-tO book for‘ finan-
C al prof ssionals○ ○ontact
Krista at ksheets@par‘agOme
sources.com and visit w~
. Par gonRe s ources.c om.
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Jonathan Kapian (LAW’92) of
Chevy C ase, Md., is president
Of Walden University, an aCCred-
ited onl ne institution. He also
is L ureate Online Education’s
Chief op rating o組cer for North
America and South America.
He has held senior positions in
Public policy and govemment at
the l cal, State, and federal lev-
els, including a three-year Stint
as economic po止cy advisor to
President B皿Clinton.
剛se Pa「tridge (GRS’92) of
Blaine, WAsh., has published
POemS in the Nをz。めrker,助etrg,
and the So庇hern ReUieuJ. Her
SeCOnd book of poetry will be
Published in spring 2008・
Ho看ly Vietzke (COM’92) of
Dracut, Mass., PaSSed the
Massachusetts bar exam aft,er
graduating from law school in
December with former BU class-
mate and softball teammate
Kim Stewart-Pagan (CAS’92).
Holly is an assistant professor
at Massachusetts SchooI of Law
and lives with her husband, Rob,
and their son, T. J. E-mail her at
holly@mslawedu.
電⑯93
Ke「「in (Rocha) Adrian (COM’93,
CGS’91) of Mattapoisett, Mass.,
is a prQject director for BER,
Inc., Which specia止zes in cor-
POrate graP址c design, identity
development, and branding.
Contact Kerrin at kadrian@
berinc.us.
Renee (Beausoieii) Cord「ey
(SAR93:94) of副S gundo,
Calif., visi d two hospitals
in Cambodia las  March to
Perform site assessments
for a wound care education
program f  local health-Care
Pr‘Ofessionals. ``It was an amaz-
mg eXPerience,’’she writes"
``The Khmer people are so
insplrmg.’’Last April, Renee
r'eCeived a 2007 Distinguished
Member Award for her work
from the Association for the
Advancement of ufound Care.
E-mail her at r‘COrdrey@earth
link.net.
帥ch S, Knox (CAS’93) of
Stafford, Va,, a major in the uS.
Marine Corps, reCently married
Helene To珊of Helsingborg,
Sweden. The wedding was
Performed by Michael Sodano
(CAS’91) of Los Gatos, Calif.,
Who r‘eCe tly received his m血-
istry creden ials. Erich is posted
at Quantico at the College of
Continuing Education, Marine
Cor‘PS Traimng and Education
Command, and Helene is pursu-
mg a SeCOnd master’s degree
from Lund University. E-mail
Erich at badgerknox@hotmail
catherin  (Hussan) LeDuc
(CAS’93) of Leominster, Mass.,
and her husband, Michael, Cel-
ebrated the birth of their且rst
C血Id, Aaron Michael, On May 21,
2007. E-mail Catherine at clmup
P et @yahoo.com.
J re y Lindsley (CAS’93) of
Raleigh, N.C., is a partner in
the law firm Bryant, Patterson,
Covington, Idol, and Lewis in
Durham. His practice includes
Civi1 1itigation and insurance
defense. Jeremy lives with血s
wife, Lisa, and son, Samuel.
Car!yn (Zaniboni) Uyenoyama
(SED’93,’95) of Boston, Mass.,
and her husband, Dennis, Wer‘e
marTied in Plymouth on June 24,
2005, after‘ teaChing in Italy for
two years. The couple had their
fir‘St Child, Siena, On December
20 20O6. Carlyn writes, “Hello
to all SED Agassiz Village pals
(a.k.a. Cheffers Crew) and BU
sailors. Rah BUDS!’’Ca血yn
teaches in Brookline and can be
reach d at czaniboni5@yahoo
Char!es E, Wachsstock (UNI’93,
LAW 97 of White Plains, NY,
was named of counsel at the
Debevoise and Plimpton law
且rm, Where he is a member of
the tax department.
Karen Kunkel Young (COM’93)
Of New York, NY, is the coex-
ecutive producer of Bravo’s hit
television show Ttm GHnn5働肩de
fo S動e. She and her husband,
Dane, have been married for
three yeaI‘S. She wo山d love
t,O hear from old friends from
COM at karenkunkelyoung@
aol.com.
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Jemie Bumet (UNI’94) of
Louisv皿e, Ky., is an assistant
professor of anthropology, a
tenure-traCk position, at the
University of Louisville, Jennie
WaS PreViously a Rockefeller
Ⅵsiting Fもllow at the Joan B.
Kroc Institute for International
Peace Studies at the University
Of Notre Dame.
Amanda (K「uzich) Co「dner
(COM’94) of Los Arlgeles, Ca皿,
is vice president of intemational
television sales at Lionsgate
Films. She lives with her hus-
band, Thom, and her dog, Henry.
E-mail Amanda at amandakr@
yaho o.com.
Rona寒d lngbe「 (CAS’94) of Dix
H皿s, NY., and址s wife, Amy,
announce the birth of their
SOn, Max Reed, On March 7,
2007. Max weighed 5 pounds,
11 ounces.
Deame Mazzochi (CAS’94) of
Elmhurst, Ill., is an attomey SPe-
Cializing in pharmaceutical pat-
ent litigation on behalf of gener-
ic drug companies. She recently
SeCured a victory before the uS.
Court of Appeals in a patent
Challenge to the billion-dollar
drug Altace∴`This win clears the
Way for a generic version of the
drug to enter the market, With
estimated saⅥngS Of hundreds
Of millions of dollars to con-
SumerS and health-Care Plans
natioowide,’’she writes. Dearme
lives with her husband and
daughter. Contact her a,t dmaz
ZOC鵬@rmmslegal.com.
JohれA, McNei看l (ENG’94) of
Stow Mass・, an aSSOCiate pro-
fessor of electrical and com-
Puter englneermg at Wbrcester
Polytechnic Institute, WaS One
Of two fac山ty members to I‘e-
Ceive the inaugural Chairman’s
Exemplary冊culty Prize at
WPI’s 2007 commencement
exerci es. John, Who earned a
Ph.D. in electrical engmeerlng at
BU, WaS honored in part for址s
research in mixed-Signal inte葛
gI.ated circuit design.
Migue! Rodriguez (CFA94) of
Brockton, Mass., is chief devel-
OPment O組cer for the Fuller
Craft Museum. Miguel was pre-
viously the director of develop-
ment for Opera Boston.
Kal_en (Schwalb) Ross (CAS’94)
Of Deerfi ld, Ill., and her hus-
band, Rustin, armOunCe the
birth of their son Jeremy Jonas
Ross on August 5, 2007. He joins
big brother Jordan, age three.
E-mail Karen at且rehead4@
aol.com.
Aim e (colker) Segal (COM’94)
Of Po o c, Md., is senior vice
PreSident at the VAshington,
D.C., Public a批1irs and advertis-
ing且rm GMMB (wwwgmmb.
COm). She and her husband,
Allen, have a two-year-Old son,
Sam. E-mail Aimee at aimee@
the segals.com
Ka寄a StoIzenberg (SHA94)
Of Bala Cynwyd, Pa., married
Matthew Myers on August 18,
2007, in Philadelphia. Alums
in attendance included Craig
Giun七a (SMG’94), Liz (Zitzmarm)
Van Hell (CAS’94), Marsha
Schuckman (SMG93), Denise
(Guarino) G arraughty (CAS’94,
LAW’03), Trish Tapia (SMG93),
and Liz Stamm (SMG’93).
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A an Daughtry (LAW’95) of
Houston, Tex., is a partner in
the litigation section of the law
firm Jackson Walker, Where
he f cuses on appellate law
He cently was appointed
to the P tt m Jury Char'ge
Committee, Which will formu-
late s and rdized jury charge
forms for use in civil trials.
Scott Edmiston (CHA:95) of
Newtonville, Mass., directed
T耽e丁的肌en with Boston,s
§cott Hunter (C冊93), untitled, 2007 0il on oanva§, 38’一x 40一°, Scott’s oi音
Paintings and co○○ages we「e shown in a so書0 eXhibition last October at
Planet Art Oalle「y in Mountしebanon, Pemsylvania.
SpeakEasy Stage Company m
September' 2006. Gail Astrid
Buckley (CFA87) was part of
the 20-WOman CaSt, and Georgla
Lyman Tabor (C甘A:99) designed
t e 1930s-era COStuneS.
Moti F「iedman (MET’95) of
Ramat Gan, Israel, WriteS that
he is very proud of址s father,
Joseph Friedman, COnSultant
Of signal transaction at the
Ⅵfeizmarm Institute of Science.
As for‘ Moti, he writes, ``The son
Of a researcher became a busi-
ness rese cher, a lot due to
Boston U血versity’’
Chris Hu音ton (CAS’95) of Silver
Spring, Md.  annOunCeS the birth
Of his daughter, Katerine ``Kate’’
Theresa, On March 21, 2007.
Chris recently left Evian for
Pabst Brewing Company, Where
he will be the area manager for
Washington, D.C, , and Vhrginia.
Contact him at mdaltonhul
ton9 @y hoo.com.
John Miyahara (STH’95) of
Ca血isle, Pa., mOVed to New
O血eans in October for‘ a three-
yea  ctive duty asslgnment aS
the director of the uS. Navy’s
Chaplain Candidate Program
for the Na,Vy Reserve Fbrce.
John was the director of reli-
glOuS life and community ser-
v ces at Dickinson College for
Six years.
Jemif 「 Jacovsky Schanc叩p
(COM’95) of New York, NY.,
married Jonathan Schancupp
On September 9, 20O7, at the
Knoll Coun ry Club in New
Jersey. Kristi (Ho批L) S山Iivan
(COM’95), Phil Tavares
(COM’95), Jamie Kirkpatrick
(COM’95), Sara (Br‘Odkin) Zietz
(S田D’95), and Lani (Smith)
Trumble (SED’95) attended.
Jenn is an event manager and
Jonathan is a personal trainer.
E-mail her at eventwitch@gmail
Phil!ip Spinks (CAS’95) of Boston,
Mass., Showed his art in a soIo
ex血bition, T班s応MむSaJIC餌arひ,
at South End Open Studios last
Septemb  in Boston.
Sco t Stitt (CAS’95) of Colum-
bus, Ohio, WaS named a Rising
Star in a statewide po11 of law-
yers conducted by the orga血za-
tion Law and Politics. Scott is an
attomey with Clark Perdue
Arnold and Scott.
Susan Usatine (CAS’95, LAW’98)
Of River Edge, N.J., WaS named
a New Jersey Super Lavyers
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Rising Star in the area of busi-
ness litigation. She is a member
Of the litiga畠on department
at the law且rm Cole, Schotz,
Meisel,耳brman, and Leonard in
Hackensack, N.J.
1996
Carrie (Johnson) Atwood
(CAS’96) of Seattle, VAsh., is
Senior director of advertising
OPerations at a computer game
development and distribution
COmPany. She and her husband,
Eric, have two children, Seamus,
age three, and Sirus, age tWO.
Contact Carrie at carrie.john
son. 1996@alum.bu.edu.
Wasim Khan (SPH’96) of Par輸
SIPPany, N.J., r‘an for the New
Jersey state senate in the fall,
rurmmg On the campalgn Plat-
form Green for Your Health.
Despite wirming the Democratic
prmary in his district, he was
defeated in the general election.
Jacqueline Mo「tz (CFA96),
formerly of San Francisco,
Ca皿, Who died on September'
3, 20Ol, WaS memOria止zed in
a posthumous art show at the
Live Worms Ga11ery in San
Francisco. Her mother, Sharon
Mortz, Organized the show
Which featured Jacqule S WOrk
as an artist, designer, and il-
1ustrator, tO COmmemOrate the
armiversary of her death.
Ameek Ashok Ponda (LAW’96)
Of Boston, Mass., a Partner and
COdirector of the tax depart細
ment of the law且rm Su11ivan
and Vねrcester, WaS elected to
the American Law Institute. He
was also chosen as one of Bosfon
B重ISZれess JblZrnat’s “40 Under 40,’’
a group of young business lead-
ers and innovators.
Jeffl-ey Takle (CAS’96, SMG’96)
Of Somerville, Mass., runS
WWWRentingYourHome.c om ,
Which was recently selected
for Babson Co11ege’s F. W Olin
Development Hatchery pro-
gram. The program provides
administrative, advisory, and
funding support for promising
entrepreneurial venture s.
Hannah (Goldenbe「g) Venit
(CAS’96) of Cheltenham,
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Pa., married Kyle Venit in
WyImeWOOd, Pa., On August
26, 2006. Miche11e Sullivan
(COM’95), Craig Peluso
(CAS’96), A drew Todd
(CAS’96), Barbara Uhr
EichenhoIz (CAS’96), Erin
Hirsch Josendale (SMG’96),
Diana Pankevich (GRS’O6), Amy
(Lemer) Redgate (CAS’98), and
Patrick Redgate (CAS’94) at-
tended the wedding. Harmah
WOrks for Medical Diagnostic
Laboratories, and Kyle works
in software ales and runs a
DJ business,丑-mail Harmah at
shark362@aol.com.
しaw「ence Weinbe「g (LAW’96,
SED’04) of Hillside, N.J., Pub-
1ished加Z香gio【JS C耽arter Sc九ooIs:
Lega雄es伽d Practtca雄es (Infor-
matio Age Publishing, 2007),
Which explores the constitution-
ality of eligion-based charter
SChooIs.
1997
ch「istian B, Carey (CFÅ97) of
South Amboy N.J., is an as-
istant p ofessor of composi-
tion,址story, and theory at
Westmins er Choir College of
Rider University. Previously,
C ris七ian was coordinator of
aural skills at the Manhattan
SchooI of Music. Contact him at
Citytenor@ aol.c om.
Anita (Chen) Colombara (CAS’97)
Of Bethesda, Md., and her hus-
band, Danny, have been work-
mg Wi h a Christian NGO in
Cambodia since August 2004.
They ha e two c皿dr'en, Silas,
thr e, and Cassia, Six months.
A i a and Danny would love to
reconnect with old friends via
thei  VIfeb site, WWWCOIom
bara.org.
Jason Hu「dich (CAS’97) of
Orlando, Fla., the lead manager
Of the sign language division at
th  research firm Vcom3D, Inc.,
wa  named an in且uential inno-
VatOr by the National Center for
T chnoI gy I皿ovation. Contact
Jason at jasonh@vcom3d.com,
Rupa Ma「 a Kota (CAS’97,
CGS’95) of VAltham, Mass.,
and her husband, Anand Ta七i,
announce the birth of their且rst
C ild  So宜a Leela Tati, On July l,
2007. E-mail them at tatikota@
yahoo.c om ,
Andrea TtIak Richards (CAS’97)
and Kyle n盲cha「ds (CAS’97) of
Ⅵねstfield, N.J. , Were married
in 2001 and have two children.
Andrea is a pediatric neuroIo-
gist at Saint Peter’s Univer‘Sity
Hospital, and Kyle is managmg
editor at Medicus NY E-mail
Andre  at andreatelak@hotmail
Au rey (La「icchia) Selnick
(CAS’97) of New Ybrk, NY., mar-
ried Jesse Selnick on June 16,
2007, in Rye, NY. Shannon En血s
(COM’97), Genevieve (Patman)
Mounce (CAS’97), and Victoria
(Bush) Quake (COM’97) were in
the wedding party.
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Nina C ng (CAS’98) of San
Francisco, Ca止f., married Chr‘is-
topher Chang on August 18,
2OO7. Sarah Blaschko (CAS’97),
Susan La剛ci (CAS’98), Ju止e
Sousa Summers (田NG’98), and
Claudiu Badea (CAS’97) attend-
ed. Nina is an attomey with
EMC Corporation. Contact her
at ninachang@gmail.com.
§tephanie Crea「y (SAR;98,’00) of
Boston, Mass., graduated with
high honors from the M.B.A.
PrOgram at Simmons College
SchooI of Management. She
received the Distinguished
Graduate Student Civic Engage-
ment Award and the Susan
Bulkeley Butler Accounting
Award. Stephanie is a research
a,SSOCia e in organizational
Stu ies, SuCCeSSion plannmg,
and diversity management for
both the Harvard Business
School and the Conference
Board in New York City. In her
SPare time, She pr`aCtices and
teaches d nce and yoga. She
would love to hear from old
friends at sjcreary@hotmail
Daniell Hepting (CAS’98) of
Brighton, Mass., a marine mam-
mal trainer at the New England
Aquarium, WaS featured on
MTV this summer as a part of
the charmel’s CboZ Jbbs series.
Daniell ea ned a master’s in
social work from Simmons
College after graduating from
BU but realized that working
with marine mammals was her
true passion. Her job invoIves
feeding, trainmg, and playing
with harbor and fur seals.
Sher雪A, (Tem) KIock (SAR98,’00)
Of Riverdale, N.J., and Chr‘is-
topher J. KIock were married
On September l, 2006, in Sick-
l rvi11e, N.J. The wedding party
included Diana (Rodriguez)
VAllach (COM’00) and Margue-
rite (Solis) Sheehan (CAS’98,
SAR98), and Nathan Shurtle鮮
(ENG’98) attended. E-mail Sheri
at sheri」0@hotmafl.com.
Ryan Meye「s (SMG’98) of
London, England, and his wife,
Gretchen, Welcomed thein first
SOn, Lincoln Texter, in March
2007. After graduating from
London Business School in 2006,
Ryan JOined Avaya, a WO血d-
Wide enterprlSe COmmunica-
tions五rm. ``Life has certainly
Changed, but for the better,’’
he writes. E-mail him at rtmey
ers 86 @yahoo.com.
Matt Roszel○ (COM’98, CGS’96)
Of Dublin, Ca皿, is a manager of
COrPOrate COmmunications with
Yahoo in Sunnyvale. Previously
he managed corporate com-
mu血cations for Gap, Inc., in San
Francisco, Where he received
an International Association
of Business Communicators
Gold Quill Award for Old Navy’s
Hurricane Katrina relief e鮮brts.
Matt l ves in the San Francisco
Bay A a with his wife of four
years a d their five-mOnth-Old
daughter.
Ja o  Ulbe「g (ENG98) and
Jaim  (Ruyack) Ulbe「g (SMG98)
Of Swampscott, Mass., armOunCe
the birth of their` fir‘St Child,
Charlie Topher, On July 8, 2007・
David Yeh (田NG’98, ENG’01)
and Jemy Wu (SMG’98) of
Austin, Tex., Were married on
December 17, 2005,血Hong
Kong. In a航endance were Fdye
Liu (CAS’01, CGS’99), Eric Yu
(CAS’99), Alle Siu (CAS’98),
Kelvin Law (ENG’98), Ming Chen
(CAS’98), Aviva Chow (SHA98),
Edmund Chau (SMG’97),
Dickson Chan (CAS’00),
Mary Jane Glauber (§間’70) (1eft) and馴eanor Ad鵜e「 (§0購0〉 went on the
BU"SpOnSOred t「ip to Croatia漢ast August, “1t was an exoe看lent t「ip,’’Mary
Jane writes. “Croatia is a看ovely oountry.’’She adds, 1leano「 was an Åmy
皿rse during World Wa川She is a remarkable woman. I am proud to say
that we graduate回from the same university.’’
Angela Chien (CAS’98), Kevin
Chan (ENG’98), Dawid Huang
(GSM’02), Florence Lin (SHA99),
and Angelie Shek (CAS’99).
David is the product marketing
manager at Silicon Lalboratories.
Contact the couple at jwudyeh@
yaho o.com
話99㊧
Joseph C, Co「neau (CAS’99) of
Bronxvi11e, NY, is an associ-
ate of the law五rm Klestadt &
Winters. His practice focuses
On bankruptcy and宜nancial
re structuring matters.
Sherley E, C「uz (CAS’99, LAW’03)
Of Roxbury; Mass., is an attomey
in the empIoyment law unit of
Greater Boston Legal Services.
In September, the Boston Bar
Association selected her' tO joln
its 2007-2008 Public Interest
Leadership Program.
David Donovan (CAS’99) of
Honolulu, Hawaii, married
Tina Rutsch on May 19, 2007.
Bryan Hilbert (CAS’99) attend-
ed. David was awarded a doc-
torate in astronomy from the
University of Hawaii at Manoa
a week before the wedding
and is a scientist and software
engmeer. Tina is a program
COOrdinator for three homeless
resource centers in Hawaii.
E-mail David at donovand@
gmail.com.
Alessand「a Oelmi (GRS’99)
Of Wbshington, D.C., Pub-
1ished肋0きA伍o王d ofRed:
A toru q/Cle Zn Tれree Harts
(PublishAmerica, 2007), a
ficti nalized account of the
Rw ndan genocide. Alessandra
has reCeived numerous liter-
ary awards, including the Irene
Leache Memorial Prize and the
Amy Loveman Competition. In
2OO3, She was nominated for a
Pushc r Prize in literature.
Jay B, Hancock (ENG’99) of
Pickering, Ontario, incorpo-
rated his company as Kibbles
Software, Inc. The company
builds busin ss process auto-
mation software for small and
medium businesses, helping
to ``pr‘OVide integrity where
humans end to be for‘getful or
PrOduce errors, and save ex-
PenSe and time,’’Jay writes.
Roison (Cox) Keon (SAR’99,’01)
Of VAke且eld, Mass., and her
husband, Brooks, annOunCe
the bir h of their son, Devlin
William, On June 23, 2007.
E-mail Roison at roisinc33@
hotmail.com.
Steven Moy (GSM’99) of
Newton, Mass., is vice presi-
dent at Sapient Corporation,
a glob l consulting firm that
helps clients innovate in busi-
ness, mar‘keting, OPerations,
and technoIogy. E-mail Steven
at smoy@sapient.com.
Shannon O’Como「 (C甲A99) of
Wbshington, D.C., eamed a J.D.
from Su撒)lk University Law
School in May 2007 and accept-
ed a position as a presidential
management fe11ow with the uS.
State Department. E-mail her at
Oconnsha@aol.com.
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Marc Beaupre (CFAOO) of
Brockton, Mass., reCently cele-
br|at,ed the one-year a皿iversary
Of his company, MB Graphics.
He writes that the shop special-
izes in ``everything grap址c, from
CuStOm drum heads for tourmg
bands to truck lettering for one-
man operations and f山I fleets
and everything in between.
Aimee (Pascual) Bemett
(SAROO  of Baldwin, NY, and
her h sband, Dean, annOunCe
the birth of Joshua Edward on
March 30, 20O7. ``Joshua has
been such ajoy to the family, eS-
PeCia11y o址s big sister, Kayla,’’
Aimee writes.
S, Rod「igo Bu「guete (CAS’00) of
San Anto io, Tex., and址s wife,
Cristina, Celebrated the birth
Of th ir second daughter, So且a
Alexandr‘a, On June 12, 20O7.
Contact him at sburguete@hot
mail.c m.
Julie Sim Cola (SMGOO) and
帥c C ia (SMG’99) of Stratford,
Corm., annOunCe the birth of
their da旭ghter, Gabrie11e Alexis,
On Febr‘uary 26. ``Big sister
Isabelle is thrilled with t,he addi-
tion:’Julie writes. E-mail her at
j ulie. a.cola@gmail.com.
Ch「istine (鵬「i緬n) Polca「i
(CAS’oo) of Norwell, Mass.,
mamie CJ PoIcari on J山y 6.
The maid of honor was Jennifer
Monahan (SAROO) and the
bridesmaids included Melissa
Yu (SAROO) and Valerie Hayes
(CAS’99). Keith Zive (CAS’00)
also attended the wedding.
Christine is a pediatrician.
E-mail her at cpoIcari35@gmail
Vijay Rajendran (SMG’OO) of
Wなshington, D.C., eamed a
master’s in foreign service and
an M.B.A. from Georgetown
University last May He is an as-
SOCiate with the GIobal Business
Policy Council at A.T. Keamey
V鵡ay would love to get in touch
With old friends from BU, eSPe-
Cially those in the Washington
area. E-mail him at varaJen
dran@gmail.com.
Omi RajpaI (COM’oo, CGS’98)
Of Br‘OOkline, Mass., is celebrat-
mg her宜fth year as owner,
Publisher, and president of 4rt
NをuJ Engわれd, a bimonthly maga-
Zine of ontemporary ar七and
Culture, Serving New England,
upstate New York, and Canada.
Omi ecently started another
business ve ture, Artists of the
Ⅵbrld Travel, a tOur and travel
servic  for artists and art enthu-
Siasts. She conducted her且rst
two ours in Paris and Prague.
Visit wwwartnewengland.com.
Megam Strajche「 (CAS’00)
Of Brooklyn, NY, manageS
an infant mortality reduction
P Ogram for the New York City
Department of Health and
Mental Hygiene and is pursmg
a master’s in public administra-
tion. She wrote in July about her
upcommg marrlage tO Michael
Krochmaluk on October 12,
2007, With Shelley Friedman
(COM’00) as a bridesmaid and
Julie Hassid (SAROO) and Beth
Snyder (CAS’00) attending.
Contact Megann at mega皿
ker i @gmail.c om ,
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Faheem Ahmed (MET’01)
Of VIねst Jor an, Utah, is a
qual ty assurance eng宣neer
at Ingenix, a health informa-
tion technoIogy company. He
and his wife, Noreen, have a
4-year-Old daughter, Zoha, and
a 16-mOnth-Old son, Sulaiman.
He would love to cormect with
Other BU alumni in the Salt
Lake City area. E-mail him at
fa,h em hmed @hotmail.com.
Heathe「 Williams Dietz
(COM’01) and Benjamin Dietz
(COM’00) of Los Angeles, Calif.,
Were married on October 15,
2006, in La Jolla, Calif. Audrey
Lynn Sylvia (COM’00) o組ci-
ated, While Robert Gustafson
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(COM’01) and Jaime Pona
(COM’00) were best man and
maid of honor. Stephanie
Hasselbrink (SED’01), Joe
Morganella (COM’00), Mike
Duda (COM’00), and Benny
Rizka11ah (ENG’00) were in
the wedding party. AIso in at-
tendance wer'e Ryan Clark
(COM’01), Chip Barrientos
(CFAOO), Matt Bove (CAS’97),
Rebecca Helgeson (CAS’00),
YVonne Battad (CAS’00), Stuart
Chait (COM’02, GRS’03), Lee
Nizani (COM’03, CAS’03), Liv
Fetterman (CAS’01), Brooks
Peterson (COM’01 ), Sudhir
Popat (CAS’01, CGS’99), Jessica
Sickler (CAS’01 ), Jennifer
Sutherland (CAS’01 ), Stephanie
Unwin-Kuruneri (CAS’0 1,
CGS’99), and Jackie Collier
(SED’01). Heather works in
development at Sony Pictures
Animation, and Ben is a digi-
tal media coordinator at 2Oth
Century Fox. Contact Heather
at hwdietz@gmail.com.
Rachel D, DuBois (CAS’01,
CGS’99) of Elkmont, Ala., mar-
ried Gerald W Montgomery
On May 26, 2007, at her parents’
home in Alabama. Julia Speer
(CAS’02) attended. Rachel and
Jerry are working m post-
COn鮎ct and post-tSunami
reconstruction in Banda Aceh,
Indonesia. E-mail Rachel at
rachdub ois @yaho o.com.
巾aci F「eed (GSM’01) of Wey-
mouth, Mass., and !an Wood
(CAS’89) of Manchester‘, Mass.,
Created Survival Beachwear.
丁もn percent of the companyb net
PrOfits are donated to or‘ganiza-
tions that promote public educa-
tion about and hands-On PreSer-
Vation of marine life, SuCh as the
National Marine Life Center on
Cape Cod, Visit survivalbeach
Jetdel看(CaIde「in)し0-Pinto
(CAS’01) and Be巾aminし0-Pinto
(SMG’99) of Brighton, Mass.,
announce the birth of their
da田ghter, Camila Isabel, On June
22, 2006. She weighed 8 pounds,
2 ounces.
Ke○○y O’Comor (CAS’01) of Colts
Neck, N.J., married Jonathan
Sandler on September 2, 2007,
``
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in Aberdeen, N.J. Lauren
(Freimauer) Cotton (CAS’ol ),
was a bridesmaid. AIso in atten-
dance were Lucy Segal (SAROl),
Debrah Galimidi (COM’01),
Sarah Hemingway (COM’01),
and Jennifer Bu血enski (CAS’01 ).
Kelly and Jon are attomeys in
New Je sey.
Sean Pelkey (UNI’01) and Maggie
(Hevey) Pelkey (CAS’03) of
Jacksonv皿e, Fla. , armOunCe
the birth of their second c血1d,
Michael Joseph. Their daughter,
Mary Karol, WaS bom in May
2005. Sean is a manager of fi-
nancial analysIS and plarmng at
CSX in Jacksonville, and Maggle
is a full-t me mom.
Amanda Wa○○ace (SED’01,’03)
Of Andover, Mass., is a math
teacher at Andover High School.
Previously, She taught math in
the North Middlesex Regional
SchooI District.
Vickyしi Yip (COM’ol) of Miami,
Fla.  Started her own wedding
accessories, favors, and person-
alized gi請s business. Vhsit www
.thebrideandgroomshop.com.
2002
Brianne Barrett (SMG’02) of
Boston, Mass., reCently opened a
WOmen’s Iothing boutique, Finst
D te, With her sister in Andover,
Mass. Visit WW耽Shop且rstdate
.COm.
Scott Brandwein (COM’02) of
New York, NY, married Alice
rown on July 29, 2007, at the
Chelsea Pi rs Lighthouse in
New York City. Groomsmen in-
Cl ded Josh Thomson (COM’02),
Mark Posner (COM’02, CGS’00),
Cory Ogden (SARO2), and Samir
Zarapkar (SMGO2, CGS’OO).
Matthew Brandwein (CAS’06)
was the best man. Russell Rubin
(COM’03, CGS’01), Noah CosIov
(COM’04), and Evan Rosler
(COM’02) also attended. Scott
is senior associate pr'Oducer at
C 11eg  Sports Tもlevision, and
Alice is a doctoral candidate in
Clinical europsychoIogy at the
City University of New Yor'k.
Annabe看Panopio Bryan (MET’02)
and A d「ew B「yan (CAS’99,
CGS’97) of Rocky River, Ohio,
E「ik Bresocnik (C船舶, S削脚) and Kerri"Am Cenci were mar「ied July 28,
2007 in Old Bridge, New Jers叩ln attendanoe were (standing, from left)
Josh twegle「 (§M帥3), James ‖g (CA§’03), Peter Katzman (CA帥0), Kevin
§pector (COM’01), the b「ide and groom, Kelley Gonza!ez (脚’01), Joseph
Beaulieu (CA§’03), best man Ch「is Mai1loux (CA$’00), Andrew Weig (CA帥0)
an州ancy Bresooni寛($AR’97’99); (kneeIing, from left) Evan Mc軸elvey
(CAS’03), Ben Homer (関S’01, §M帥3), Ad「ian OonzaIez (聞s’99), and
Femando E§tre漢ia (CA§’97),
announce the birth of their且rst
Child, Ainsley, On Apri1 13, 2007.
E-mail them at amabel.bryan@
gma正com.
Jason A, Costa (GSM’02) of
Needham, Mass., is vice presi-
dent and relationship manager‘
in the prof ssional services
group at Citizens Bank.
Armand Cuccin盲el看o (CAS’02)
Of Baghdad, Iraq, 1S a diplomat
in the public a散光rs section at
the U.S. Embassy in Iraq. ``It’s
undeniably an exciting - While
dangerous一正fe:’he writes.
Armand is the public affairs
O組cer for‘ all US. congressional
delegations and for the Iraql
High Tribunal.
しau「en (Kriegsman) Gray
(COM’02) of VAltham, Mass.,
and her husband, Earl, Wel-
COmed their且rst child, Julia
Car line, On November 6, 2007.
Lauren and Ear'l work together
at Earl’s company, Blue Robin
(www.bluerobin.com), build-
mg e-business infrastructures.
E-mail her at Lauren@ 1180.us.
Timothy Ke○○ey (SMG’02, CGS’00)
Of Dedham, Mass,, is a sales
manager at John Hancock Fi-
rrancial Netwo血もWeⅡesley H皿s
宜rm. H  ecruits, trains, and
COaChes a team of professionals
to he p clie ts meet their finan-
Cial goals.
Alice (Klevitsky) Miies (○○M’02,
CGS’oo) of Brighton, Mass.,
founded Stilista Boston, a Style
COnSulting company. The com-
Pany S mission is to “bring the
fa,Shion st,atuS Of Boston resi-
dents up a notch or two.’’
Michelle (Sansive「o) Nixon
(CAS’02) of Quincy, Mass.,
married Chad Nixon on June
25, 2007, On St. Thomas in t,he
uS. Virgin Islands. Seth Rosen
(CAS’03) attended.
た「in Rodat-Savla (GSM’02) and
A$hesh “Ace’7 Sav!a (CAS’96,
GSM’02) of West Roxbury,
Mass., Celebrated the birth of
their‘ first child, Miranda Lee, On
March 30, 2007.
Brooke Schedneck (CAS’02)
Of T mpe, Ariz., is pursumg a
Ph.D, in Asian religions, SPe-
Cializing in Southeast Asian
Buddhism, at Arizona State
University. In 2005 she eamed
a master’s in theologlCal stud-
es from Harvard Divinity
School. Brooke married
William Stamer On August
??????????????
26, 2006, in Addison, N.Y Beth
Marois (COM’02), Sara Monzet
(CAS’02), and Monique Marsh
(CAS’O3) were in the wed葛
ding party. Tulsi Vadodaria
(CAS’02), Priya Massand
(CAS’02), Arkadiusz Slanda
(CAS’02), Tony Patsicostas
(CAS’03), and Camilla
Mackeprang (CAS’02) also
attended. Contact Brooke at
bschedneck@gmail.com.
2003
Kate (Jaray) Bogusch (SMG’03)
Of Queens, NY., married
Andrew Bogusch on Apri1 27,
2007. Shelley Ruff (SMGO3),
Maryarme Conway (SMG’o3),
Veronica Loving (SED’03),
Gerald Loughran (COM’02),
Thomas Suiter (CAS’03),
and Jeremy Berens (SMG’o3,
ENG’06) attended. Kate is a
marketing manager for business
development at the law且rm
Proskauer Rose, and Andrew is
the host of a nightly sports news
Show on Sirius Satellite Radio.
Contact Kate at kgbogusch@
yaho o.c om.
Elizabeth B「enne「 (CHA:03) of
Philadelp血a, Pa., is a creative
designer with Azuna, a media
COmPany OutSide the city E-mail
Elizabeth at e.b.brenner@gmail
Kristin Ezell (CFÅ03) of
Annandale, NY, a SOPranO,
made her professional New
York debut at Camegie Hall’s
Weill Recital Hall last April as
Part Of the Osvaldo Go咄ov and
Dawn Upshaw Workshop for
Composers and Singer’S, Kristin
WaS aWarded a full scholarship
to the Master of Music in vocal
Performance program at Bard
College Conservatory of Music.
She earned her宜rst Master of
Music from Manhattan SchooI
of Music in 2006.
Ginge「 Lazarus (GRS’03)
Of Arlington, Mass., WrOte
October, Which was staged by
Queer Soup Theater Company
at the Boston Playwrights’
Theatre this summer. Ginger’s
Play, Set On a quiet lake deep
in the Maine woods, addresses
the emotional aftermath of
September ll, 2001, through
the increaslngly volatile rela-
tionship b ween two women.
Monique (巾mez) Marsh (CAS’03)
Of Nashv lle, Tenn., married
Robert Andrew Marsh on
Apri1 28, 2007, in Maui, Hawaii.
The wedding party included
Kimberly Yatcko (CAS’02,
CGS’OO), Brooke Schedneck
(CAS’02), Arkadiusz Slanda
(ENGO2), and Jennifer Wな11ace
(CAS’o4). When she wrote in
August, Monique, a traveling
register‘ed nurse, WaS On aS-
Slgnment at the University of
Southern Calift)rnia. E-mail her
at mmtamez@hotmail.com.
WilIiam Russell Schroeder, J「,
(CAS’03, CGS’ol), and Nina
Lewis-Sch「oede「 (GRS’05) of
Boston, Mass., Were married on
July 14, 2007, in Rancho Santa
Fb, Calif. In attendance were
Maria Hwang (SHAO4, CGS’01),
Joshua Roberts (CAS’o3), Alyx
Schwarz (CAS’07), Deborah
Bemstein (CAS’93), David Oh
(CAS’O4, CGS’03, GRS’05), and
Jason Jenkins (ENG’95). Bi11
WOrks in furnitur'e and design
Sales with Webster & Company,
and Nina is enro11ed in an ad-
V nCed graduate studies pro-
gram in counseling psychology
at Northeast,ern University.
E-mail Bi11 at wschroeder 1981 @
comcast.net and Nina at
nflewisschroeder@gmail.com,
Paula TognareIIi (MET’03) of
Cambridge, Mass., is execu-
tive director and curator of the
Gri触n Museum of Photography
in Winchester, Mass. Previously,
She was the deputy director
and assistant curatOr at the
muS eum.
2004
Duke Dang (CAS’04) of New
York, NY., manageS V楢orks &
Process, the performing arts
PrOgram Of the Guggenheim
Museum in New York. He re-
Cently organized a performance
by the Boston Ballet.
Jeremy Stockton Johnson
(COM’04) of Shanghai, China,
recently launched ProVisual,
a high-end photography and
g aphic design studio based
in Shanghai, With af珊iates in
New Yo k and Rome. Jeremy
is a pr fessional fashion and
advertising photographer. His
16-image series門扉nS Storひ
was exhibited at Island 6 Art
Center in Shanghai and was
featured in the Sha7tghai Da助
in Ju y.
Vicki MacKay (SED’04) of New
York, NY., eamed a master’s in
ea血y childhood general and spe-
cial education from Bank Street
College of Education in New
York l st May. She is a kinder-
garten teacher in a Manhattan
Public school.
Samuel Ro (CAS’04) of New
York, NY.  is an equity r'eSearCh
associ te with Fbrbes Investors
Advisory Institute. He also
writes stock recommendations
for the personal finance section
of Fbrbes.com. Contact Samuel
at samueLrO@hotmafLcom.
Jessica Sharp (SMG’04, CGS’02)
Of Nor‘WOOd, Mass., is in her
third year at New England
SchooI of L釦噂Where she re-
ceived a CALI Award for trial
P eParation and made the Dea皿’s
List for the sprmg SemeSter.
Last ummer, She was a law
Clerk for medical malpractice
def nse attomeys at Morrison
Mahon y in Boston. E-mail her
at j essO323@alun.bu.edu.
Eric Steeves (MET’04) of New-
bur‘y, Mass., Published址s sec-
Ond novel, Race軌e Ristれg測れ
(Unlimited Publis血ng, 2007). Fbr
more information, visit www
.ericsteeves.net.
2005
Ryan Barrett (CAS’05, COM’05)
Of Boston, Mass., WaS amOng
the college students and recent
graduates who wrote Mbdon
A施tr劇anJler Bosfoれ, an aCa-
demic calendar and guide to
Boston. Learn more at ~
.mapboston.com.
Noe11e Foye (MET’05) of Brock-
ton, Mass., WaS named educa-
ti n director of the Fu11er Craft
Museum. She will develop and
OVerSee PrOgramn1mg, m COn‾
JunCtion with the contemporary
craft mu um’s exhibitions and
COmmunity outreach programs.
Christina Ooodwin (CFAO5)
Of Marblehead, Mass., had a
SOIo exhibit on, Draum bo: N古比)
Dra助JlgS的C耽risttJla Goodz。れ
at the Rheault Drawlng Room in
Portland, Maine. View her work
t wwwchristinagoodwin.c om.
Emme案yn Ong Kim (GRS’05) of
Yonkers, NY., and her husband,
Jason, annOunCe the birth of
their且rst child, Vera Eve, On
J山y 7, 2007. Emmelyn lS an
M,PH. candidate at Columbia
Univers ty. Contact her at
emme ong @yaho o.c om.
Jeff「ey Mohr (MET’05) of
Baton Rouge, La., WaS elected
PreSident of the Independent
In urance Agents and Brokers
Of Loui iana at the group s
COnVention and exposition last
year. E-ma l Je甜ey at jmohr@
mohragency.com.
2006
Jonathon Cooke (MED’06) of
Glendal , Calif., WaS Chosen
as the Surgical Intem of the
Year at Naval Medical Center
San Diego. He volunteered to
serv with the Marines and
WaS COmmended for rurmng
the best battalion aid station
in 20 years during血s trairmg
at Fbrt Bliss. Jonathan left for
the Middle East with the llth
Marine Expeditionary Unit in
Novemb er.
Adriame Oeorge (MET’06) of
Halmstad, Sweden, WOn tWO
awards for her blog, Black
Women in Europe. The 2007
Black Weblog Awards named
Adr‘ianne’s blog the best intema-
tional blog by popular vote, and
SeParately by judges’vote. Visit
the blog at wwwblackwome血n
europe.blogsp ot.com.
Pete「 Doug!as Jo「gensen
(CAS’O6) and Jennife「 de Sousa
(CAS’07, MED’11) of Boston,
Mass., are Plarmng a June 20O9
Wedding. Peter wor'ks in the BU
Information Systems Plannlng
nd Support development
gro p, and Jen is in her first
year at the School of Medicine.
Ca「「ie McPhe「son (GSM’06) of
Bos on, M ss., WaS aCCePted
into the Broad Residency m
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Urban Education, a tWO-year
management - development pro-
gram that places emergmg eXeC-
utives in urban schooI systems.
Carrie was one of 30 executives
from top business, Public policy,
and law schooIs chosen for the
PrOgram・
2007
Alison Baas (CAS’O7) of Landing,
N.J., is an editorial assistant
at EnsIow Publishers, Inc.,
in Berkeley Heights, N.J. She
Writes that she owes her suc-
cess to her brief stint as a
Bostoれta intern. E-mail Alison at
followingmy且sh@gmail.c om.
Jesse Freeman (MET’07) of
Miami, Fla., teaChes criminal
justice at FIorida National
College. He is the youngest in-
StruCtOr at the school.
Cherie Harris (COM’07) of
Inglewood, Calif., is a movie
SCreenmg r‘eCruiter at Nielsen
Entertainment in Hollywood.
``While I Iove knowlng about the
latest movies before the general
POPulation does, the job can be
a bit grue止ng,’’Cherie writes. “I
have been tr'ying to break into
the entertairment industry as
a production assistant, Or in
a町子aSSistant job in TV or皿m,’’
E-mail Cherie at cherie747@
aoLcom.
Sara-Marie Pons (SMGO7) of
Chestnut Hill, Mass., is a li-
CenSed且nancial advisor with
Ameriprise Financial. She
Writes, “I work closely with indi-
viduals to help them fully under-
Stand their goals and dreams,
Create a Plan to reach those
aspirations, and then continu-
OuSly track the progress of
the complete且nancial plan.
E-mail Sara-Marie at smpons@
gmail.c om.
Debo「ah Schwartz (SSW’07)
Of Dartmouth, Mass., WOrks
With children, adolescents, and
families for the Massachusetts
Department of Mental Health.
“I received my Massachusetts
L.C.SW in June and am pre-
Parmg tO Study another lan輸
guage and seek advancement
OPPOrtunities as they arise,
She writes.
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AS Il軸晴OF the Goldman
SchooI of Dental Medicine
for thirty years, Spencer
Frank1 1ed the young
SCho l to national promi-
nence, eXPanding educa-
tional, Public service, and
research prQjects. Frankl,
the longest-SerVing dean
at any dental school in the
COuntry, died on October
20. He had announced last
July that he would step
d wn July l, 2008.
Frankl was a man of
uncommon vision,SayS
Aram Chobanian (HoN.’06),
PreSident emeritus of
Bosto  University, former
Medical Campus provost
and dean of the SchooI
Of Medicine, and a col-
1eague for four decades.
Choba ian cites particu-
1arly SDM’s evolving
education. ``He looked at
dentistry m many neW
WayS,’’he says. ``He be-
came a leader in simula-
tion methods of teaching.’’
In s arpening the
SC ool’s focus on expe-
r entia=eaming, Frankl
built its community in-
VOlvement, WOrking with
Boston Medical Center
and national organiza-
tions to offer dental care
to Iow-income and under-
SerVed populations. A
grant from the National
Institutes of Health helped
fund SDM’s Northeast
Center for Research to
Evaluate and Eliminate
Dental Disparities, and
funding from the Robert
Wbod Johnson Founda-
tion stablished the New
England Dental Access
PrQject to recruit and
t ain minority dentists.
He also strengthened
SDM research, SayS Presi-
dent Emeritus John Silber
(HoN.’95), Who appointed
him dean. ``Spencer’s
deanship was notable for
his unrelenting and highly
SuCCeSSful efforts to build
he research capabilities
of the SchooI of Dental
Medicine and to inte-
grate its programs intO
Boston Medical Center,’’
SayS Silber. ``He empha-
Sized the pursuit of ex-
Cellence in advanced medi葛
Cal research and in the
COmPaSSionate care for
patients.’’
But mouming his
death, faculty and staff
SPeak most often of his
COllegial qualities. ``He
de ply appreciated the
talents of the school’s
faculty, Staff, Students,
a umni, nd board of visi-
tors, and the many friends
to whom he listened at-
tentively as they provided
him with many creative
ideas,’’says Kathleen
Ferland, director of SDM
administration, Who
worked with Frankl for
th rty〇五ve years. “His vi-
Sion and love for people in
dental medicine wil=ive
far into th  future.’’
“He cared so much for
his troops,’’says Thomas
Kilgore, an SDM profes-
SOr and associate dean
of dvanced education.`At almost every faculty
and st ff meeting he said,
`Our people are the dental
SChool’s most important
asset:’’
Frankl graduated from
Templ  University SchooI
Of De tistry in 1958 and
COmPleted a postdoctoral
residency m Pediatric
dentistry at the Children’s
National Medical Center
in Was ington, D.C., in
1959. In 1964hewasre-
Cruited to the faculty
from Tufts by Henry M.
Goldm n, SDM’s founding
dean, tO Create the depart賀
ment of pediatric dentist-
ry at the year-Old school.
He held various admin-
istra ive titles within the
SCh ol, including assistant
dean or dental health af-
fairs and associate dean.
While associate dean, he
initiated, Planned, and de一
Veloped the basic D.M.D.
PrOgram (the school had
PreVIOuSly offered only
dvanced degrees) and
SeCured a $1.1 mi11ion fed-
eral construction grant to
nlarge the physical plant
to accommodate it.
In 1976, he was appoint-
ed SDM dean designate,
and in 1977 he became
dean and deputy direc-
tor of Boston University
Medical Center.``When he announced
his retirement, I think he
felt comfortable that he
WaS leaving the school in
goo  hands,’’says Kilgore.``Of course, he built our
team, SO the credit for
what we do in the future
ultimately goes to Spencer.’’
抄塩蔚苗環境態。躍認醍醐態晋彊輔弼,
80, SchooI of Medicine
PrOfessor of medicine and
associate dean and an early
advocate for皿uoridation, On
July 25.
Bernstein earned an A.B.
in English from Haverford
College and an M.D. from
Johns Hopkins SchooI of
Medicine.
In 1955, a reSearCh fel-
1owship from the biochem-
istry unit of the U.S. Public
Health Service enabled
Bernstein to study at Univer「
Sity College Medical School
in London and at Duke
University’s SchooI of
Medicine.
Bernstein then became an
associate professor of medi葛
Cine at Harvard University,
Where he worked for且fteen
years. In 1973, hejoined the
School of Medicine, Where
he remained for the rest of
his academic career.
He was one ofthe且rst
PrOPOnentS Of且uorida-
tion. In 1983, Bernstein told
the Boston Globe, “There
is one basic, irrefutable
fact, and that is a11 water,
everywhere, COntains皿uo-
ride. It is not an additive.
Fluoridation is an adjust-
ment of that level, and at
One Part Per million, its den-
tal health benefits are great
and it is nontoxic.”
After retiring, he kept
up a busy clinical practice
through an outpatient group
at Brigham and Wbmen’s
Hospital. The patients who
COuldn’t pay he saw without
Charge, his son Andrew
told the Globe. Further, ’`My
father always said, `If I want
to spend forty一五ve minutes
With a patient, I don’t care
What any health plan says,
I’m not gomg tO SPend only
餅teen minutes:’
葺の輔弼輯息張鞘Å醗輔の9 73,
College of Arts and Sci-
ences professor emeritus of
history, On August 2.
A Fulbright Scholar who
Studied at the University
Of Marburg in Germany,
Gagliardo specialized in
modem German history.
Gagliardo earned a B.A.
and an M.A. from the Uni-
VerSity of Kansas, and an
M.A. and a Ph.D. from Yale
Un ive r sity.
Gagliardo joined the BU
faculty in 1968. He pub-
1ished four well-regarded
books and one translation
On early modern European
and German history. Over
his three decades at BU,
he re eived numerous hon-
OrS for h s commitment to
ducation, and in 1984 he
received Boston University’s
highest teaching award, the
Metcalf Cup and Prize for
Excellence in Teaching.
`John was passionately
dedi ted to the craft of
teaching,” says wi11iam
Keylo , a CAS professor of
history and intemational re-
latio s and a dose colleague
Of Gaglia do’s. `As a master
lecturer, an insplrmg Semi-
nar leader, and a dedicated
mentor and advisor to stu-
dents, he was peerless.’’
Studen s also remember
Gagliardo as a spirited and
insplrmg PrOfessor and a
tireless mentor, aCCOrding
o Jay Corrin (GRS’76), Who
e med a Ph.D. in history
from Boston University and
is chair of social sciences
at the College of General
Studies. “I have not known
anyone in my thir'ty yearS
Of teaching at Boston Uni-
VerSity who gave more of
his time and energy to stu-
dents than John Gagliardo,’’
he wrote in the history
dep rtment’s newsletter.``Many of these students
have told me that their lives
Were forever transformed
by knowing and working
with him.”
``His demanding stan-
dards of scholarship in the
areas of r‘eSearCh, Critical
thinking, and writing set
Standards that I’ve worked
diligently, though not al-
WayS SuCCeSSfu11y, tO meet,’’
Corri  wr te. `And to this
day he r mains for me
the model of a classroom
teacher.’’
鯨揺醗現出勝運購罷輔の悶, College
Of Arts and Sciences profes-
SOr Of socioIogy and chair of
the socioIogy department,
On Oc七 ber 30.
Almost as soon as he
began t ching at Boston
Universi y in 1976, Gordon
became the director of the
Center for Applied Social
Science. He later became
director of the Center for
TechnoIogy and Policy, and
in 1996 he was appointed
Chair of the socioIogy de-
Partment. His notable early
books focused on medi-
Cal ociology and medical
t chnoIogy, and he wrote
SeVeral in皿uential articles
On Valuation reSearCh and
i novatio  in industry and
technoIogy. He re七ired from
Boston University in 2007.
Throughout his career,
Gordon was an advisor to
the health industry and the
U.S. govemment. He was a
COnSultant to the U.S. House
Of Representatives Select
Committee on Assassina-
tion, the U.S. Public Health
Service, the Kaiser Foun-
dation Research Institute,
the U.S. Department of
Health, Education, and VIfel-
fare, and the National Insti葛
tutes of Health. He was
also a member of the Na-
tional Academy of Sciences
COmmittee on technoIogy
and health care and a fac-
ulty member at Tel Aviv
Universi七y in Israel.
Gordon earned a Ph.D.
from New York University
in 1962. BefoI.e COmmg
to Boston University, he
七aught at the University of
Chicago’s Graduate SchooI
Of Business and at Cornell
University’s department of
SOCioIogy and industria=a-
bor relations, Where he was
Chair f the organizational
behavior department.
酢醍胎鹿茸飽。蹴鬼艶麗艶盛乱乱, 88,
SchooI of Education profes-
SOr emeritus of education,
On Sep mber 7.
Marshall, Who taught
atBUfrom 1959to 1980,
SPeCialized in school admin-
istrat on and development.
Yet in the classroom, he
emphasized a personal ap-
PrO Ch to education.
“He was very open and
Pleasant with students,’’
SayS SED Professor田meri-
tus Gaylen Ke11ey (SED’54,’59).
``He really worked with
his stu ents; a lot of it was
getting them to talk, tO
leam conflict resolution,
and to recognlZe Who they
are in terms of their own
Strengths and weaknesses.”
Marsha11 earned a
bachelor’s degree from
the University of New
Hampshir  and graduate
degrees in education from
Spring且eld Co11ege and
Stanford University. He
achieved the rank of cap-
tai  in the U.S. Army and
WaS high schooI prmCIPal
and later superintendent
Of schooIs in Middlebury,
Vermont.
Aft  studying at Stan-
ford, Marshall returned
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Marion L, §山livan Gendron (P肥26)
弼輔弼鵬酵賊即輔寄
陣he音Riede○○ (PAL’27)醐軸醜鵬凱
MilIlred B, Obrey (CAS’31)配腕骨
Ruth H, Bar「ows (P肥32) E醐鵬
to New England in 1959 to
begin a twenty-One-year
Career at the SchooI of
Education. In addition to
teaching, he was a traveling
COnSultant, helping school
districts develop long-range
Plans and determine when
to build new schooIs.
貯金醐躍簿蹴認醜態常79, SchooI
Of Medicine professor of
medicine and physiology
and head of the endocri-
noIogy section of the de-
Partment Of medicine, On
August 19.
Before coming to Boston
University in 1962, Melby
eamed a medical degI.ee
and completed preliminar-
ies for a Ph.D. in biochem-
istry from the University of
Minnesota, Where he met
his wife. Following their
marriage and his I.eSidency,
Melby was an associate
PrOfessor of medicine
and biochemistry at the
UniveI.Sity of Arkansas for
three years.
Throughout thirty years
Of teaching and conduct-
ing research at Boston
University, Melby saw pa-
tients, Starting at 7:30 a.m.
One patient described him
as ``a combination of God
and Santa Claus:’Melby’s
Wife, Mary, tOld the Boston
Gさobe.
In 1993, Melby stepped
down from his position as
SeCtion head but stayed on
as a professor‘ Of medicine
and physioIogy and director
Of endocrine hypertension.
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Maud M. Amold (CAS’33)
輔弼韓輔弼繊維
Eleano「 F. Ⅲrley (部S’33)
Miriam NNeating (P仙’33)
弼輔弼輔弼乱臣職種
Mary C. McCook (§AR’34)
削輔弼髄鞘鴫蹴陪
Roy W, Nelson (CAS’35, M間’38)
鞘邑隅醗顕胴鵬農
Joseph Ånton Laurano (田W’36)
輔弼凋鯛回
Dorothy肌l「 y (OR§’36)
醍醐憩輔弼醜悪凋鵬き
C. EarIe Aaskov (SM鵬’37)醐輔弼凋脚語
Byron §, pardee (SMO’37)蹴輔弼購艦
Ea「I J, I)ias (部$’38)醍醐輔弼凋鵬.
Virginia Fay (§AR’38〉臓臓鵬
Ma「y A, Feyle「 ($間’38)輔弼醐
Myer H. F「i dman (SMa’38)鵬鞘酷乱
Emest O. A関aIah (田W’39)闘鶏輔弼鞘
Aaron馴00m (§MO’39)鵬薗蹴雷髄愚周臨
Joseph Brodley (§MO’39凋醍醐鵬醜
脈icha「d A, Fox ($M部9)制帽粥
Deib帥E. Jo○○ey (STH’39,’40)醍醐難聴
Ma巾rie E. Kaplan (PAL’39)醍醐醍
Saui Nechtem (S間’39:41 :53)
範醍醐則蹴雪組
Noma唯ra$Sj (鵬R§’40)
弼聞輔鵬縦軸講胤臨
た, 「「ank馴i§ (CÅ§’40)髄鞘鞘即組
Wa看ter Oould Leonal-d (CAS’44, M帥46)
思制約簿タ離鱗。
Ada F. Roochvarg (§間’44)
菖輔弼粥輔弼凋鵬鶴
Sy!via Schoenberg (P仙’44)
蹴畳鰯醐醒,酷
Joseph E, Feman回es (SM鵬’45)
闘輔弼凋鵬農
Leo軸ward Dorfman (山W’47)
輔弼曽脚縄鵬暗闘。
Jac叩e看ine L. Ho○○and (S冊47)
電醍醐配鮒鱗
He音en ureating (脚’47)観潮潤鰯,
Thalia CalIichy MandeIl仰S’47)
電醐輔凋鵬.
鮒ney §chneider (SMO’47,田W’49)
醍　醐醐醍 鵡凱
鵬eorgeし. §010mOn (SMO’47)
鵬鮪醜聞鞘輔弼醐富
hatherine Kemicott BaiIey (脚’48)
醍醐蹴醍世親
Philip P。 CargiiI (脚’48:53)醍醐弼蹴
Vemon E, Carter (§丁H’48) RE醐韻輔弼富農
Clinton F「iedman (§MO’40)輔弼鞘凋鵬.
しouise …a「ding (P仙’40)醐澗醜
Janet C, Ba!ch (S間’41同湖蹴醜
Kem th W. Beatty (部S’41 , STH’42)
盛輔弼世軋
Melvin C, CaれnOn (GR§’41〉醜舗
帥o「aし.鵬agnoれ(0$M’41)蹴醐粥
Austin Njel§en (S間’41)醒顕粥醗醍誹軋
Abraham Beliiove (田W42)醍醐願鵬藍棚。
州o E, Cesarini (§MO’42〉蹴開聞縄
Mary J, Nugent (SED’42:46〉醍醐醜輔紺
Oeorge J.鮒a州ing (SM筋’48)
輔弼舗醐醗購、
I]ouglas P. 000Id (SMO’48)鵬鞘
AmoId F. HiIfer (M帥48)鞘霹鰯蔑勘醐臨
Mary C.しynch (S間’48)諺踊曹醜聞朝鯨
Carl E, Nason (§MG’48)晒鶴間輔弼郵
Mu「ray皿erts (§M間9,田W’76)
醍醐勘離舗.
Richard F. Bate§ (CA§’49, $間’51)
Shi細ley R. Evans (§間’49)顕醗輔弼蹴
Ma$On N, Hartman (CA§’49)
醍醐騨離粥か
剛胴rd Ⅲemessey (田W’49タHo‖,’76)
縄弼鴫離嘗醍
Be巾amin D, Lewis仙W’49)
輔弼輔弼醍醐周乱
Chester F, Demis McOuajd (CÅ$’49)
輔弼鞘輔弼誹離艦
Charles軸, Mo「in (田W’49)輔弼嘗胆組
Richard J, M皿em (COM’49)
蝿髄鞘勘離舗.
Howa「d R, Pea「§On (CAS’49)
思鯛輔離醜,醐腫
Richard J, §arapa§ (田W’49)
脚蹴醍醐鵬輔弼凋醐彊
James J, §cuI○ary (山W’49)
鞘輔弼肥
WilIiam James Zumwalt (CA$’49)
$tephen D, Cohen Bremer (山W’50)
弼醐弼雛誹れ
Marie C, Cheverie (PAL’50〉醐潤革髄鞘
0, Rosemary Oilligan (脚’50,’57)
弼醍醐勘臓鵬
Geo「gette Ma血s (CA§’50)
脚開聞離艦
§t「a慣On E。 ‖icho!s (DGE’50)鶴田勝鞘
CHffo「d A, Ohnemus (COM’50, DGE’48)
輔弼距離轍
Franci$ C. Rocheleau (田W50)
蹴棚潮醐購鞄醐醗
John R, $immons (M間’50〉観踊国圃鵬。
帥0慣K. §lade, Jr. (CAS’50,田W’52)
醐管轄馳駆
Ruth W。 Abells (COM’51)
闘輔弼晶冊弼醜態凋鵬強
Paul T凋Omdahl (CA§’51〉
醜鋪輔弼棚醐,
伽oe H, Car「 (§間’51)醜聞醐醜聞鞘帥臨
Peter M. Cerullo (C田51)臣髄鞘醐帥賄
Paul Å, choate (田W’51)鯛踊購脚鱗
Betsy J, Ci「iack (脚’51)踊寵潤即蹴鞠
Ha「「yし. Crow!ey, Jr, (脚’51,’54〉
鵬醇髄鞘鰍鵬
Wi○○iam J,鵬roves (SMO’51)醍醐鞘
Henry W, Ha11 (CAS’51)鞘蹴鞠醐縄
Oerald S. Hancock (田W’51)鯛鵬醸世親
Pcter Å. Modica (§MG’51)醍醐醗
Caesar J, parise (鵬W51)輔弼畠
F「anoi§ J, Riel (§間’51)蹴嗣鞘臨席鮒
Janet鵬ng Berkey (CA§’52)醜聞輔弼酷
W胴am H. ButIer (CAS’52川灘醍醐誹醐胤
John P, Carrier (COM’52)蹴醐輯賦
Thoma$ P。 CantweIl (田W’57)
醗餌潮時蹴粥.
Ar!ene E, Evans (P仙’57)
踊脳髄醜聞
Lany W, Johnson (§MG’57) EN臓醐曙醜
Clement E, Papazian (M間’57)
竃観弼曙蹴轍
Pavid S, Porte「 (S即’57
’61)鞘輔弼臨調鵬置
Walter F, Richardson (S帥57)髄輔弼
Don S, Smith (鵬§’57)隠離髄
James WiれSlow Bate§ (SMG’58)
舗臨醐轄轍鮒
Joseph T, Deしorenzo ($MG’58)
醗輔弼凋触灘.
Frederick ↓ Dunbury (§間’58,’71, DGE’54〉
開脚離宮凋鵬.
David K, Po請er (C田58〉脚輔弼
Charlotte Reed (SAR’58〉髄鞘蹴
軸arriet R, ftyan (SO‖’58川醍醐鞘E蹴
鵬uido R. Ca「accioio (CA§’59)
馳駆醐輔弼蹴鯨
Kemeth A出ing (CAS’59)
醐剛醐靴臓震膏艦
Katharine N, Parker (§帥’59)
粥醍醐輔弼鰭
Henry E. Bates, Jr, (CAS’60)罷職棚醐
Frederic捕, Clark, J「, (D肥60)
畠観班鰯別輔弼醐
No「man I]onald Co!vin (S町60)
脚輔弼埋札
Allan Hinderstein (COM’60,’61 〉
鯛騙継嗣弼
Vincent Lanzoni (M帥’60川観輔弼鱒
§yivia Bayliss Byme (COM’61〉
軸開鵬蹴紺臨
Paul U, Congdon (§帥’61)髄鞘開脚織
Joseph J,曲nagan (§MG’61)
蹴輔弼潮間醐臨
Raymond Z, Husak (CAS’61)
醐輔弼鞘即開削鵬
Richard J, Osborne (馴帥1
David H葛しeonard (馴G’62〉
瞥輔弼醍醐輔弼削
’63川鞘離嘩愚
Robert Cau鮪eI Lovingood (COM’62,
§即’62)醍醐蹴鞘
Emest R. Messina (G§M’62)
臓離醐闇謝鞘鰍轍
MichaeI A, Wi看ljams ($MO’62)
輔弼醐鞘吊鱗粥。
$tuart H, Flanders, J「. (COM’63, C部’61)
髄鞘難曲熱脚鰯
Mariiyn A, Moran ($間’63)
粥醐蹴諺甫凋鯛か
服abeth J, Scro製ins (COM’63)
CaroI J, §tarr珊(§珊63)鵬輔弼勘醐
I]onald H博n Ess (GRS’63)醍醐鞘軸霞
Barry A,肌rsman (§MG’64)鯛馳
Jane B. Live「more ($ON’64)藍鵬班開脚醒
Sara NArcher (80購5,’66, §帥71)
醜聞輔弼組
P「e$tOn I), Haynes (CA§’65油脂胴醐鞘
Vincent T, Wa看sh (CA$’65)輔弼剛胆
剛zabeth O. Busconi (CA§’66)
醜聞雷購,蹴騰.
W珊am C, Murdoch, Jr, (§間’66)
閥晒電離棚乱
鵬hard O亜m心aIl ($帥67)
臓髄鞘闇闇組織綜
Juanita A, Ponte (CAS’67)輔鞘弼
Demis W, P「ie§ne「 (S間’67)野輔弼
Harris J葛Rakov (山W’67) EN醐舗
略ren G. Jones (CA§’88)繊細騨凋臨
Robert J, §hapiro (S間’68) RE醐周軋
Brenda冊n-Cochran (§ON’69)
Nancy Oleiner (COM’69)醸輔弼醐鞘網棚晶
Paula鵬olden (S間’69, COS’67)
踊醐醗鰯圃き
Oe「aldし, Mann (8TH’69)
醗酵臣蹴醜鵬
陥meth P, Marrer (S間’69)
醐胸壁醐臣鰯
Ånn M, Portes (COM’69川端骨醗酵粥緋賠
Francis C。 $hea (山W’69)醐醜聞
Judith M, Bize「 (§ON’70)蹴鞠弼苫
Thoma§ J. Machame「 (§TH’70)
諒闇醐即鞘鼎
Joanne R, Mayer (CA§’70)鞘髄鞘
級obert H, Schroeder 〈山W’70)輔弼謹
Arthur Roland Serverson (M町70)
Henryし. Tomsuden (§間’70)
鰯邑輔弼離艦
pa山a D, Buck寒in (§間’71)醍醐弼蹴
constance Moore Porte「 (CÅS’71)
醍醐灘麟醐輔。
Margaret T, Chase (鵬S’73)聾髄鞘
Michael A。鵬oode unW’73)
髄鞘醐韓開講鵬,
Carl $. Walker (部§’73)蹴蹴醍醐
Robe巾John Z!otek (CAS’73〉鞘鯛醐棚曲
Michael I), Bank (0§M’74津輔弼即圃
Carol $,しondon (§ON’74:77)
醍醐醐醐開講鵬。
Kemeth J, Weinberger (COM’74)
鱒開講脚
cindy M, Maca「chuk (COM’75,鵬E73)
鯛醍醐騨蝋
Mary §, Me!ey (CAS’80)
蹴弼轍鞘輔弼手駒萱鮒
醐芭軸鵜輔弼
§usan S, §pencer醜鴫醐種
Geraldine Deragon (SON’85)
蹴麓鞘鰯軋削粥。
Claire B, Legauit (MET’85)
輔弼髄鞘鰯
Jo§e Ricardo一間(GRS’85)
離醒芭鞘鋼凋鰯.
John §. Coyne「 (剛G’86〉轍鮒鴫醗脚
I)ougla§ Bany HiIl (GR§’86)
韓鞘輔弼醍醐曲
Maura Hickey Taillefer (CA§’86, COS’84)
蹴輔弼騨醐臆
丁ed Alan Tatchio (M訂’87)算鵬蹴鞘観鴫鞘。
Patricia Johnson Ga「lock (S帥88)
粥醍醐醐職轍
David Wi一!iamしloyd (購M’88)醜聞
John J, Romero (M間’89)
観閲軸輔蝿酷刑削
Kathleen Banks (§§W’91)
鞘鰯騙す朝鵬,
鵬iIbert Oa「ber (M打93川開聞騨鵬軋
しyne請e Am Krause"しoner (§帥’95)
溺踊醐鱗誹乱
Eugene C. Bemhard, J「, (部M’03)
醍醐醜聞離艦
Careyし. DeMo§§ (山W’06)醐醗酵
O「aham Cooper Barton (CA§’07)
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干瞳甜鴨融轟悔醍醐讃痛罵彊『苗鵬肯
Robin H書(CFA“66) and Robert Margeson
When Robin and Robert Margeson first
read about the Historicai Performance
Department at Boston University′s
CoIlege of Fine Arts-and its resident
PrOfessionai ensemble′ the Grammy-
nominated orchest「a Boston Baroque-
they knew they had found an opportunity
to honortheir passion forthe music
Of Bach, Vivaldi′ and thei「 peers and
ove「come tax hurdIes associated with
their highly appreciated stock holdings,
lIWe were financialiy ready to make a
CharitabIe gift′’’says Robin (CFA66), a
harpsichordist with a master’s degree in
Piano from BU’s School of Music∴’lt was
just serendipity, it was meant to be.’’
丁he Margesons calIed BU’s Office of
Plamed Givingand within a month
had established a charitabie remainder
trust at the Unive「sity. ’′丁he charitabie
「emainder tr∪st provides a higher
rate of retu「n than the stock market′’’
Robin notes. The trust aiso offers
Significant tax benefits and lifeiong
income-and wiiI create a scholarship
fund for Boston University students
Who sha「e the Margesons’dedication
to Baroque music,
“Historical Performance provides the
next generation of performers for Boston
Baroque, We are thr川ed to be a part of
this endeavor” Robin says. With a
Charitabie remainder trust, She adds,
lleverybody benefits,’’
湖溺瀧輔弼箪講鵬軸粥輔弼患酢熊彊J観艶聞轟細鵡憎

